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AH ANALYSIS OP THE HEED OP THE PROBLEM
ITS IMPORTANCE
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CHAPTER I
AH ANALYSIS OP THE HEED OP THE PROBLEM
ITS IMPORTANCE, AND ITS DEFINITION
Need of the Problem
Problem of the experiment *— This study proposes to
evaluate a method for improving personal description and
characterization in written composition. The lessons
developed for teaching description and characterization in
this experiment stress a method that emphasizes content
and not form in composition. The pupil is taught careful
observation, reflection, and imagination in interpreting
his observations. As a child needs specific vocabulary
to interpret his experiences, development of such a
vocabulary is stressed. A measure of growth in vocabulary
will be part of the evaluation of the method used.
Objectives for written composition .— It seems that
the products of our written composition at the secondary
level are unsatisfactory, as instruction in English
composition has exalted form over substance, manner over
matter, accuracy over spontaneity. The English composition
T EZT iiLF-
t .r? can aT rr *o zictjaiw t/
•'
:
• °
- ItfoT «rfvt *3 fio©’!
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22/
claes works too often under the unhealthy psychosis of
fear and disgust when carrying through a written assignment
The three factors that are responsible for these results
are : (1) the appraisal of compositions, merely on the
basis of formal correctness, demands of the teacher nothing
more than industry; (2) the insistence of colleges and
universities that the lower schools teach grammar, punctua-
tion, and sentence structure, leaves to the college years,
the teaching of fluent, forceful, and graceful expression;
(3) the lack of sympathy and cooperation between different
departments in the junior and senior high schools results
in the stressing of form, over spontaneity of expression.
Clarification of goals is probably difficult, because
of the apparent lack of a carefully tested methodology for
achieving specific objectives. Although many books have
been written on the general principles of composition
teaching, there seems to be a distinct lack of careful
studies in the areas of composition that establishes specific
goals and evaluates practical methods for achieving any goal.
There are many recent subjective opinions which tend
to confuse rather than to clarify the situation. For
example, in Education for All American Youth, the authors
1/ Rollo 1. Lyman, Summary of Investigations Relating to
Grammar, Language, and Composition. Chicago: University of
Chicago
, 1929, p.!8'57“
1/
2/ Ibid., p. 188.
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have recommended that instruction in language ability
become part of the common learnings program. Instruction
in the area will be given by the teacher of the common
learnings program. According to this program every teacher
becomes a teacher of composition, yet no teacher apparently
is responsible for a more specific aim than "to express
your thought clearly in spoken and written English." —
^
Again in the tenth grade English program in Education
for All American Youth
,
it is stated that tests of reading,
and of ability to express thought orally and in writing
will be administered in order to establish a basis for
2 /
pupil and teacher planning of a program for common needs.
As present available tests, according to Pooley, Zahner, and
Jones have no validity for testing ability in expression,
the recommendation seems to suggest the planning of a pro-
gram based on weak premises.
Such recommendations challenge the position of the
English teacher in the secondary school* Therefore, the
time is opportune for the specialist in English to define
and to evaluate his methodology in relation to specific
outcomes of his instruction. If he cannot justify the
effectiveness of his instruction, perhaps he will need to
E National Education Association, Educational Policiesemission. Education for All American Youth
,
1944, p.256.
2/ Ibid ., pp. 252-253.
3/ Robert Pooley, Louis C. Zahner, Carleton C. Jones, et al,
Educational Measurement Yearbook
,
Editor, Oscar Buros,
Hew Jersey, 1941, pp.l267-l2Vl.
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consider seriously a change in his relationship in the
currioulum.
History of Composition teaching *— Emma Besig in
History of Composition Teaching in the Secondary School
evaluates the pertinent thinking done in the area composition
teaching* According to the author, educators had failed to
evolve a clear cut method for teaching composition from 1750
1/
to 1900. H
However, as early as 1884, Joseph Payne in Lectures
on the Science and Art of Education states:
That all education must begin with the near,
the actual, the real, and the concrete. • •
Language must be taught by observing words
and sentences as facts to be compared together,
classified, and generalized by the learner.
* • • The learner must first gain personal
experience in the area of the near and the
real, in which he can exercise his own powers.
Payne states that his conclusions are based on
3/Pestalozzi’s doctrine. A re-examination of these
principles in composition is probably worthy of consideration
as they might contribute to the development of a method-
ology for emphasizing thought content.
During the last thirty years numerous scientific
1/ Emma Besi£, "History of Composition Teaching in the
"Secondary School," Ph.D. Dissertation, Cornell University,
1935, p. 15.
2/ Joseph Payne, Lectures on the Science and Art of Education .
Bo 8ton: Willard Small, 188T7 p. 4ll.
3/ Payne, 0£. olt. , p. 411
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experiments and empirical investigations have been undertaken
with the purpose of improving composition curriculum, of
contributing to more specific methods of teaching composition,
and of designing objective composition measurements and
1/ 2/
soales; for example, the studies of Bobbitt, Boeh,“
3/
Charters, in the area of English curriculum, the studies
4/ y
of Hatfield and Chamberlain in the area of English
l/ Franklin Bobbitt, Currioulum-maklng in Los Angeles ,
"Supplementary Monographs, Ho* 20. University of Chicago,
1922* 106 pp.
2/ L.G. Boeh, "The Practicability of an Activity Program in
English in the Upper Elementary Grades of a Departmental
School," University of Chicago, M.A., 1933, 127 pp.
3/ W.W. Charters, and Edith Miller, A Course of Study in
"grammar Based on the Grammatical Errors of School Chillren
of Kansas CltyT^lgsourl . University of Missouri Bulletin,
Volume 16, Ho* 2. Education Series, Fo* 9* 1916, p.45.
4/ W.W. Hatfield, Chairman of Curriculum Commission,
In Experience Curriculum in English. National Council of
Teachers of English, English Monograph No. 4, Few York:
D* Appleton-Century
,
1935. p* 323*
6/ Essie Chamberlain, "The Laboratory versus the Recitation
Method of Teaching English Composition to Groups of Low
Ability," University of Chicago, M.A.
,
1924, 111 pp.
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1/ 2/
methodology, and the studies of Ballou- and Hillegas —
in the area of measurement in composition. Yet it appears
that in spite of the efforts of these studies and similar
studies to clarify the thinking about composition curriculum,
methodology, and measurement, much further research is
needed in these areas.
Pertinent Research Related to the Feed of the Problem
Research related to emphasis on thought content .-- It
is possible that much of the research done in the area of
critical thinking can contribute to the clarification of
objectives for expression and the establishment of a
methodology for teaching effective expression. Surely
written composition should not only stress the ability to
state clearly the recall of specific facts, but it appears
that it should also develop the ability to generalize in
concrete language from these specific facts. The development
of such objectives and such methodology might be possible
by : (1) experimenting with methods that would call for
the collection of simple data for the solution of a specific
problem; (2) weighing such data as evidence toward
the solution of the specific problem, (3) Judging the
completeness and relevancy of date, and (4) drawing new
conclusions about the problem. It seems that objective
1/ F.W. Ballou, Scales for the Measurement of English
Composition. Harvard-!?ewtonSulletin,Ho. £, Harvard Uni^
1915, p. 93.
2/ M.B. Hillegas , "Scale for the Measurement of English Composi-
tion by Young People," Teachers College Record, Vol .XIII ,1912,
“
. 331-384.
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methods for teaching the expression of such critical thinking
should appear in the compositional curriculum*
Judging by the evidence found in the average composi-
tion text book, it appears that many teachers are still
placing undue emphasis on the mechanics of composition,
the teaching of grammatical rules, the elimination of
mechanical errors, and the teaching of composition types.
These aspects of composition are important, yet traditionally
it appears that we have attempted to teach expression
through these devices* It seems more logical to teach the
child to express and to interpret his experiences in a
specifically chosen vocabulary before we attempt to teach
him the forms that he should use.
In contrast to the method which stresses form used in
the American school we have the Decroly Method that was
introduced in Brussels which stresses the content of the
theme* The teacher of this method approaches the problem
with a psychological technique. He teaches the pupil care-
ful observation, association of these observations, reflec-
tion on the results of these observations, and interpretation
of his observations. —^ It seems that this psychology
should contribute to a methodology for teaching composition
that will emphasize the thought content of the theme.
1/ Amelie Hamaide, The Decroly Class , ( translated from the
French by Jean Lee Hunt ) , Hew York: E.P. Dutton & Company,
1924, pp. 22-23.
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8Pertinent Research Related to Composition Interests
Justification of choice of problem *— The inclusion
of personal description and characterization of people in
a curriculum may be judged in the light of the conclusions
of various interest studies. Many studies have been made
in relation to pupils' interests in compositional topics.
Although these studies indicate conflicting conclusions,
we shall examine the outstanding ones in the field. As far
as they offer conclusions in relation to students' interest
in compositional areas they are presented.
Interest studies .— Coleman conducted an interest
study in 1931. ^ He attempted to discover topics whioh
pupils prefer to write about for composition assignment.
In his study he tested children from grades seven to
twelve. There were 4660 pupils available for study. He
gave them ten choioes for selection: narration, description,
exposition, argument, friendly letter, business letter,
poetry, news articles, editorials, and debate briefs. His
conclusions were : (1) the friendly letter, argument,
description, and narration, are the forms of written discourse
liked in that order by the majority of all pupils in the
secondary grades.
177 &. Coleman, Written Composition Interests of Junior
and Senior High Schools . Sureau of Publications
,
Teachers
College
,
Columbia University, 1931, p.117.
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In 1910, Harris carried on an investigation among 522
children in the seventh and eighth grades in the Minneapolis
sohools. His conclusions state that narration and description
1/
are preferred in the order named.
Laidley examined various issues of 56 junior high school
publications. She found that the different forms of discourse
combined most frequently. Pupils did not use description
alone. The publications gave no evidence of interest in
2/personal experience topics.
Smith, however, found evidence which contradicted this
conclusion. She classified 10,000 compositions from junior
high schools. In her list for order of preference personal
3/
experience appears first and imaginative themes, second.
Jordan and Washbume conducted a study to determine
whether children liked to write about topics which were
related to their preference in reading. He found that in
working with 4,835 pupils in grades seven to twelve in the
sohools of Hew York, Connecticut, and Michigan, boys and girls
together or taken separately when they are free to choose,
i/discuss adventure, sports, and travel.
1/ James H. Harris, "An Inquiry into the Compositional
Interests of Pupils in the Seventh and Eighth Grades,"
English Journal
,
Vol. IV, 1913, pp. 34-35.
2/ M.P. Laidley, "Composition Interests of Junior High Pupils,
*(
English Journal
,
Vol. XIV, 1925, pp. 201-209.
3/ Dora V. Smith, "The Danger of Dogma Concerning Composition
Content," English Journal
.
Vol. XV, 1926, p. 423.
4/ Arthur Jordan, Children's Interests in Heading. University
Hr tforth Carolina FregS. 19267 T. 143.
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In the midst of such varying opinions the teacher is
justified in experimenting widely in the various interest
areas* A wide choice of topics is defensible in the light
of these conflicting opinions.
delation of Mental Factors and Composition Achievement
Mental factors involved in successful thinking expressed
in composition *— Little research exists that attempts to
correlate mental factors measured by mental tests and
successful achievement in composition* Successful analysis
of the relation between mental factors and successful achieve-
ment in written expression would help to clarify the measure-
ment of aptitude in this area. When these elements can be
isolated, a more logical approach to a methodology can be
developed.
Stuit* s study .— However, a study which has some
relationship to this problem was made by Stuit. He
attempted to discover the relationship between Thurstone f s
Primary Mental Abilities and academic achievement of college
students* The highest correlation he found to exist was a
2 /
.563 relationship between achievement and the "M" factor. “
Objectives of This Study
Problem .— This study proposes to evaluate a method
1/ Dewey B. Stuit and Harry H. Hudson, "The Relation of Pri-
mary Mental Abilities to Scholastic Success in the Profession
al Schools," Journal of Experimental Education
, 1941^42,
Vol.X: p. 120
2/ Stuit, 0£. olt. ip, j fri
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for improving personal description and characterization in
written composition. The lessons developed for teaching
description and characterization in this experiment stress
a method that emphasizes content and not form in composition.
Reason for study .— This study is proposed: (1) because
of the apparent continued emphasis upon form rather than
upon content in the teaching of composition; (2) because of
an apparent lack of specific goals in any area of composition;
(3) because of an apparent lack of a tested methodology in
any area of composition.
Although all areas of composition should be taught
through emphasis on content, it is necessary to evaluate a
method for teaching a very small area of composition. This
study is limited to the area of personal description and char-
acterization because this skill is useful in life situations.
Objectives of the experiment .— The objectives of the
experiment are :
1. To develop the ability to express personal
description and characterization in concrete
vocabulary
2. To increase the range of vocabulary in the area
of description and characterization
3. To evaluate a concrete objective method for
teaching personal description and characterization
that stresses content and not form
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4. To investigate the relationship between the mental
factors tested in Pintner’s General Ability Test-
Advanced Form A, and success in personal description
and characterization
Definition of Terms Used in Experiment
Definition of personal description .— As this study
is to be limited to personal description and characterization,
it seems necessary at the outset to define the terms as they
will be used in the discussion of the experiment. In
general, the word describe is confused and loosely used
1/
in the sense of explain, or tell about. In this study
it will refer to the observing and recording of physical
images, facial features, bodily action, and unique mannerisms,
and to the interpretation of these observations.
One of the weaknesses in the teaching of personal
description seems to be the listing of innumerable images
which purport to give a picture. These details are in-
effective unless they are chosen to emphasize a general
impression. The description is effective only to the
extent that the imagination can grasp and retain the details
blending them into a composite picture.
1/ Mabel Robinson, and H.R. Hull, Creative Writing- The
Story Form . Hew York: Scribner and Company, 194^7 p*4S.
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Principles of description upon which lessons are based.—
Cataloguing details of appearance as might be listed for
identifying strangers or criminals is not the function of
1/
description according to Tillet and Yarborough. This
study avoids this weakness in teaching personal description
by training the pupil to build his observations around a
general impression of type of person described, trait of
character emphasized, or mood of person presented.
Weaver emphasizes the same principle as Tillet and
Yarborough that description which is an endless succession
2/
of details will not form a picture. He also states that
detailed description of material objects unless treated by
the Homeric method of transforming what is co-existent in
them into what is really successive has at all times been
3/
regarded by all judges as cold and trivial work. ~ This
principle has been considered in planning the lessons for
the experiment.
Bates' study strengthens the thinking of Tillet,
Yarborough, and Weaver.
1/ M.S. Tillet and M.C. Yarborough, Image and Incident .
TTew York: F.S. Crofts and Company, 19137 p.Il.
2/ Raymond W. Weaver, "What Is Description?" English Journal,
Vol. VIII, 1919, p.63.
3/ Weaver, op. cit .
,
p. 69.
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Arlo Bates says:
All inexperienced writers have a tendency to
mistake a catalogue for a description. It is
manifestly idle to pile up particulars, unless
they are kept subordinate to some central thought.
Description must be clear. It is impossible for
a writer to describe a person without seeing
clearly the person he is to describe.
An important element in description is movement.
This consists in showing the details of a picture
as if the mind of the reader were moving from one
to another. It is secured by naming the details
as they would be observed, by presenting them as
they would successively become apparent to some
other person. 1/
Description should be developed to a level of character
ization as pointed out by Tillet and Yarborough in their
study. T
„
•
;
1/ Arlo -Bates, Talks on Writing English. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1896, pp. I9"3^l95.
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They state:
Description involves the selection of a definite
series of images in a fused pattern for conveying
to the imagination a composite picture which the
imagination can recreate and retain. Description
consists not in the construction of a picture for
the reader, but in presenting images to him in
such a way that he can reconstruct the picture for
himself# l/
Frederick clarified the principles of observation
and characterisation around which the lessons of the
experiment are built# He states :
We cannot hope to characterize effectively unless
we have observed people and the world in which they
live# We cannot hope to give to the reader all the
details which present themselves to our observations.
If we attempt to do so, he will forget the first details
before the last are presented to him, and at no time
will he have a complete and unified picture. 2j
In Pooock’s study he recapitulates part of Frederick’s
thinking. He states, "Description is most valuable and
important when accurate observation is the key#" 3/
Charaoteri zatlon #— The lessons in this experiment
use the term characterization to name the skill that is
intrinsic in interpreting observations by building a general
impression of the character. This will be taught by directing
the pupil to interpret his observations by considering any
1/ Tlllet, op. ‘clt .
,
p.ll.
2/ John Frederick and L.I. Ward, Good Writing. Boston:
F.S. Crofts, 1935, p.267.
3/G«wti.Pocock, Pen and Ink
,
Twelve Practical Talks on the
fet of Writing English Prose # Hew York: Adelphi Press,
1526, p#35#
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trait of character that is conspicuous in the person he is
observing, or the type of character he is observing, or the
mood of the person he is observing.
Trait .— A trait is a sharply defined characteristic.
Characteristic .— A characteristic is a mark which
distinguishes.
Type .— A type of person is a person having the morpho-
logical and physiological characteristics by which a number
of individuals may be classified together. A particular
mental characteristic also classifies people into types.
Imagination .— The object of careful description is
the cultivation of keenness of perception which not only
lies at the basis of all knowledge, but conditions growth
and development of the imagination. "Imagination is the
ability to modify and recombine representative ideas and
images of things once experienced into ideas of things
never experienced. The end result of imagination is the
ability to synthesize new ideas from elements experienced
separately." It is in this sense that the term imagination
will be used in the course of our discussion. It will be
necessary to distinguish between this use of the term,
imagination, and the concept of imagination that refers to
a creation of the mind as in poetic situations.
I/Grace Glazer, "Cultivation of Imagination in the Elementary
School." Ph.D. Dissertation, Hew York University, 1902, p.51.
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Glazer states the following principles: "In order that
imagination may have the power to analyze, compare, combine,
and produce new relations, new meanings, and new truths for
the world, it must have a rich content of observation,
1/
feeling, and experience." It is this observation, feeling,
and experience that we hope to teach through the series of
lessons in this experiment. Our problem, therefore, is to
discover whether the technique used in this series of lessons
will stimulate the Imagination more effectively than the
traditional composition methods of emphasis on form and
assigned topics for discussion.
General Vocabulary .— A word or expression which names
a general idea as happy smile or walked along does not present
a stimulus to the senses as effectively as a specific word
or expression. In this study we shall use the term general
expression to denote a hazy observation.
Specific Vocabulary .— A specific word as-he shuffled-
suggests a distinctive physiological type of person or
the comers of his mouth turned upward
,
and tiny wrinkles
framed his twinkling eyes- stimulates the imagination ob-
jectively. Emphasis will be given in this experiment to
developing a specific vocabulary.
11 Glazer, op. oit ., p.84.
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Emphasis on content *— A primary objective of this
study is to develop a method for teaching composition which
will lead the student to observe data objectively, and which
will stimulate his imagination to produce specific details
that will emphasize a general impression. This point of
view is opposed to the traditional method of topical assign-
ment and emphasis on form as a technique for developing the
power of expression. Before a student can transmit concepts
to another with sufficient clarity to make these experiences
communicable, he must observe data, recreate it through his
imagination, and interpret it. This experiment proposes to
test an objective method for emphasizing such content in the
area of personal description.
The present choice of topics seems to be justified as
it is selected from an area of description which appears to
be functionally useful. Although interest is a criterion
for compositional activities, the teacher may be justified
in including in her compositional expression activities which
are functional as well as interesting, as every situation
,
1/
set up for practice should be sooially useful.
The need of general concepts and specific details to
express observed data is pointed out by Sherman in his study.
1/ Hoy I. Johnson, ’’Functional Centers of Expression,"
English Journal
,
April, 1932, Vol. XXXI, pp. 275-280.
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Sherman states that , "Effective description has three elements;
a general concept, concrete details, and visual action." —
^
Study of Mental Factors
Comparison of Thurstone T s and Plntner's Mental Factors .
—
As this study plans to analyze the relationship between
achievement in personal description and the Mental Factors
tested by Pintner's Advanced Psychological Examination,
Advanced Form A, it is pertinent to examine some of the
more recent thinking about Mental Factors and to analyze
the relationship between the factors measured by Pintner* s
Test and the factors measured by Thurstone 1 s Psychological
Tests .
Thurstone states that Mental Factors are unique and
2
psychologically meaningful traits of the individual subjects.
Thurstone believes that there are nine factors with individual
characteristics. Direct comparison of the tests used by
Thurstone in his study and the sub-tests used in Pintner's
General Ability Test, Form A, cannot be made. However, some
similarity exists.
Thurstone classifies his test of synonyms under the ”S"
3/
Factor, facility in spatial and visual imagery.
1/ B.A. Sherman, How to Describe and Narrate Visually .
!Tew York: George 2. Doran, 1925, p.l2TT
2/ L.L. Thurstone, Primary Mental Abilities . Chioago:
tbiiversity of Chicago Press, 1938, p.8.
3/ Ibid ., p. 79
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The "P" factor is ability to find or recognize particular
items in perceptual fields Pintner'
s
Test II tests this
factor.
Number sequence is classified by Thurstone as the
characteristic that such a test demand the subject find a
2 /
rule or principle for each item in the test. *” Thurstone
classifies his Number sequence by the "I” factor. Test 3,
Number sequence in Pintner will be classified under the "I"
factor.
Reading I Test of Thurstone involves interpreting
proverbs. This test he classifies under the "Y" factor,
verbal relations. Tests in this battery are evidently
logical in character. In all these tests the subject must
deal with ideas and the factor is evidently characterized by
U
its reference to ideas and the meaning of words. Pintner'
s
Test 4, interpreting proverbs, will be classed under the
"Y" factor.
The Word grouping test of Thurstone is grouped under
the "P" factor. Test 5 of Pintner* s, a word grouping test,
will be indicated by the "P" factor.
Thurstone f s inventive opposite test differs from
Pintner' s by suggesting the first letter of the antonyms. It
is a test of his "V" factor.
I/ Thurstone, op. cit ., p.78.
2/ Ibid., p. 79.
3/ Ibid ., p.81.
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The analogy test of Thurstone is found in the "verbal
rj
analogies battery" testing the "V" factor. Pintner's Test
VII, analogies, will be similarly classified.
Thurstone classifies his Arithmetic Reasoning Test as
u
a measure of the "R" factor. "The common characteristic
of an arithmetic test seems to be the successful completion
u
of a task that involves some sort of restrictive factor."
Mental Factors measured, by Pintner .-- Pintner's six
tests seem to be related, to Thurstone f s tests that measure
the "S2 factor, the "P" factor, the "I" factor, the "Y"
factor and the "R" factor. These factors, tested by the
sub-tests, will be correlated with the scores of sub-
experiments 3,4,5 on the tests of the experiment to discover
what correlations exist between the factors tested and the
compositional achievement.
1/ Thurstone, op. oit .
,
p.4
2/ Ibid. , p.83
3/ Ibid., p.84
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Summary
Principles presented in studies quoted .— The work of
the investigators which has been presented has attempted :
(1) to discover the compositional interests of the children;
(2) to experiment with stimuli for training the perceptual
observation of children; (3) to establish an understanding
of the principles of description through the training of
the imagination; (4) to examine the relationships between
mental factors and composition achievement* There was no
systematic attempt by any of these investigators to use
a particular stimulus for a particular descriptive purpose,
or to clarify the responses according to emphasis or to
interpretation. Therefore, an investigation using a
particular method, of presentation in the area of perceptual
training in imagination, and the development of a specific
technique for the classification of stimuli in this area
seemed to present a definite need in the area of composition.
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CHAPTER II
EVALUATION OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH RELATED TO
THE PROBLEM OF THIS STUDY
Outline of Research Presented
Previous research *— This chapter will present previous
research that contributes to :
1. An understanding of perceptual observation and
the imaginative quality of children 1 s writings
2. An evaluation of a technique for improving
the inventive power of the pupil in the
secondary school
3. An analysis of a method for improving the
imaginative quality of descriptive writing
of elementary school children
4. An evaluation of the capacity of children
to retain observational skill after a lapse
of time
5* An analysis of the relationship between
achievement in written English composition
and the results of mental tests
6, An analysis of the contributions of research to
the measurement of written English composition
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Children 1 s Perceptions— W.H. Winch
Purpose .— Winch undertook a study that would establish
a basis for understanding what children do observe and how
1/
much they observe.
Experimental procedure .— The first work was done in
London in two municipal infants' schools— one a boys'
school, the other a girls' school. The children ranged in
age from three to seven years. The experimenter took each
child individually into a room where he could work with
him undisturbed. The children in the boys' and girls'
schools worked in classes.
The first experiment was conducted in the infants'
school which was situated in a neighborhood of under-
privileged children. The infants' school selected for the
second series of experiments was a school of a higher type
in a good suburban neighborhood. The third and fourth
series of experiments were conducted in the boys’ and
girls' departments of a school in the south-west of London,
in a neighborhood decidedly superior to that of School "A",
but inferior to that of School "B" . The pupils in these
schools ranged from eight to thirteen years of age.
After the first four series of experiments, Winch
1/ W.H. Winch, Children's Perceptions. Baltimore: Warwick
and York, 1914, "p.255.
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conducted another series to check his conclusions. The
children who made up the personnel of this experiment
ranged in age from eight to fourteen years. With these
children he used the individual method of instruction.
Otherwise, the generalizations between children of three
to seven and those of eight to thirteen might have been
considered not valid, due to a difference in method employed.
By this procedure the experimenter obtained fair samples
of eight and twelve year old children from: fa) a suburban
school, attended by intelligent children, (b) a slum school
not of the worst type, in the south-west of London, fo) a
slum school, also not of the worst type, but attended by
the children of Jewish aliens.
The picture that was used for the experiment was a
picture in color, entitled- The Breakfast Picture - used by
permission of Professor William Stern.
As there were 400 children in one infants* school and
less than 400 in the other, the experimenter was unable to
use the entire personnel of the schools. Therefore, he
used a sampling procedure with the help of the mistress
of the school. All the children were sampled as carefully
as possible. For example, the same number of three year
old boys and girls were chosen, of four year old boys and
girls. This sampling procedure was followed for choosing
the personnel from all the age groups. The children chosen
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in each group were to consist of superior, average, and
dull children, so that the average child would be half way
between the limits of the age group.
Winch explains that the general plan of his experiment
was modelled on the Aussage Report ,- Experiments of Professor
Stern with his own children. The plan of the experiment
was as follows:
(1) The children were first told that they would be
shown a picture and that they would later be asked to tell
about it.
(2) The picture was then exhibited for exactly one
minute. The child was then asked to tell about it. This
answer was referred to as "The First Spontaneous Report."
It was a free and unprompted statement.
(3) In the next step the experimenter asked a number
of questions and the subject answered them. These responses
were called "The First Set of Answers."
(4) One week later, at the same time of day, and after
the same lesson as before, the child again was asked to tell
about the picture. The picture was not shown the second
time. This response was called "The Second Spontaneous
Report."
(5) The experimenter then repeated the first set of
questions. These responses were called "The Second Set of
Answers •
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(6) After the second set of answers was given, the
children were again shown the picture* They were told
"to put anything right which they had said wrong*" These
answers were called "The Self-Correction*" The experimenter
had for each child five sets of data: A First Spontaneous
Report
,
A First Set of Answers
,
A Second Spontaneous Report
,
A Second Set of Answers , and a Self-Correction * Some of
the questions were so stated as to suggest details that
were not in the picture. The investigator* s purpose was
to test to what extent the children were open to suggestion,
a frequent defect which he believes is found in teaching.
In scoring the papers he allowed one mark for each
item which the child observed* Some freedom of interpreta-
tion was allowed for the younger children's responses* He
also gave one mark for qualifications like whi te
,
small
,
and like modifiers* He gave one mark for each right answer
in the Set of Answers . In scoring the Self-Correction he
allowed one mark for each correction and one mark for each
insertion where an omission had been made. These mark units
were for details reported in the picture. There was no
attempt to mark for unity or discard irrelevant material.
The senior pupils made their reports in the first
experiment in writing, while the younger children gave
theirs orally. In the check-up experiment, the senior
children gave their report orally.
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Conclusions *-- Prom three to seven the capacity to
observe grows rapidly and then suffers a check. There is
an unanswered question here presented. Is the check in
the children’s capacity to observe due to a growing matura-
tion or to a changed method of instruction used with the
1/
children ?
Research shows that observation of a high character
can be obtained from all children. Winch says; (1) "With
few exceptions they know more about their lesson a week
afterwards than they do at the time even when the period
of observation is so short that a fatigue factor is ex-
2/
eluded; children’s Judgments are less affected by
suggestive questions as they advance in years or in the
3/
higher ability groups; (3) the child increases in capacity
4/
to observe clothing and relations to things; (4) little
6/
advance in numerical enumeration appears in the responses."
Critical evaluation .— Winch’s experiment was carried
on under carefully controlled conditions. A weakness in his
sampling procedure was his lack of an objective measure of
individual ability. It was necessary for him to rely on
1/ W.H. Winch, op . cit ., p.237.
2J Winch, 0£. cit .
,
p.238.
3/ Ibid ., p.188.
4/ Ibid ., p.238.
5/ Ibid ., p.239
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the subjective judgment of the teacher for an estimate of
the child’s ability* However, his random sampling of various
types of schools was carefully controlled.
His experiment was carried on under actual school life
conditions, and he used conorete situations. His results
were fully and carefully presented. The author freely
admitted the limitations of his experiment.
The method of evaluating the children’s observations,
credit by units for thought, and the conclusions that the
younger child made no attempt to organize or emotionalize
1/
his observations, rather he merely enumerated details,
is of particular interest to the purpose of this experiment.
An attempt to teach organization and interpretation of
observations is a specific aim of this experiment for the
ninth grade.
Invention vs. Form in English ^imposition
2/
Stephen S. Colvin
Hote t Lyman says of this study, "Colvin’s study, a
study of relation of content and form, made in 1902 was
the outstanding one in this particular field, nothing of
3/
importance has been done since." (This criticism was made
in 1929).
1/ Winch, op. ci't
., p.53.
2/ Stephen S. Colvin, "Invention vs. Form in English Composi-
tion," Pedagogical Seminary
,
Yol.IZ, 1902, pp. 393-421.
3/ Hollo Lyman, Summary of Investigations Relating to
grammar. Language and Composition. University of Chicago,
-p.aQg.
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Purpose *— Colvin attempted to answer through an
inductive study the following questions: "Can the inventive
power of the pupil in the secondary school he directed or
improved ? Is there something that we can do to stimulate
originality and spontaneity, or must we leave the develop-
ment of these qualities to accident or an act of grace ?"
Colvin defines invention as "the power of the individual
to bring his reaction to his environment, to clear express-
ion- to such an expression that the reader^or hearer may
enter into sympathy with this reaction."
~
Experimental procedure .— Boys and girls of the
Worcester High School, at Worcester, Massachusetts, were
used for the personnel of the experiment. They were in
the tenth and eleventh grades. Their age range was thirteen
to sixteen. Five sets of compositions were written by
these pupil 8.
The topics were not assigned for the first set of
464 compositions which were written by thirty-four boys
and sixty-seven girls. Pupils were merely directed to
write a composition. No further directions were given.
This set of compositions was read by the teacher who
made comments on the results.
1/ Colvin, op. “eit.
,
p.394
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The children again were allowed to choose any topic of
interest to them for the second theme. These themes were
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written by ninety-six hoys and three hundred seventy-six
girls. The seoond composition was read to the class. The
class criticised the themes. Colvin hoped by this method
to stimulate spontaneity of expression.
Colvin planned to stimulate inventive powers in the
third, fourth, and fifth themes by assigning carefully
selected topics which he believed had the power to stimulate
the imagination. For the third theme he assigned the follow-
ing topios: A Sleigh Hide, Description of A Worcester Building
A Voyage in an Airship
,
The Woods in Autumn, A Hnmorous
Character .
Topics of a humorous nature were chosen for the fourth
group, and topics which he believed would stimulate the
imagination or other inventive qualities either directly
or indirectly were chosen for the fifth theme. The topics
for the fifth theme were: The Adventures of a School Desk
,
A Trip to the Moon
,
An Original Story
,
A Fairy Story
,
How
the Flowers Cot Their Colors .
Colvin studied the character of the topics that the
pupils selected and the inventive elements found in the
compositions. In studying the Inventive elements which
he classified as imaginative power, feeling, sense of humor,
perceptive ability and logical power, he classified the
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compositions having a certain quality regardless of that
quality. He marked for inventive ability and then formal
correctness. For each element he used five levels of
quality.
Conclusions .— He found that 70.4 per cent of the
compositions were in simple narration:; 65.5 per cent of the
work of the hoys was simple narration, hut only 10.7 per
cent of the girls* compositions was in narration; 24.4 per
cent was in simple description. Both narration and descrip-
tion were combined by 9.1 per oent of the girls and 5.1 per
cent of the boys. The popularity of narrative themes was
apparent throughout the study.
Imagination Feeling Humor Perceptive A. Logical P.
BOYS 11.5 2.6 19.1 1.2 21.5
GIRLS 8.5 11.0 9.1 2.3 31.7
Colvin concludes, "The quality of imagination that is
extremely aotive and vivid during adolescence, stands sur-
1/
prisingly low, especially for the girls." Under perceptive
ability the results are very low. There was a growth of
humor and a decrease of imagination in the second set of
papers. In the third set, where the investigator limited
the topics, a growth of imaginative power and feeling for
both boys and girls appeared. In the fourth set, where the
topics were limited to humor there was a large increase
1/ Colvin, op. cit ., p.397.
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in humor, but a decrease in imagination and feeling. In the
fifth set, in which the topics were designed to stimulate
1/
the imagination, imagination grew. The girls were superior
in imaginative power to the boys in every instance.
Colvin says, "That the facts brought out in the above
study seem to warrant the conclusion that inventive power
may be improved and spontaneity stimulated by the teacher
directing the pupils’ work along the lines of his fundamental
2/
interests." Colvin suggests an appreciative study of
literature for stimulating the imagination.
Critical evaluation .— In spite of the fact that the
experiment gives no data which show a carefully controlled
study, his work has a certain significance. Stimulating
the imagination is one of the moet important aspects of
the composition teacher's problems. As Colvin suggests
that successful composition work depends on the teacher's
ability to arouse a fundamental interest in the presented
task, his thinking is related to this experiment. He also
suggests the use of literary models for teaching, a technique
which this investigator plans to use.
His evaluation of the compositions is not sufficiently
objective for the purpose of this experiment.
33
1/ Colvin, op. olt .. p. 409.
2/ Ibid., p.419.
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An Experimental Investigation of the Effect of
Presentation Upon the Imaginative Quality of
Descriptive Writing Among Elementary School
Pupils - Maxwell P. Littwin
Purpose *— Littwin attempted to determine the effect of
three methods of presentation upon the imaginative quality
of pupils 1 descriptive writing. The three methods used
were: fl) teaching descriptive writing through the study of
the literary model, (2) teaching descriptive writing through
the study of the picture, (3) teaching descriptive writing
through training the pupil to he sensuously responsive to
his environment.
Experimental procedure .-- Pour schools and a total of
961 seventh and eighth grade pupils, ranging in age from
eleven years to fifteen years were used for the experiment.
The schools were the public schools selected from different
areas of New York City. Three different methods for the
training of imaginative and descriptive writing were used
during a ten-week training period,- a method of picture
study, a method of literary model study, and a method of
training the senses.
The personnel for the control group was from a school
that did not take part in the experiment. Three experimental
1 / Maxwell P. Littwin, "An Experimental Investigation of the
Effect of Presentation Upon the Imaginative Quality of
Descriptive Writing Among Elementary School Pupils," Ph.D.
Dissertation, New York University, 1934.
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groups were used. The personnel for the first experiment
was chosen from a second school. This group was taught by
a method that stimulated the child to use his five senses
in observing his environment. The pupils were given mimeo-
graphed lessons which presented situations that called for
the students to respond to their environment by appealing to
their five senses.
The personnel for the second experimental group was
from a third school. The technique used for stimulating
the imagination of these students was a study of pictures.
Each pupil was given a mounted print by Brown and Robertson.
These prints presented people and landscapes. Each child
had a mimeographed lesson that was planned around the picture.
The principle of these lessons was to stimulate the child’s
observations about the details of the pictures.
The pupils responded to mimeographed questions about
the pictures. Both oral and written discussion were used
as a part of the technique for developing the lessons.
The third experimental group was the personnel from
a fourth school. This group was taught by a method which
presented literary models for study. The principle involved
in these lessons was the stimulation of the imagination
through the analysis of written description. Each pupil
had a mimeographed copy of the selections which presented
descriptions of people and places. Suggestive questions
about the selections presented were on the mimeographed
sheets.
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Initial and final tests were used in the four schools.
Topics were assigned that called for the use of creative
imagination, littwin measured the results of the composition
by the Van Wagenen English Composition Scale .
Littwin evaluated the significance of his methods by a
study of mean gains between his experimental and control
groups. The author carried on the experiment under scientific
conditions and attempted to control all variables except
the teaching methods.
Conclusions .— In the combined environment the sense
training method secured better results than the use of the
literary model and pictures, which ranked second and third
respectively. However, the pictures which the author used,
small prints by Brown and Robertson, may have invalidated
the picture study method. The details in some of the
pictures were rather indistinct, nevertheless, in all eases
and with all methods, the experimental group which had been
subject to direct teaching achieved an appreciably greater
improvement than the control group.
Critical evaluation .-- The method used by Littwin,
the study of pictures and models
,
is of particular significance
to this study as a combined method of observation through
pictures and the study of literary selections will be included
in the present experiment. However, the types of lessons,
based on the pictures and models, will not be comparable.
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The statistical treatment of the data in Littwin's study-
will not contribute to the thinking of this study because a
composition scale cannot be used for the specific purpose of
this study.
Of interest to the study are the following conclusions:
The school syllabus in composition should provide
more training of an observational rather than of
a linguistic kind. Since imagery appears to play
an important part in the composition process every-
thing possible must be done to permit pupils to
grow in power of observation in its widest sense.
The teacher must work out a program of vocabulary
enrichment so that they will be more likely to have
at their command the words they need in order to
express their imaginative and emotional reactions
to life's experiences. 1/
Effect of Time Interval Upon Fullness and
Fidelity of Report in School Children
Edward Stephen Slattery ^
Purpose .— Slattery attempted to discover the effect
of lapse of time upon fullness and accuracy of report that
children make in relation to the description of an object.
Experimental procedures.— Slattery used forty-three
boys of an average of thirteen and one-half years from a
seventh grade public school in Brooklyn, New York. In his
main experiment he used twelve objects; a coin, a pencil,
a leaf, a book, a watch, a cigar, a bank.
1/ Littwin, op. oit .
,
p. 218.
2/ Edward S. Slattery, "Effect of Time Interval Upon Fullness
and Fidelity of Report in School Children," unpublished
Doctor's Dissertation, New York University, 1912.
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In his supplementary exercises his personnel consisted
of seventeen students from a class in experimental pedagogy
at Few York University. He used a picture of a family at
a meal as a base for his report*
Each test in the main series, except the first, was
divided into three parts: (1) the student was told to look
at the object for twenty seconds and then to write a descrip-
tion of it immediately; (2) after a period of time the
student was required to write another report; (3) after a
period of time the student was required to write answers
to a set of questions consisting of a series of questions
upon the object, three questions about a feature of the
object which was not observable but suggested. The intervals
between the reports ranged from no time at all to lapses of
time varying from minutes, hours, days, weeks. He evaluated
the results by counting the number of observations made.
In the supplementary experiments, he followed the
procedure of : (1) describing the picture, (2) reporting
on the picture after a period of two weeks, (3) enumerating
items omitted in the second report after looking at the
picture for thirty seconds, {4) listing objects after the
third week.
Conclusions .— Slattery found that: (1) during a series
there is an increase in the fullness of report, and {2) that
the factors affecting the fullness of report are interest
in the object and practice. After the lapse of the
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particular time interval he found the following results with
regard to fidelity: 57.17 per cent was without any errors;
24.87 per cent repeated errors as to color, and material;
one-half per cent added errors not found in the first report;
9.06 per cent was blank; 14.12 per cent had errors in the
second report which were not present in their first report.
These per cents added equal more than one hundred since some
1 /
papers with errors included more than one group. ~
With regard to fidelity in answering the questions,
only 14.07 per cent was found to be without error. According
to time interval, the following situation obtained: there
was a rise up to three hours, then a sharp fall to six hours,
then a rise up to three hours, then a fall to two weeks, then
a slow rise to ten weeks, and finally a sharp fall to fifteen
weeks. Slattery concludes, "In a general way we may say
there is a gradual decrease in the fullness of report during
a lengthening interval of time but this was not true in
every instance.” ^
In the conclusions of his supplementary experiments
he found three types of describers; the cataloguing type,
the observational type, and the emotional type.
1/ Slattery, op. clt .
,
p.54
2/ Ibid., p.35.
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Critical evaluation *— Slattery's two conclusions:
(1) that a gradual decrease in fullness of report during a
lengthening period of time seemed evident, (2) that more
than one type of describer appeared in the results; a
cataloguing describer, an emotional type, and an observational
type, are of interest to this study. Retention of skills
gained by a training in observation of descriptive details
is a part of the plan of this experiment. Recognition of
an enumerating describer, and an interpretive describer
underlies the objective marking method used in this study.
Correlation of the Mental Maturity of One
Hundred Freshmen with their Ability to
i/
Write English Composition - Hattie Roxanna Lockwood
Purpose .— Lockwood attempted to determine the degree
of correlation existing between the native mental ability
of college freshmen and their ability to write English
composition. The study also correlated the pupils' semester
grades with the scores made on intelligence tests.
Experimental procedure .— Lockwood reported on one
hundred subjeots in the first semester of college English
at the University of Denver. She selected four of the seven
classes that she instructed. The pupils wrote a composition
1/ Hattie R. Lockwood, "Correlation of the Mental Maturity
of One Hundred Freshmen with Their Ability to Write English
Composition," University of Chicago, M.A., 1925.
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on a subjeot assigned by the Instructor, The Most Interesting
or Exciting Experience 1^ Have Had . Thirty minutes were allowed
for the assignment. The compositions were measured by the
Hudelson Scale. The Otis Group Psychological Test (Advanced
Examination) was used as a measure of mental ability. The
semester grades were those given by the instructor.
Conclusion .- Lockwood found the r to be .703 with the
P.E. .03 between the Intelligence Scores and the Composition
Scores. The correlation between the semester grades and
composition scores was r . 77^.029. The median intelligence
of the group was 170. The range was from 116-204. Correlation
between I.Q. and semester grades was .54 ^ P.E. .05.
The author offers the following interpretations:
1. Prom the high correlations found in this study it
may be inferred that the Hudelson Scale may be used to
advantage among high school students and even college
freshmen.
2. Students with a high degree of intelligence have
marked ability in expressing themselves on paper, while
those with a low degree of intelligence will probably
do a poorer piece of composition work.
3. The correlation is not so high between I.Q. and
semester grades probably because the grades include
other factors. 1/
Critical evaluation.- Lockwood’s correlations between
English composition and intelligence, and between composition
and semester grades is inconclusive because the Hudelson
1/ Lockwood, op. cit.
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Scale measures composition as a general achievement. The
concepts involved are too vague. Her correlations between
Intelligence and semester marks are reliable in so far as the
marks are reliable. Ho indication of a method of arriving at
a general composition grade was given. However, the study
is of interest to this experimenter as this study will measure
the correlation between certain aspects of English Composition
and intelligence, using six of its groups for a supplementary
study.
Relation of primary mental abilities to scholastic
success .— A study analyzing the relationship of Thurstone's
Primary Mental Abilities and academic achievement was con-
ducted by Dewey Stuit and Harry Hudson at the University of
Iowa. The personnel for the experiment were : twenty-six
students from a school of journalism, twenty-seven students
from an engineering school, and twenty-seven students from
a medical school.
The correlations between factor scores and grade point
averages in the three professional school groups were :
Factors
Group P 9 Y S M I P
Engineering .150 .223 .577 .178 .563 .400 .385
Journalism .427 .318 .505 .016 .232 .321 .057
Medioine .355 .172 .151 .098 -.013 .219 .142
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For the Journalism group significant correlations
were found between the perception and verbal factors
and the criterion. For the engineering group signifi
cant correlations were found between the verbal and
memory factors and the criterion. Ho significance
was found between the factors and the criterion for
the medical group. 1/
A multiple correlation technique was used for
analyzing the relationship. The significance of
the correlation coefficients was determined by the
use of the table of values required for significance
as presented by Lindquist.
The multiple correlations suggest that tests of
primary abilities possess some promise in the pre-
diction of scholastic success in professional schools.
When it is remembered that all the students included
were nearing the completion of their work and this
constituted a homogeneous population, it seems a bit
surprising that an r should be as high as they have
been found to be in this investigation. 2
/
The present study attempts to analyze the mental factors
as tested by Pintner's sub-tests as a supplementary study.
The factors tested by three tests seem to be related to
Thurstone's Primary Mental Abilities . The study will correlate
the composition scores for personnel description and the
soores from the eight sub-tests of Pintner T s Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A. The scores from sub-experiments
3, 4, and 5 will be used. The results of both studies are
not directly comparable, yet a consideration of both results
will offer considerable interest.
1/ Dewey S. Stuit and Harry H. Hudson, "The Relation of Primary
Mental Abilities to Scholastic Success in Professional Schools,
Journal of Experimental Education
,
Vol. X, 1941-42, p.180.
5/ Stuit, ojD. cit .
,
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Measuring Composition Achievement
Kayfetz* s contribution •— The chief contribution of—
Kayfetz' s pre-experimental study was his intensive explora-
tion of the possibilities of rating the quality of composi-
tional writing* He presented a detailed study of Hillegas
and Ballou Scales, and the Harvard-Newton Scales. He decided
that these scales failed in measuring composition, as they
approached the problem of measuring composition, a complex
product, with a scale of general merit* The same conclusion
has been reached in regard to measuring the achievement in
the composition tests for this experiment* However, the
method which Kayfetz recommends was that of Rice and later
2/ 1/
used by Bliss, and Courtis, and also by Colvin* As this
method divides the papers into five classes, it, too, uses
a measure of general merit and consequently is not significant
for this experiment.
I/ Isidore kayfetz, MA Critical and Experimental Study of
The Teaching of Composition," Ph.D., Doctor's Dissertation,
New York University, 1916.
2/ Kayfetz, op. clt* , p. 59
3/ Colvin, op. oit. , p. 395
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Conclusions
Although the research of Winch and that of Slattery are
more psychological in nature than pedagogical, there is some
relationship between their studies and the problems inherent
in this study. The evaluation of thought by units used by
Winch, the interpretation of description mentioned by Winch
and Slattery and the gradual decline in power to report
mentioned by Slattery are related to this study, A principle
in the lessons of this experiment is the necessity of in-
terpreting description. Again this study measures the
thought expressed by units, and measures the ability of
pupils to retain observational shill as tested by Slattery.
Colvin* s study which explores the possibility of
increasing inventive power of the student is related to the
principle of increasing the power of the imagination used
in the lessonsin this study. Littwin used pictures and
literary models for stimulating the imagination as does
the present study.
Lockwood* s attempt to measure the relationship between
written composition achievement and mental ability examines
a similar area of measurement as the present study. Stuit*s
study in the field of relationship of achievement to mental
factors is inconclusive, as there is a small sample, yet
he attempted a similar problem in measurement that this
study included in its investigation as a supplementary study.
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CHAPTER III
OUTLINE OP STUDY AND
CONSTRUCTION OP TEACHING MATERIALS
Purpose of Experiment
Purpose.— The purpose of this study is to evaluate
an objective method for teaching personal description.
The method approaches the problem by emphasizing the thought
content and not the form of the composition. The study is
limited to the area of personal description and characterize
tion as this skill ia a useful social asset in life. The
study also plans to investigate the growth achieved in the
upper levels of vocabulary as measured by Thorndike's Word
List.
Brief outline of lessons .— The following outline of
the study presents the proposed objectives for the study,
and the lessons to be presented for achieving these objectives
The objectives have been formulated and the lessons planned
in the light of the research presented in the preceding
chapters.
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Brief Outline of the Study
Problem ,— Evaluation of a program for improving
personal description and characterization in written composi-
tion.
Objectives ,
—
1, To learn to observe and express facial character-
istics in concrete vocabulary
2, To learn to observe and express bodily action
in concrete vocabulary
3, To learn to observe and interpret moods of people
through facial expression
4, To learn to observe and characterize types of
people through facial expression, bodily action,
and voice
5, To learn to observe the effect of describing
and characterizing people from different
points of view
6, To develop skill in Judging well-written
description
Sequence of Exercises .
—
Lesson I
A, Observing rhythm of facial features of
children in different emotional situations
B, Evaluating descriptions expressing observations
Lesson II
A, Observing facial features by studying pen
drawings and photographs
B, Matching vocabulary to observation
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Lesson III
A. Observing moods of people by studying
pen drawings and photographs
B. Matching vocabulary to observations
C. Matohing written selections to observations
Lesson IV
A. Planning a notebook for collecting
photographs of interesting people
B. Planning a vocabulary growth technique
for developing skill in using concrete words
Lesson V
A. Choosing concrete expressions for character-
izing people
B. Evaluating the reason for choice of expression
Lesson VI
A* Writing a description of the reactions of
a person presented in a definite mood
B* Comparing description written to a
literary selection given
Lesson VII
A* Practice in selecting concrete vocabulary
B. Writing original characterization of
children pantomiming emotional moods
Lesson VIII
A* Learning to select details that emphasize
a general impression
B. Evaluating selections that give a general
impression
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Lesson IX
A. Learning to characterize through description
B. Interpreting traits of character and types
of people
C. Study of vocabulary for interpreting traits
of character and types of people
Lesson X
A. Learning to characterize writing according to
steps learned for characterizing
Lesson XI
A. Learning to use descriptive action words
B* Learning to interpret general impressions
Lesson XII
A, Learning to evaluate description in relation
to mood of person who gives description
Lesson XIII
A. Review of principles of characterization
Types of exercises.—
1. Observe children through dramatization of
episodes
Match written descriptions to episodes
Choose concrete expressions
2. Use pictures to illustrate types of faces
and types of features- pen line drawings
and photographs
Each child has a copy of picture
Class writes vocabulary on pictures
Class discusses vocabulary in relation to
photographs
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3. Make a notebook on unit
a* Collect pictures illustrating types of faces
and types of features
b. Keep three types of vocabulary charts in
notebook-
1. Vocabulary chart for facial features
2. Vocabulary chart for bodily action
3. Vocabulary chart for types of people
4. Vocabulary chart for moods of people
4, Describe a sissy boy presented in an embarrassing
situation
Study a similar description of a sissy boy
Discuss differences found in descriptions
5* Select concrete expressions by filling in blanks
6# Class writes description of children in pantomimed
episodes representing different moods
7. Study method of giving a single impression through
description
Study descriptions not contributing to a single
impression
Study description contributing to impression
Pill in blanks to evaluate a description
Choose concrete vocabulary from literary selections
and copy on charts
8. Study of descriptions which illustrate strengths
and weaknesses of characterizations by filling in
blanks
Vocabulary chart work with descriptive action words
Draw circles around words in literary selections
expressing action
Write an impression given by a selection of type
of person, mood of person, or trait of character
presented
9. Describe an unknown pupil from another class.
Slant description from a jealous or an admiring
point of view
a. Study a description of girl written by
a jealous classmate
b. Study a description written by an
admiring classmate
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10. Observe descriptions of old men in written
descriptions
Fill in blanks which identify trait of character,
or type of person
Experimental procedure *
—
1. Pre-experimental work done with four ninth grade
groups
2. Experiment conducted in ten ninth grade groups
3. Preliminary testing:
a. Pintner's Psychological Examination,
Advanced Form A
b. Description of photograph presented
to each pupil in group
4. Final testing- Picture presented to each pupil
in group for description
5. Delayed testing- At close of ten weeks time,
after the experiment was completed, the children
again were asked to describe a third photograph
Method for Measuring Achievement in
Description and Characterization
Scoring .
—
1. Give one-half point of credit for each general
idea expressed
2. Give one point of credit for each concrete idea
expressed
3. Add ten points of credit if interpretation of
observations is given rather than mere enumeration
of details
Directions .
—
1. Count as an idea any facial features that
contribute to the general impression
2. Count as an idea any word or group of words
that present a bodily action that contributes
to the general impression
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3 • Count as an idea any word or group of words that
present a tone of voioe that contributes to the
general impression
4. In scoring ideas give no credit for repeated ideas
5, In scoring ideas give no credit for an incorrectly
used word
Evaluating vocabulary .— Each word was scored that
named a general or concrete facial description, bodily
action, tone of voioe, that interpreted a type of person,
a trait of character, or a mood. Each adjective, adverb,
noun, or action verb contributing an idea was checked. Only
words that appeared in levels twenty to one in the Thorndike
Word Listu were checked, as these levels range from fifth
grade to senior high school. A specific analysis of the
lessons is in Chapter III.
Complete lessons .— A copy of the complete lessons is
in the Appendix. Each child was given mimeographed lessons
to keep in his notebook during the experiment as well as a
copy of the pen and ink pictures. Each child had a set of
photographs that was collected at the end of the lesson.
1J Edward Thorndike and Irving Lorge, Teacher's Word Book
of 30,000 Words . Bureau of Publications, teachers College,
Columbia University, Wew York, 1944, p. xi.
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Material for Experiment
Sample lessons *— An analysis of the lessons to be
used in the experiment is found on the following pages.
A sample of each lesson is given. The complete lessons
are in the Appendix.
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Summary of Lessons Used in Evaluating the Method
53
Lesson I
Purpose .— To stimulate interest in the observation
of the rhythm of facial features of children expressing
different moods.
Principles of lessons .
—
1. Description is effective when it is based
upon accurate observations
2. Accurate observation of people can be
stimulated through observation of pupils
in adolescent emotional situations
3. Interest in specific observation can be
developed by evaluating descriptions
expressed in specific vocabulary
Activities .
—
1. Pupils pantomime adolescent episodes that have
previously been assigned for preparation.
Children do not know what episode the pupil
is dramatizing. They guess at mood that
pupil dramatizes.
For example:
Let us try our skill in observing boys and girls
in different situations The class will notice the
facial expression.
Pupils pantomimed episodes that pictured adolescent
problems
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Episode I
Prank, the star football player, runs for a touch-down
and crosses the goal line of the opposing team. Pretend
you are Prank. How would you react to the situation ?
Episode II
Janet goes to the dance. As she is an awkward dancing
partner no hoy asks her to dance, most of the evening.
Pretend you are Janet.
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Lesson II
Purpose .-- To learn a vocabulary that expresses
observations of types of facial features
Principle of lesson .
—
1. Vocabulary will be more easily learned by
an objective method of seeing the word in
relation to a material object and matching
the word to the object
1. Pupils are given vocabulary lists. They
are also supplied with pen and ink pictures
of different types of facial features.
Beside the pictures they may write the
vocabulary from their lists.
2. Students have mounted pictures of different
types of faces. On their vocabulary charts
are expressions which describe these pictures.
Pupils discuss expressions in relation to
faces.
For Example:
Study Chart I • From the following list of words
choose the correct description and write it beside the
face it describes;
Activities.
long face
convex face
narrow face
bulbous nose
concave face
square jaw
pointed jaw
prominent pointed nose
round face
protruding jaw
Roman nose wide, wondering ears
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Lesson III
Purpose .— 1. To develop a vocabulary that will
express observations of types of facial features
2. To develop ability to interpret
observations by studying the facial features that represent
different moods
Principles of lesson .
—
!• Description is effective when it is based
upon accuare observation.
2. Vocabulary will be more easily learned by
an objective method of seeing the word in
relation to an object.
3. The details of effective description should
be interpreted, not enumerated.
Activities .
—
1. Students are given vocabulary lists and
descriptive passages expressing mood.
2. Students are given numbered charts with
mounted pictures of people who have different
facial characteristics. Beside the words in
the vocabulary list they write the numbers
from the charts that match the vocabulary.
3. Students are given pen and pencil pictures
of people experiencing different moods.
They write the numbers found before their
descriptive passages beside the face of the
person.
Pictures are in the Appendix.
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For example :
Suggested Vocabulary
Facial Shape
A 4 round
E 4 long
Bose
F 4 pudgy
E 5 pointed
Cheeks
5 E hollow
AA 4 round
Chin
D 5 square
soft-rounded
Forehead
H 4 arching
E 5 narrow
Eyes
5 D deep-set
5 B prominent
Mouth
C 4 tight mouth
A 5 relaxed mouth
Muscle
8
B 4 firm
C 5 sagging
Facial Expression
H 5 cruel F 5 smug 5 E cynical
Part III
From the following list of descriptions choose the ones
that best describe the pictures on Chart VII* Write the
number which precedes them, beside the faces which they
describe* See the pictures in the Appendix.
7* His dull eyes, his pudgy nose, his tight-lipped
mouth drooped in disgust.
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Lesson IV
Purpose ,—1, To stimulate wide observation of people 1 s
faoial features and moods
2, To develop growth in vocabulary
Principles of lesson ,
—
1, Conscious observation will develop more
accurate observation.
2, Writing observations will develop skill
in interpreting details.
3, Collecting concrete words will stimulate
vocabulary growth.
Activities ,
—
1, Plan a notebook which will contain:
a. Pictures of interesting faces
b. Charts for listing concrete words that
will describe facial features, voice,
bodily action, mannerisms, and characterize
moods, types of people, and traits of
character.
TTote: This notebook will be worked on during the entire
seven weeks of the experiment.
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Lesson V
=
Purpose*— 1. To stimulate interest in choosing
expressions that are vivid and concrete*
2. To stimulate interest in evaluating
concrete expressions.
Principles of lesson *
—
1. Concrete thinking improves description and
characterization.
2. Students are interested in knowing when
description is well written.
Note : The material in these lessons was evaluated by fifty
English teachers. The choice of the majority was accepted.
The best expression was chosen from a literary work of an
accepted author. In revising the original expressions the
poorer expressions were further mutilated, if the results
showed that the wrong expressions were not sufficiently
apparent to the teachers.
Activities .— There are twenty sets of description.
These sentences either describe or
characterize. The pupil uses a multiple
choice technique for choosing the best
description and giving a reason for the
choice.
For example .
—
Learning to Choose Concrete Expressions for
Characterizing People
Directions:
Choose the word or expression that you believe would give
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the reader the clearest picture of the person described or
characterized. Write the letter in the blank. In the other
blanks, write the number which indicates your criticism of
the other expressions,
For example .
—
1.
Choose the expression that best characterizes the
eyes of a fearless, honest man:
a. His eyes like two strips of the sea were level
and deep, strong and fresh.
b. He looked at you with an expression that
reminded you that ."Honesty is the best policy."
c. How his deep, blue eyes sparkled and shone with
the deep conviction that honesty was the birth-
right of every citizen. His artful glance
challenged you to contradict him. fa) (2) (3)
Criticisms of expressions .
—
1. "A" is the best expression as it suggests a
concrete, clear picture,
2. "B" is poor as it contains too vague an idea.
3. "C" is poor as it is inelegant; it is too wordy.
4. Some expressions are poor because they give
only a general description.
2.
Choose the expression that best describes a boy
going swimming.
a. Washy walked down the pebbly bank.
b. Washy shuffled down the pebbly bank.
c. Washy hobbled down the pebbly bank.
3.
Choose the expression that be^t ^desciib^s ^ the terror
of a boys
a. He felt a crouching fear in his throat.
b. He shivered with a dreadful fright.
c. He was terrified.
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lesson VI
61
Purpose*— To compare students* characterizations of a
hoy in a given situation to a similar characterization in a
well-written selection.
Principle of lesson .— Constant writing for a purpose
and comparison of the results
with well-written selections
that are written for the same
purpose will develop skill in
description.
Activities .
—
1. Students write a description of an imaginary
boy in a given situation.
2. Children compare their descriptions with a
well-written selection of a boy in a similar
situation.
3.
Students copy concrete vocabulary on vocabulary
chart. Sample of charts in Appendix.
For example : Let us soppose that Washy Brown wanted
desperately to be liked by the boys in his neighborhood. He
steals away from home to the forbidden swimming pool to Join
them. The boys persuade him to go into the water.
How did he act when he went down the bank to the water ?
What did the boys do to him ?
How did Washy act towards the boys ?
Make a mental picture of his eyes, his skin, his chin,
his nose, his walk, and his voice.
Spend ten minutes writing a description of him. Exchange
papers. Read your neighbor* s description. The pupil who
finds a description that he thinks is well done reads it to
the class.
Compare the class work to a similar description by another
author. (See Appendix).
Copy on charts expressions which show facial features,
bodily action, and mood (embarrassment, unhappiness).
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lesson VII
Purpose .— 1# To stimulate thought in evaluating
concrete expressions
r
> a * m I5 vj f 1 m ” r , f
2. To maintain interest by students actively
participating in situations
Principles of lesson *
—
1. Continued evaluation of concrete lessons will
develop skill in description and characteriza-
tion.
2. Childrens active participation in imaginary
adolescent situations maintains interest,
and gives opportunity for description of
real persons.
Activities .
—
1. Pill in blanks of a written characterization
with concrete expressions using a multiple-
choice technique.
2. Students write descriptions of a pupil in an
assigned pantomime which a pupil dramatizes.
This episode has been assigned for dramatic
perparation by a pupil.
3. Children exchange papers within groups and
evaluate in group discussion each other*
s
work.
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Lesson VIII
Purpose .— To develop skill in making observations
that contribute to a general impression.
Principles of lesson .
—
1. Description is effective when details chosen
are interpreted.
2. Constant evaluation of characterization is
necessary.
Activities .
—
1. In a blank after written characterizations write
the quality of the person characterized.
2. Cheok the qualities of the characterization.
For example ;
In the blank following the selection write one word
which you choose from the following list. The word
should name the type of person the author is char-
acterizing:
Daniel Boone was over six feet tall, lean and wiry.
His muscles were hard, but flexible. His quiet and
graceful movements reminded one of a tiger. His
brown skin was weathered by the wind and rain. Long,
coal black hair topped his kindly face. Keen, alert
eyes smiled from his gaunt countenance.
egotistical
fun-loving
boorish
companionable
idealistic
nervous
out-of-door man
energetic
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Lesson IX
Purpose .— 1.
description.
64
To strengthen the skill of interpreting2.
To stimulate thinking about character
traits of people, and types of people.
Principles of lesson .
—
1. Description may be interpreted by building
observations around trait of character observed.
2. Description may be interpreted by building
observations around a type of person observed.
Activities .
—
1. Vocabulary matching,- traits of character
matched against meaning
2. Vocabulary matching - types of people matched
against meaning
3. Summarizing the method of characterizing by
leading questions
Por example :
To help with a characterization it is well to become
familiar with a few common character traits. The following
list of character traits will help you to judge character:
4.
benevolent 15. just 11. cruel
8. callous 3. zealous 9. malicious
The following list of synonyms explains the meaning of
some of the above word®. Write the number of the word in
the blank preceding the word.
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disposed to promote happiness of others
proceeding from ill-will
unduly rigorous, severe
unfeeling
*£he following list of types of people will help you
to classify people into types :
4. wistful 1. placid 2. cordial
10* phlegmatic 8. slovenly 17. proud
i
The following list of synonymous expressions explains
the meaning to some of the above words. Write the number of
the word in the blank preceding the meaning.
— not easily moved
haughty, insolent
wishing for something with little hope of receiving
it
Hote : There were eighteen character traits of people and
eighteen types of people listed. Fewer synonymous meanings
were given than traits or types. The pupil found it
necessary to analyze the meaning of several words before
selecting a meaning.
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Lesson X
Purpose .— To develop ability to sense the general
impression given by the personal description of a person.
Principle of lesson .
—
1.
Skill in interpreting description may be
developed by analyzing literary selections
to discover the type of person presented by
the observations or the character trait
emphasized
Activities .
—
1. A study of literary selections. Write the
general impression given by the description
in blank at left of description.
2. Write the evaluation of description in blank
at right.
3. Vocabulary chart work. Copy the concrete
expressions on vocabulary charts.
For example :
The following five criticisms mention a quality of
one of the following descriptions. Write the number of
the criticism to the right of the description that it
criticises.
1. The description is well done. It is organized
around a general impression.
2. The description is well done. It presents concrete
details.
3. The picture lists details without giving the
reader an impression of the person described.
4. The description includes too many details that
are not concrete.
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5# There is no order to the details of the picture.
The author jumps from one detail to another
confusing the picture. He should choose the
details in the order that he noticed them.
Directions:
To the left of the description write the general
impression that the author presented by his observations.
Use your lists from Lesson IX. Write the number of the word
in your list that indicated the type of person described, or
the character trait emphasized by the description. In
his eyes there was no one like Ann. He liked her blond hair,
her brown eyes, her bright cheeks. He liked her smooth skin,
her round face, her small immature mouth • He liked her pug
nose, her small ears, and her determined chin. He liked her
pert manner • — -
—
— His expression was pathetically offensive, the
result of his blank confidence in the audible opinions of
a small town where his father was the richest inhabitant •
The one thing about him even more obvious than his chin, his
legs, and his spectacular taste in flannels, was his perfect
trust that he was as welcome to everyone as he was to his
mother •
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Lesson XI
68
Purpose *— To learn to give life to description "by
use of descriptive action words.
Principles of lesson .
—
1. Giving descriptive details of character is
an important element of effective characteriza-
tion.
2, Constant evaluation of concrete vocabulary
will develop a concrete vocabulary.
Activities .
—
1. Study of literary selections for general
impression given of the character by the
description. Write the general impression
given by the description in the blank at
the end of the selection.
2. Write a characterization.
3. Divide into groups and discuss the character-
ization.
4. Draw lines around descriptive action words
found in literary selections, and used in
students' characterizations.
?or example :
After each selection write the impression that the
author is trying to emphasize. Draw a circle around each
descriptive action word.
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With sinking heart and pounding pulse I opened the
classroom door. Forty pairs of curious eyes stared at me-
some twinkled with derision, some danced with laughter, some
stared with hostility, one softened with pity. The sole of
my loose shoe scraped the floor. I stumbled awkwardly. My
large, flat, ill-clad feet became the cynosure of forty pairs
of upturned eyes. As I turned to take the seat the instructor
pointed out to me, I dared not lift my eyes. After some
moments I ventured to look around me. All heads but one
were bent toward the solution of the math problem. One round
pair of blue eyes twinkled with approval. A calm stole over
me. Suddenly I was conscious of my eyes, deep-set under an
arched forehead, my well-formed aquiline nose, my deeply
tanned skin, and my thin-lipped mouth set in a square manly
Jaw. I smiled understandingly at my new admirer.
Impression --------------------- - - - -
Part II
Write a description which characterizes an awkward person,
an egotistical person, an incompetent person, a submissive
person, a nervous person, or any type of person suggested
in Lesson IX.
Write for ten minutes. Divide into groups. Criticize your
neighbor’s work.
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Lesson XII
Purpose .— To teach the pupils that characterization
can be deliberately biased by point of view of the person
who is describing.
Principle of lesson .
—
1.
A fair characterization interprets both a
person^ strengths and weaknesses through
the description.
Activities .
—
1. Describe a pupil from another class. Half of
the class describes the pupil from a jealous
point of view. The other half describes the
pupil from an admiring point of view.
2. The class writes for ten minutes. During the
next ten minutes the class blends the two
points of view into one characterization.
This work is done at the slate under the
direction of the teacher.
3. The students choose partners who have presented
description from a prejudiced point of view.
They blend description into a fair character-
ization. Divide into groups and discuss
results of characterization.
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Lesson XIII
Purpose .— To strengthen ability to interpret
description
Principles of lesson .
—
1. Details should be interpreted, not enumerated.
2. This skill is strengthened by repetition.
Activities .
—
1. Study of literary selection. Analyze the
interpretation by writing in blank at
right the type of person described, a trait
of character emphasized, or a mood described.
For example : In the blank at the right of the description
indicate the type of person described, or the mood of the
person described, or the trait of character emphasized.
Selection 3.
All the irritation of Grramp*s crippled years gathered in
his black, stormy eyes, as he glowered at Hesta from beneath
shaggy brows. The creases in his forehead deepened as Hesta*
s
sharp, gossipy voice contested his pleasure in the news in
the evening paper. The creepy yellow skin of his throat
hung loosely below the thin line of his neat, thin-lipped
mouth. As he noisily gathered his paper to him, his dry
old voice rumbled like worn-out thunder. He slowly limped
from the room. -------------------- - - -
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CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OP EXPERIMENT AND ITS LIMITATIONS
History of Experiment
History of Experiment ,— The study was started in 1944.
One year was spent in investigating the research that existed
that would throw light on the principles involved in the
problem. In June, 1945, planning for the lessons was begun.
The lessons were completed by September, 1945, but were not
ready for pre-experimental use until February, 1946, as it
was necessary to have much criticism on some of the lessons,
and time to have pictures prepared by an artist for the
classes.
In February, 1946, the pre-experimental work was carried
on in four classes. In view of the results of this work,
the lessons were analyzed and revised.
The experimental work was begun bn April 1£, 1946, and
completed, June 5, 1946, with two experimental and two control
groups
.
The experiment was completed in 1946-1947. Three
experimental and three control groups took the first
criterion test .September 10, 1946, the second criterion test,
December 9, 1946, and a third criterion test, January 13,
1947.
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Teacher personnel *— Teacher "A" taught two pre-
experimental classes, and. Teacher "C" taught tw© pre-
experimental classes.
The experiment was taught in April, 1946, by Teacher "B"
who taught one experimental and. one controlled, group and.
Teacher "C" who taught one experimental and. one controlled,
group
•
Randomizing classes .— Eight classes were available
for the experiment each year. Random numbers were assigned
to the eight classes. The four classes with the highest
numbers were used for the pre-experimental work. Teacher "A"
and Teacher "C" conducted this work. The lessons were
taught to discover the defects in the procedure. The
lessons were then revised.
Four classes remained for the experimental work.
Teacher "B" taught two classes, experimental and control.
Teacher "C" taught two classes, experimental and control.
The class with the highest random number was the control
group. In 1946-1947, the same procedure was employed. The
three teachers taught an experimental and a control group.
The eight classes were assigned numbers. The classes with
the six highest numbers were used. The olass having the
highest random number was the control group.
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Pupil Personnel available for experiment .— The ex-
periment was conducted at the Beebe Junior High School,
Malden, Massachusetts. It is one of three junior high
schools in Malden. This school had a population of 258
pupils in the ninth grade in September, 1945, and a population
of 253 pupils in September, 1946. The ninth grade classes
of 1946 and 1947 were used for the personnel of the
experiment.
The experimental and controlled groups contained 91
pupils in April, when the experiment was started, but the
scores of only 64 pupils were available for analysis.
Twenty-seven pupils’ scores were lost because of sickness,
or leaving before graduation, or equating the groups.
The pupil personnel of the groups used in the 1947 class
numbered 160 at the beginning of the experiment, but 12
scores were lost by pupils’ changing schools, or by equating
the groups.
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Variables
Teacher variable .— Three teachers took part in the
study. Ho teacher had less than ten years teaching exper-
ience or less than a Bachelor* s degree with considerable
graduate study in the field of English.
Fatigue factor .— The fatigue factor was controlled
by having the lessons taught in the middle of the school
week, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Other variables .— Ho attempt was made to analyze
home conditions or economic background of the children.
After talking to the guidance teacher about the home con-
ditions of the pupils, the author decided against such an
analysis. Each class contained pupils handicapped by a
variety of disturbing conditions in the home that were not
measurable; therefore, such variables were allowed to equal-
ize themselves by random selection.
nationality .— Many nationalities are found in the
classes. As they are equally distributed throughout the
school, as our grouping is heterogeneous, this factor was
allowed to equalize itself by the random sampling of the
classes.
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Equating the groups .— The teachers taking part in
the experiment gave the Pintner Psychological Test, Advanced
Form A, to all their classes. The author of the experiment
corrected the tests. On the basis of the mental ages,
intelligence quotients and the chronological ages, found on
these tests, the groups were equated. The tests were
administered prior to the experiment.
Evaluating the method .— The composition achievement
was evaluated by a study of the significance in the differ-
ences of means between the initial tests and the final tests,
the initial tests and the delayed tests, and the significance
of gains. This achievement was judged significant if the
difference in mean gains was 3 times the S.E.
A vocabulary growth of four representative groups,
two control and two experimental, was checked by Thorndike's
Word Book of Thirty Thousand Words . A comparison of the
number of words used in the levels 20-1 was made as these
levels measure achievement from grade 5 to adult level
i/
according to the author.
1] Edward Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher 1 s Word Book
of Thirty Thousand Words
,
Bureau of Publications, Teachers
DoiTege, Columbia University, Dew York, 1944, p.xi.
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Criterion tests .— An initial composition test was
administered to the experimental group and the control group
on April 12, 1946. Each child had a copy of the criterion
test as found in the Appendix on his desk. The children
were allowed twenty minutes to write the characterization
of these characters.
The final criterion test for this group was administered
June 5, 1946. Each child had a copy of the final criterion
test as found in the Appendix on his desk. Again twenty
minutes were allowed for writing.
I
The delayed criterion test was not administered to
this group "because of lack of time.
The first criterion test given to the 1947 group was
administered on September 10, 1946. Again each child had
a copy of the test on his desk. The same procedure was
followed on November 5, 1946, for the final criterion test,
and again, after a lapse of ten weeks the same procedure
was followed for the delayed criterion test. Twenty minutes
were allowed the pupils for writing their characterizations.
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Questions for Criterion Test
Describe the man in the picture.
What type of man do you think he i8 ?
What character traits do you observe ?
Does the picture show him in a particular mood ?
In listing his facial features choose the ones that
emphasize what you think about him.
Try to use a concrete vocabulary - that is, use words that
say just what you mean.
The above questions merely offer a suggestion to guide
your thinking.
Write only one paragraph.
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Plan of instruction.— There were fourteen lessons
in the experiment. Twelve lessons were taught in the class
room during forty-minute periods. Two lessons were assigned
for homework and discussed in a twenty-minute period the
following class period.
The lessons were taught on Tuesday and Wednesday. The
oriterion tests were given the week preceding the experiment
and the week following the experiment, on the preceding
Wednesday before the experiment was started and the Wednesday
that followed the close of the experiment. The delayed
oriterion test was administered after a lapse of ten weeks.
The class procedure was uniform as each child was
provided with a mimeographed sheet which explained the
lesson and gave material for working out the exercises.
Supervision of experiment .— The author of the ex-
periment consulted with the teachers who were to teach the
lessons each Friday and gave them the material and the in-
structions necessary for the two lessons for the next week.
Controlled Groups
Composition lessons in the control groups .— The
control groups had their regular composition lesson on
Tuesday and Wednesday. There was no uniform procedure
for these lessons as each teacher develops her own unit
for this work independently from any other teacher.
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However, the general plan Is to teach description,
exposition, narration, and letter writing as types of
composition. Approximately seven weeks are spent in develop-
ing these types of composition. Two forty-minute periods
each week are given for this purpose. The remaining twelve
weeks are devoted to the mechanics of composition, capitaliza-
tion and punctuation, and to speech work.
The general procedure for teaching description is to
present the principles involved in describing and in the
characterization of a person. The principles stressed are:
1. Use vivid descriptive and action words
2. Appeal to ‘ the five senses for presenting a picture
3. Choose details that give a general impression
4. Choose specifio rather than general vocabulary
The principles for the lesson are discussed with the
class. Topics are presented for writing the description. The
class gives suggestions as to possible development of topics.
The class then works under supervision of the teacher who
directs their work in a supervised study period. The teacher
gives suggestions for sentence construction, stimulates the
pupils 1 thinking, and makes suggestions for improving the
mechanics of the composition.
During the period the pupils may discuss their work
with each other. Twenty minutes of Wednesday's period is
given each week to the pupils for group discussion. During
the twenty minutes pupils read compositions in groups and
make comments on the progress of the work. Prom each lesson
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one outstanding composition is shared with the class by
reading the composition to the class or tacking it on the
bulletin board.
Scoring the criterion tests .— The author of the
experiment scored each composition twice with a time interval
of a week between scorings. A third scoring was made by both
the author of the experiment and teacher WB W . This scoring
was done together by both teachers. Each teacher was cog-
nisant of whether she was scoring the experimental or the
controlled groups. This third set of scores was the set of
scores used for evaluating the papers.
Reliability of scoring .— From 82 papers that were
randomly chosen from the experimental and control groups
the names and previous scores were removed. Numbers were
substituted for names for later identification. The author
and Teacher WBW scored the papers independently of each
other. The correlation between the two scorings was .7169 ±
P.E. *036.
The correlation between the scores arrived at by the
combined scoring of Teacher "B" and the author and the
independent scoring of the author was .91. The correlation
arrived at by the combined scoring of Teacher WBW and the
author and the independent scoring of Teacher "B" was .83.
When the correlation between the two independent scorings
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of the author and teacher "B" was corrected for attenuation,
an r of .867 was found.
The following table showed no significant difference
in the means between the two scorings.
Table A* Differences of Means Between the Independent
Scoring of the Criterion Papers Scored by
the Author and Teacher "B"
Mean S *B» 1)1ft. S.B. C.R.
m V ”2 diff.
Author 8.502 • 845
1.131 1.232 .910
Teacher "B" 9.633 .899
The critical ratio of the differences of the mean
between the independent scoring of the criterion papers
scored by the author and Teacher *B" is .910. There are
82 chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater
than zero, that is, there are 82 chances out of 100 that
the mean scoring of Teacher "B" is greater than the mean
of the scores of the Author.
There is some significance in the difference of these
means. However, the difference of these means, 1.131 has
little significance as compared to the difference of the
mean 12.353 for the entire experimental group on the
composition pre-test and the final composition test.
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Samples of Scored Papers
The following papers are typical of the different
levels of achievement on the final and the delayed tests.
They illustrate the method of scoring used to evaluate
the papers.
Ideas that are general are scored by a vertical line.
An idea is general if it does not name a definite, specific
idea, General ideas receive one-half point of credit.
Ideas that name a specific observation receive one
point of credit. Specific ideas are checked on the papers.
If the observations contribute toward a general im-
pression
,
that interprets a trait of character, mood
,
or
type of person
,
ten points of credit are added to the
score.
Repeated ideas receive n£ credit.
Misused words receive no credit.
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The man in this picture has bony facial features.)
His eyes are squinting) and covered with dark rimmed glasses.
His dark j thin hair j shows a forehead that is flat | and smooth.
His nose is pointed,
j
his mouth is fulljwith tight|thin lips.
His chin is pointed) and turned up.) The muscles in his face
are sagging
.
j
His determined and serious mood show that he
is trying for office.]
General idea 3.5
Specific idea 12
Interpretation 0
Score 15.5
Ho credit for interpretation is given for this
composition, as the description merely enumerates details.
The details interpret no trait of character, mood, or type
of person. Ho general impression of the man is presented.
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An astonished expression is on the face of the man in
the picture,
j
His mouth is open) and by the look in his eyes
he is looking directly at someone.
j
He has dark hair) and
a dark complexion.
j
His finger is pointed at something or
someone.
\
General idea 3
Specific idea 0
Interpretation 0
Score 3
Ho credit for interpretation is given as the details
merely enumerate and give no general impression of a trait
of character, mood, or type of man described.
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He wantsThe man is trying hard to get his point out.
it to be understood. / He looks like a nice man. j He can
always get the people to listen.
)
He seems to be mad about
Repeated idea
somethingfand is trying hard to bring it out). (The picture
Repeated idea
shows him in a mad mood.
)
General idea 2.5
Specific idea 0
Interpretation 0
Score 2.5
Ho credit for interpretation is given as the details
are merely a catalogue. Ho general impression of trait of
character, type of person, or mood is presented.
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With a firm, J protruding chin j the sagging skin below
his ohin looked like that of a turtle.] A bulgy lower lip/
stood out against his small j determined mouthjwith its ends
turned down,
j
A pair of wide) cold eyes) looked downward) over
a long(pointed nose.) Two large) wondering ears/ stood out
of the sides of a long| hollow-oheeked face.) With a wrinkled
j
high,jarched foreheadjhe thundered forth his speech with
much determination.
General idea 1
Specific idea 17
Interpretation 10
Score 28
Credit for interpreting details is given for this
description as the details - a firm, protruding chin,
a small, determined mouth with its ends turned down,
the thundering voice, give a general impression of a
determined mood.
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The person in the picture has a high) arched forehead,)
partially lined.
j
His eyes are dark, j round
,j flashing, j and
deep-set. | His nose is thick at the end) with slightly
dilated nostrils.) His black, j neatly combed hair j is thin
at the forehead. | Being a leader,) this man is in a
determined mood, ( serious jand fighting.) He has a long face,
^
Ihollow cheeks,) a firmly set and determined jaw.j From
^
I I
*"
between his thin j tight lipS|a staccato voice emphasizes
his determination to have his will. |
General idea 2.5
Specific idea 17
Interpretation 10
Score 29.5
This selection was given 10 points for interpretation
as the details- dark, flashing eyes, firmly set and de-
termined Jaw, thin, tight lips, a staccato voice give a
general impression of determination.
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This man is well-dressed. | His mouth is open, j he has
nice white teeth,
|
a nose of moderate size
double chin,j and dark hair.
|
His arm is raised
were trying to express a point in his speech.
i t
l
large ears,) a
as if he
General idea 3.5
Specific idea 2
Interpretation 0
Soore 5.5
This selection received no credit for interpretation
as the details are a mere catalogue. Fo general impression
of a particular mood, or type of person, or trait of
character is given by the details.
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The man in the picture is an odd type of man. | He is
a political speaker of the old do or die group.
{
At the
moment, he is talking on some subject that he himself
thoroughly dislikes
, |
and he is not sure whether his
audience is for or against him.
j
Used to long hard
campaigning, he looks as if he is fighting for something
that is a closely contested issue,
j
His features show him
to he a firm hard man (determined to fight for what he
thinks is right. J
General idea 3.5
Specific idea 0
Interpretation 0
Score 3.5
This description received no credit for interpretation
as the details merely give a catalogue instead of a
characterization. Ho general impression of a trait of
character, a type of person, or mood was given.
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His widej deep-set eyes beneath hornrimmed glasses i
were topped by a high jarchedi forehead set in a worried
frown,
i
His long scrawny neckj strained upward from his
loose collar.
^
His square jawjwith its weather-beaten
skin was aged,
j
There were deep wrinkles j extending from
his flat nosejwith dilated nostrilsj to his small) tightly
drawn mouthy as he stood before the crowd strongly expressing
his opinion about the coming election.
|
General idea .5
Speoifio idea 14.0
Interpretation 10.0
Score 24.5
This description received 10 points of credit for
interpretation as the details- worried frown, scrawny neck
stretched upward, tightly drawn mouth, give the general
impression of a tense mood.
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The man In the picture has very large earsjand nose.j
He has a funny mouth] and large looking hands.
j
He looks as
if he were a man campaigning for office.]
General idea 2
Specific idea 1
Interpretation 0
Score 3
No credit for interpretation was given, as the details
are a mere catalogue.
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The speaker frowning slightly through deep-setj beady
eyes | waved his arms wildly.
J
His thin upper lipj became
a hard line as he pressed his determined opinion on the
audience.
j
Glasses wiggled every way on a long nosejwith
dilated nostrils.! His thin facej and long pointed chinj
i,' . ^
lifted in a calculating manner.
j
Wrinkles covered his
throat from the chin down
t
and a steady stream of jabber
passed from his lips.
General idea 0
Specific idea 12
Interpretation 10
Score 22
This description received 10 points for interpretation
as the details- thin, upper lip became a hard line, long,
pointed chin lifted in a calculating manner, a steady
stream of jabber passed from his lips gives the general
impression of a domineering person.
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Limitation of This Research
Problem of the study #— Evaluation of a program for
improving personal description and characterization in
written composition
1. This study should test the effectiveness of the
method proposed in the study for teaching personal
description and characterization.
£• This study proposes to stimulate interest in
creative character description and personal
description by emphasizing the content of
composition rather than the mechanical form.
3. This study will stimulate interest in people
by developing observation of:
Rhythm of features in various moods
Shape of face
Formation of face
Development of nose
Development of face with maturity, middle life,
and old age
Types of forehead
Place of eyes in head
Expression of eyes
Importance of mouth
Types of chin
4. This study will stimulate interest in the rhythm
of features in the following moods:
Happiness
Anger
Determina tion
Scepticism
Fear
Disgust
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4. This study will stimulate interest in the rhythm
of features in the following moods: (continued)
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Disdain
Interest
Surprise
Whimsy
Contemplation
ITote: These pictures are presented merely for stimula-
tion of interest* They definitely are not
meant to present fine psychological distinctions
between moods.
5* This study should develop a skill of expressing
descriptive details in action.
6. This study should develop the following panoramic
and detailed principles of characterization : (1)
people should be observed in relation to the group
in which the person matures; (2) people should be
observed in relation to society; (3) people should
be described by selecting concrete details that
interpret the panoramic view.
These three principles prevent the character-
isation from presenting either a vague picture or
a picture top-heavy with details.
7. This study should develop the principle of unity
in characterization.
8. This study should develop an understanding of
observing a character without prejudice. Each
character should be examined for its several
traits and an unbiased picture should be presented.
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9. This study should lead to the broadening of
vocabulary. The skill of selecting a vivid,
concrete vocabulary should develop within the
area of the most common words in the Thorndike
word list. The study should direct the growth
in the choice of concrete words in the upper
level of the Thorndike list.
10. This study should develop skill in description by
emphasizing the thought approach. The study hopes
to direct the pupil to think in the terms of the
following principles: (1) observation of details,
(2) imagination in interpreting these observations,
(3) reflection and interpretation of these observa-
tions.
11.. This study will test the correlation between the
mental factors tested by the sub-test of Pintner’s
General Ability Tests, and the pupil’s ability to
write creative character description.
12. This study proposes to evaluate the proposed method
in one typical junior high school in the Metropolitan
area of Boston.
13. This study will offer conclusions based on careful
analysis in the school situation presented.
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CHAPTER Y
PRESENTATION
,
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OE DATA
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CHAPTER V
PRESENTATION
,
ANALYSIS ANN INTERPRETATION ON DATA
Method Used for Presentation of Nata
Terms used for designating pupil and teacher personnel .
In presenting the data of the experiment the 1946 groups
will he designated by sub-experiments 1 and 2. The 1947
groups will be designated by sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5.
The three teachers will be referred to by "A”, "B"
,
and "C" in order that a reader could not identify them.
The pupil personnel of the group will be referred to by
initials in order to prevent identification.
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Presentation of data.— The following data will be
97
presented :
Table 1* Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the
Mental Ages, and of the Chronologioal
Ages of the Entire Control Group and of
the Entire Experimental Group.
Table 8. Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the Mental
Ages, and of the Chronological Ages of
Sub-experiment 1. Pintner's Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was The
Instrument Used.
Table 3. Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the
Mental Ages, and of the Chronological Ages
of Sub-experiment 2. Pintner T s Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was the
Instrument Used.
Table 4. Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the
Mental Ages, and of the Chronological Ages
of Sub-experiment 3. Pintner’s Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was the
Instrument Used,
Table 5. Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the
Mental Ages, and of the Chronological Ages,
of Sub-experiment 4. Pintner's Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was the
Instrument Used.
Table 6. Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the
Mental Ages, and of the Chronological Ages
of Sub-experiment 5. Pintner’s Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was the
Instrument Used.
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Table 7. Analysis of the Personnel of the
Boys and Girls of the Entire Experimental
and Control Groups
Table 8. Analysis of the Personnel of the
Boys and Girls of the Entire Experimental
and Control Groups by Entire Groups
Table 9. Analysis of Teacher Personnel That
Taught Groups
Table 10. Differences of Means of the Entire
Experimental Group on the Composition
Pre-test
Table 11. Differences of Means of the Entire
Control Group on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition
Pinal Test
Table 12. Differences of Means of the Entire
Experimental Group on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Final
Test
Table 13. Differences in Mean Gains of the Entire
Control Group and the Entire Experimental
Group on the Composition Pre-test and
the Composition Final Test
Table 14. Differences of Means of the Control Groups
of Sub-experiments 1 and 2 and of the
Experimental Groups of Sub-experiments 1
and 2 on the Composition Pre-test
Table 15* Difference of Means of the Control Groups
of Sub-experiments 1 and 2 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Final Test
Table 16. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Groups of Sub-experiments 1 and 2 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Final Test
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Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
Table
17. Differences of Mean Sains of Control Groups
and of the Experimental Groups of Sub-
experiments 1 and 2 on the Composition
Pre-test and the Composition Final Test
18. Differences of Means of the Control
Groups of Sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5
and of the Experimental Groups 3, 4, and 5
on the Composition Pre-Test and the
Composition Final Test
19. Differences of Means of the Control Groups
of Sub-experiments 4, 5, and 6 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Final Test
20. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Groups of Sub-experiments 3 t 4, and 5
on the Composition Final Test
21. Differences of Mean Gains of Control Groups
of Sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5 and of the
Experimental Groups of Sub-experiments
3, 4, and 5 on the Composition Pre-test
and on the Composition Final Test
22. Differences of Means of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment
1 on the Composition Pre-test
23. Differences of Means of Control Group
of Sub-experiment 1 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Final Test
24. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 1 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Final Test
25. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control
Group and the Experimental Group of
Sub-experiment 1 on the Composition
Pre-test and the Composition Final Test
26. Differences of Means of the Control Group
and Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 2
on the Composition Pre-test
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Table 27. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 2 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Table 28. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 2 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Pinal Test
Table 29. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control
Group and the Experimental Group of
Sub-experiment 2 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Table 30. Differences of Means of Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment
3 on the Composition Pre-test
Table 31. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 3 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Table 32. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 3 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Pinal Test
Table 33. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 3 on the Composition
Pre-test and the Delayed Composition Test
Table 34. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 3 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Delayed Composition Test
Table 35. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control
Group and the Experimental Group of Sub-
experiment 3 on the Composition Pre-test
and the Delayed Composition Test
Table 36. Differences of Means of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment
4 on the Composition Pre-test
Table 37. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 4 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Final Test
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38. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 4 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Pinal Test
39. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 4 on the Composition
Pre-test and the Delayed Composition Test
40. Differences in Means of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 4 on the
Composition Pre-test and the Delayed
Composition Test
41. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control
Group and the Experimental Group of Sub-
experiment 4 on the Composition Pre-test
and the Delayed Composition Test
42. Differences of Means of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment
5 on the Composition Pre-test
43. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
44. Differences of Means of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
45. Differences in Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition
Pre-test and the Delayed Composition Test
46. Differences in Mean Gains of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition
Pre-test and the Delayed Composition Test
47. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control
Group and the Experimental Group of
Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition Pre-test
and the Delayed Composition Test
48. Dumber of Words Used in Criterion Tests
in Levels 20-1 As Measured by Thorndike
Word List. Sub-experiment 3.
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Table 49, Number of Words Used in Criterion Tests
in Levels 20-1 As Measured By Thorndike
Word List. Sub-experiment 5.
Table 50. Correlations Between the Scores on the
Sub-tests and Intelligence Scores of
Pintner T s Advanced Form A, Psychological
Test and the Scores on the Pinal Composition
Test of Sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5
Significance of Data
Significance of difference of means .— When the
difference in means is 3 times the S.E., the difference
will be judged significant. ,fIt is customary to take a
D/<3"D of 3 as indicative of a significant difference
(virtually certainty) since there is only about 1 chanee
in 1000 that a difference of 3<rwill arise when the true
1 /difference is 0." *“
Significance of correlation coefficient .— A correlation
between Pintner's Mental Factors as tested by the Sub-tests
of the Psychological Tests used for equating the groups and
the composition achievement will be declared significant
for forecasting efficiency in ability to achieve in the area
of personal description and characterization provided the r
is .866 or above. According to Kelley’s coefficient of
I/ Henry t, Garret, Statistics in Psychology and Education .
TTew York: Longmans Green & Company, (Secona Edition), l$4i,
p. 213.
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Alienation an r of .866 gives a forecasting efficiency of
if
50 per cent.
Significance of vocabulary growth .— The number of words
used in the 20-1 levels in the Thorndike Vocabulary list
was so small that a statistical measure did not seem feasible.
The groups that had no specific vocabulary training used a
very few words found in these levels. The groups who had
a specific training showed a remarkable gain. The data will
be presented in a table which will show the increase that
A 20-1 level is chosen for the criterion of
as the 20 level is the level recommended for
Developments in vocabulary occur as the pupil
using words extending through the smaller num-
took place,
measurement
grade five,
succeeds in
bers.
1/ Harry A. Greene, Albert E. Jorgenson, and J. Raymond
Cerberich, Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School,
Dew York: Longmans, Green & Company, 19?4, pp. 563-564.
2j Edward L. Thorndike, and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's Word
of 50,000 Words
,
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1944, p.xi.
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Table 1. Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the
Mental Ages, and of the Chronological Ages
of the Entire Control Group and of the
Entire Experimental Group
Entire Control Gr. Entire Experimental Gr.
I. Q. M. A. C.A. I.Q. M. A. C.A.
Mean 101.96 15.2 15.1 101.41 15.1 15.0
S.D. 12.00 1.9 .6 12.20 2.1 .8
Personnel— Controlled - boys, 65, girls, 39
Experimental-boys, 65, girls, 41
Analysis of personnel found in Table 7.
The mean intelligence quotient of the entire control
group is 101.96. At the range is 101.96 * 12.00 or from
89.96 to 113.96. The mean intelligence quotient of the
entire experimental group is 101.41. At the range is
101.41 * 12.20 or from 89.21 to 113.61.
This distribution is not comparable with the distribu-
i/
tion that Terman found to be normal for a chronological age
of 15. He found a standard deviation of 19 to exist at that
level. The difference may be explained by the difference in
1/ Lewis M. Terman, and Maud A. Merril 1, Measuring Intelligence
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1937, p.4u.
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the measuring instrument used, an overloading of boys in
the personnel of the experiment, or to the fact that many
children have left school before reaching the ninth grade.
Again the data may point to the school’s having a more
selected personnel than other schools.
The mean mental age of the entire control group is
15.2. At 1/ the range is 15.2*1.9 or from 13.4 to 17.0.
The mean mental age of the entire experimental group is
15.1. At If the range is 15.1*“ 2.1 or from 13.0 to 17.2.
The groups are approximately equal in mental age.
The mean chronological age for the entire control group
is 15.1. At \<f the range is 15.1*.6 or from 14.7 to 15.7.
The mean chronological age for the entire experimental group
is 15.0. At 1^ the range is 15. 0*.8 or from 14.4 to 15.8.
The groups are approximately equal in chronological age.
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Table 2. Matching Data, A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the Mental
Ages, and of the Chronological Ages of Sub-
experiment 1. Pintner's Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was the Instrument
Used.
Control Group Experimental Group
I.Q. M.A. C.A. I.Q. M.A. C.A.
Mean 98.00 15.3 15.5 97 .25 15.0 15.6
S.D. 11.25 1.8 .7 10.43 1.4 .3
Personnel - Twenty boys in each group
.
The mean intelligence quotient of the control group
is 98.00, At l<Tthe range is 98.00*11.25 or from 86.75
to 109.24. The mean intelligence quotient of the experi-
mental group is 97.25. At l<fthe range is 87.25*10.43 or
from 86.82 to 107.67. These groups are approximately equal
in intelligence.
The mean mental age of the control group is 15.3.
At 1<T the range is 15.3*1.8 or from 13.7 to 16.11. The mean
mental age of the experimental group is 15.0. At Id” the
range is 15.0*1.4 or from 13.7 to 16,4. These groups are
approximately equal in mental age.
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The mean chronological age for the control group is
15*5. At l<f the range is 15. 5*. 7 or from 14.9 to 16.1.
The mean chronological age for the experimental group is
15.6. At 1& the range is 15.6-.3 or from 15.3-15.9.
The groups are approximately equal in chronological age.
The control group and the experimental group seemed
to be sufficiently well equated on the basis of intelligence,
mental age, and chronlogical age to use as a control and
experimental group.
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Table 3. Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means of
the Intelligence Quotients, of the Mental
Ages, and of the Chronological Ages of Sub-
experiment 2. Pintner*s Psychological
Examination, Advanced Eorm A, fas
the Instrument Used.
Control Group Experimental Group
I
.
Q. M. A. C.A. I.Q. M.A. C.A.
Mean 107.00 16.3 14.7 109.50 16.6 14.9
S.D. 9.21 1.7 .7 9.82 1.9 .6
Personnel—Uine girls and seven boys in each group.
The mean intelligence of the control group is 107.00.
At l<Tthe range is 107.00*9.21 or from 97.79 to 116.21.
The mean intelligence quotient of the experimental group
is 109.50. At 1 <T the range is 109.50*9.82 or from 98.68
to 109.32. These groups are approximately equal in in-
telligence.
The mean mental age of the control group is 16.3.
At 1 the range is 16.3*1.7 or from 14.6 to 18.0. The mean
mental age of the experimental group 4 is 16.6. At 16
the range is 16.6 *1.9 or from 14.7 to 18.5. These groups
are approximately equal in mental age.
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The mean chronological age for the control group is
14,7, At If the range is 14,7* .7 or from 13,11 to 15,2.
The mean chronological age for the experimental group is
14,9. At 1<5" the range is 14, 9* ,6 or from 14,2 to 15.3.
The groups are approximately equal in chronological age.
The control group and the experimental group seemed
to be sufficiently well equated on the basis of intelli-
gence, mental age, and chronological age to use as a
control and experimental group.
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Table 4. Matching Data, A Comparison of the
Means of the Intelligence Quotients, of
the Mental Ages, and of the Chronological
Ages of Sub-experiment 3. Pintner's
Psychological Examination, Advanced Form A,
Uas the Instrument Used.
Control Croup Experimental Group
I.Q. M.A. C.A. I.Q. M.A. C.A.
Mean 89.9 13.8 15.0 93.2 13.11 14.8
S.D. 9.82 1.5 .7 9.82 1.1 .4
Personnel — Twenty boys in each group
The mean intelligence of the control group is 89,9.
At Id" the range is 89.9* 9.82 or from 79.8 to 99.22. The
mean intelligence quotient of the experimental group is
93.2. At 1 <T the range is 93.3* 9.82 or from 83.38 to
103.12. These groups are approximately equal in intelligence.
The mean mental age of the control group is 13.8.
At Id the range is 13.8* 1.5 or from 13,3 to 15.3. The mean
mental age of the experimental group is 13.11.
At 16~ the range is 13.11*1.1 or from 12.9 to 14.11. These
groups are approximately equal in mental age.
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The mean chronological age for the control group is
15.0. At 1 2T*the range is 15.0 ^ .7 or from 14.6 to 15.7.
The mean chronological age for the experimental group is
14.8. At l<rthe range is 14. 9-* .4 or from 14.4 to 15.1.
The groups are approximately equal in chronological age.
The control group and the experimental group seemed
to be sufficiently well equated on the basis of intelligence,
mental age, and chronological age to use as a control and
experimental group.
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Table 5* Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the Mental
Ages, and of the Chronological Ages of Sub-
experiment 4. Pintner's Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was the
Instrument Used.
Control Group Experimental Group
I.Q. M.A. C. A. I.Q. M.A. C.A.
Mean 99.115 14.5 14.8 98.34 14.5 14.7
S.D. 10.11 1.2 .6 7.01 1.3 .4
Personnel — Eighteen girls and eight boys in each group
The mean intelligence of the control group is 99.11.
At l</"the range is 99.11*10.11 or from 89.00 to 109.22.
The mean intelligence quotient of the experimental group
is 98.34. At 1 the range is 98.34*7.018 or from 91.33
to 105.35. These groups are approximately equal in in-
telligence.
The mean mental age of the control group is 14.5.
At l<Tthe range is 14.5*1.2 or from 13.4 to 15.7. The
mean age of the experimental group is 14.5. At 15* the
range is 14.5*1.3 or from 13.2 to 15.8. These groups are
approximately equal in mental age.
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The mean chronological age for the control group is
14,8. At 16" the range is 14. 84^ .6 or from 14.2 to 14.7.
The mean chronological age for the experimental gronp 8
Is 14.7. At 1 <S~ the range is 14.5*1.3 or from 14.3 to 14.11.
The groups are approximately equal in chronological age.
The control group and the experimental group seemed
to he sufficiently well-equated on the basis of intelligence,
mental age, and chronological age to use as a control and
experimental group.
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Matching Data. A Comparison of the Means
of the Intelligence Quotients, of the Mental
Ages, and of the Chronological Ages of Sub-
Experiment 5. Pintner T s Psychological
Examination, Advanced Form A, Was the
Instrument Used.
Control Group Experimental Group
I.Q. M.A. C.A. I.Q. M.A. C.A.
Mean 113.40 16.8 14.4 115.61 16.9 14.3
S.D. 12.15 1.11 .3 11.40 1.9 .3
Personnel — Croup 9- line boys and twelve girls.
GrouplO- Eleven boys and twelve girls.
The mean intelligence of the control group is 113.40.
At l<Tthe range is 113.40*12.15 or from 101.25 to 125.55.
The mean intelligence quotient of the experimental group
is 115.61. At l<Tthe range is 115.61*11.40 or from 104.21
to 127.01. These groups are approximately equal in in-
telligence.
The mean mental age of the control group is 16.8.
At 1 (T the range is 16.8*1.11 or from 14.9 to 18.7.
The mean mental age of the experimental group is 16.9.
At 1 cT the range is 16.9*1.9 or from 15.0 to 18.6. These
groups are approximately equal in mental age.
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The mean chronological age for the control group is
14.4. At l<6Tthe range is 14.4* .3 or from 14.1 to 14.7.
The mean chronological age for the experimental group 10
is 14.3. At l<£~the range is 14.3* .3 or from 14.0 to
14.6. The groups are approximately equal in chronological
age.
The control group and the experimental group seemed
to he sufficiently well-equated on the basis of intelligence,
mental age, and chronological age, to use as a control and
experimental group.
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Table 7. Analysis of the Personnel of the Boys and Girls
of the Entire Experimental find Control Groups
by Groups
Sub .Exp.l Sub .Ex. S 'SCO .Ex,
3
Sub .Ex.
4
Sub.Ex.
5
Ex. Con. Ex. Con. Ex. Con. Ex. Con. Ex. Con. Total
Boys SO SO 7 7 SI SI 18 8 11 9 13S
Girls 9 9 18 18 IS 14 80
Table 8. Analysis of the Personnel of the Boys
of the Entire Experimental and Control
by Entire Groups
and Girls
Groups
Control Experimental Total
Boys 65 67 13S
Girls 41 39 80
Total 106 106 SIS
Each experimental and control group contained
approximately an equal number of boys and girls in each
group. However, the sampling procedure used drew certain
groups with an entire boy personnel. One group with a
girl personnel in the school was not chosen by the random-
ized technique employed. The groups were chosen by the
use of Fisher's Random Table, This overloading of boys
in the personnel may be a weak spot in the selection of
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personnel. However, if this girl group was chosen deliber-
ately, it would condition the experiment as this group is
the one group within the school that is chosen for superior
achievement in commercial work. Each year this particular
group chooses the most difficult business curriculum in
the ninth grade. Consequently, the students with superior
ability elect the course.
Table 9. Analysis of Teacher Personnel
That Taught Groups
Teachers
"A" "B" "C"
Sub-Exp. Sub-Exp. Sub-Exp
.
1 2
4 3 5
As teacher f,A" used her personnel for pre-experimental
work, she had no personnel for the experiment in 1946.
The table shows that teachers "B" and ”C" carried on the
experiment with similar groups in 1946 and 1947. Teacher
"An carried on experiment in 1947.
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Table 10. Differences of Means of the Entire Control
Group and of the Entire Experimental Group
on the Composition Pre-test
Group Do. Mean S.E.
m
Diff. S.E. C.H.
m^-mg diff.
Exp. Gr. 106 5.981 .291
-
.143 1.00 .140
Con. Gr. 106 5.838 .396
The critical ratio of the differences between the
entire control group and the entire experimental group is
.140. There are 56 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than 0, that is, there are 56 chances
out of 100 that the mean of the experimental group is
greater than the mean of the entire control group.
Table 11. Differences of Means of the Entire Control
Group on the Composition Pre-test and on the
Composition Pinal Test
Test Group I?o. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.H.m n^-mg diff.
Pinal T. Con. Gr. 106 5.282 .353
.546 1.676 .337
Pre-T. Con. Gr. 106 5.838 .396
The critical ratio of the differences between the entire
control group on the composition pre-test and the composition
final test is .337. There are 64 chances out of 100 that the
true difference is greater than 0,that is, there are 64
chances out of 100 that the mean of the composition pre-test
is greater than the mean of the final composition test.
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Table 12, Differences of Means of the Entire
Experimental Group on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
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Test Group Do. Mean S.E.
m
Diff.
m - m
S.E. C • R
diff.
Pinal T. ExpoGr. 106 18.334 2.918
-L Cj
12.353 3.061 4.03
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 106 5.981 .291
I
The critical ratio of the differences between the
entire experimental group on the composition pre-test and
the composition final test is 4,03. There are 99.999
chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero, that is, there are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the
mean of the final composition test is greater than the mean
K
of the pre-test.
Table 13. Differences of Mean Gains of the Entire Control
Group and the Entire Experimental Group on the
Composition Pre-test and the Composition Pinal
Test
—
Group Ho. Diff.
m. g.
S.E.
m.g.
Diff. S.
m.g.i-m.g.g diff. C.R.
Exp.Gr. 106 12.353 3.061
12.899 3. 49 3.406
Con.Gr. 106 -.546 1.676
The critical ratio of the differences of the mean gains
between the control group and the experimental group on the
composition pre-test and the composition final test is 3.406.
There are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the true difference
in mean gains is greater than zero, that is, there are 99.999
chances out of 100 that the mean gains of the experimental
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group are greater than the mean gains of the control group
on the final composition test.
As sub-experiments 1 and 2 were taught in April and May
of 1946 and sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5 were taught in
September and October of 1947, it seemed desirable to break
down the entire control group and the entire experimental
group into two parts for further analysis. The studies for
the significance of mean gains of sub-experiments 1 and 2
of 1946, and the significance of mean gains of sub-experi-
ments 3, 4, and 5, of 1947 appear on the following pages.
Table 14, Differences of Means of the Control Groups
of Sub-experiments 1 and 2 and of the
Experimental Groups of Sub-experiments 1 and ‘2
on the Composition Pre-test
Group Do. Mean S.E.
m
Diff.
V"e
Exp. Gr. 36 6.000 .536
.273 .233 1.171
Con* Gr. 36 5.727 .511
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group and the experimental group is 1.171. There
are 88 chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater
than zero, that is, there are 88 chances out of 100 that
the mean of the experimental group is greater than the mean
of the control group on the composition pre-test.
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Table 15. Differences of Means of the Control Croups
of Sub- experiments 1 and 2 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Final Test
Test Group No. Mean S.E. Diff.
m Bj-Bg S.E. C.R.diff.
Final T. Con.Gr. 36 5.397 .474
.330 .238 1.340
Pre-T. Con. Or. 36 5.727 .586
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the composition pre-test and the composition
final test is 1.340. There are 91 chances out of 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero, that is, there
are 91 chances out of 100 that the mean of the composition
pre-test is greater than the mean of the final composition
test.
Table 16. Differences of Means of the Experimental Groups
of Sub-experiments 1 and 2 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Final Test
Test Group No. Mean S.E.
m
Diff. w S.E. C.R.ml" m2 diff.
Final T. Exp.Gr. 36 15.425 .905
10.028 1.276 7.858
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 36 5.397 .898
The critical ratio of the differences between the
experimental group on the composition pre-test and the final
composition test is 7.858. There are 99.999 chances out of
100 that the true difference is greater than zero, that is,
there are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the mean of the
composition final test is greater than the mean of the
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composition pre-test.
Table 17. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control Groups
of Sub-experiments 1 and 2 and of the Experimen-
tal Groups of Sub-experiments 1 and 2 on the
Composition pre-test and on the Composition
Pinal Test
Group No. Diff. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R.
m.g. m.g. m.g.^-m.g.g diff.
Exp.Gr. 36 10.028 1.276
11.358 1.479 7.674
Con .Or. 36 —.3*30 .238
The critical ratio of the differences of the mean gains
between the control group and the experimental group on
the composition pre-test and the composition final test
is 7.674. There are 99. 999' chances out of 100 that the
true difference in mean gains is greater than zero, that is,
there are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the mean gains
of the experimental group are greater than the mean gains
of the control group on the final composition test.
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Table 18. Differences of Means of the Control Groups of
Sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5 and of the
Experimental Groups of Sub-experiments 3, 4, and
5 on the Composition Pre-test and the Composition
Pinal Test
Group Ho • Mean S •E • Di ff • S • E • C • R •
m bLj- mg diff.
ExprGr. 80 5.056 .279
.266 .310 .857
,
. f
Con.Gr. 80 5.322 .430
The critical ratio of the difference between the
control group and the experimental group is .857. There
are 80 chances out of 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero, that is, there are 80 chances out of 100
that the mean of the control group is greater than the mean
of the experimental group on the composition pre-test.
Table 19. Differences of Keans of the Control Groups of
Sub-experiments 4,5, and 6 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group ITo. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.H.
m
m]L- mg aiff.
Pinal T. Con.Gr. 80 5.005 .405
.327 1.868 .121
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 80 5.322 .430
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the composition pre-test and the composition
final test is .121. ^here are 54 chances out of 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero, that is, there are
54 chances out of ICO that the mean of the composition pre-
test is greater than the mean of the final composition test.
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Table 20. Differences of Means of the Experimental Groups
of Sub- experiments 3, 4, and 5 on the
Composition Pre-test and on the Composition
Pinal Test
Test Group Do. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.H.
m diff.
Pinal T. Exp*Gr. 80 16.992 .600
11.936 1.063 11.26
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 80 5.056 .277
The critical ratio of the differences between the
experimental group on the composition pre-test and on the
final composition test Is 11.26- There are 99.999 chances
out of 100 that the true difference is greater than zero,
that is, there are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the mean
of the composition final test is greater than the mean of
the composition pre-test.
Table 21. Differences of Mean Gains of Control Groups
of Sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5 and of the
Experimental Groups of Sub-experiments 3, 4,
and 5 on the Composition Pre-test and the
Composition Pinal Test
Group Do. Diff.
m.g.
S.E.
m.g.
Diff.
mg-mg
1 2
s.e.
diff.
C.H.
Exp.Gr. 80 11.936 1.063
12.563 2.149 5.651
Con.Gr. 80 - .327 1.868
The critical ratio of the differences bf the mean gains
between the control group and the experimental group on the
composition pre-test and the composition final test is 5.651.
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There are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the true difference
in mean gains is greater than zero, that is, there are
99.999 chances out of 100 that the mean gains of the
experimental group are greater than the mean gains of the
control group on the final composition test.
The following tables present a comparison of the
differences of means of sub-experiments 1 and 2 on the
composition pre-tests and the composition final tests,
and the differences of means of sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5
on the composition pre-tests, final tests, and delayed tests.
Table 22. Differences of Means of the Control Croup
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment
1 on the Composition Pre-test
Group No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R.
m
“ diff.
Con.Gr. 20 5.700 .85
.100 1.367 .729
Exp.Gr. 20 5.800 1.07
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group and the experimental group of sub-experiment 1
is .729, in favor of the experimental group. There are 76
chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero, that is, there are 76 chances out of 100 that the mean
of the experimental group is greater than that of the con-
trol group on the composition pre-test.
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Table 23. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 1 on the Composition Pre-
test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group Ho. Mean S.E. Diff.
m V m2 S.E. C. H.diff.
Pinal T. Con.Gr. 20 4.850 .650
.850 1.072 .007
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 20 5.700 .850
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the pre-test and the control group of
sub-experiment 1 on the final test is .007 in favor of the
pre-test. There are 50 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero, that is, there are 50
chances out of 100 that the mean for the pre-test is
greater than the mean for the final test.
Table 24. Differences of Means of the Experimental Group
of Sub-experiment 1 on the Composition Pre-test
and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group ITo. Mean S.E.
m
Diff.
„
S.E. C.S.m —m , .
1 2
Pinal T. Exp. Gr. 20 15.100 1.485
9.300 1.836 5.054
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 20 5.800 1.07
The critical ratio of the differences between the
experimental group on the pre-test and the experimental group
of sub-experiment 1 on the final test is 5.054. There are
99 . 999+chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater
than zero, that is, there are 99.999+- chances out of 100
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that the mean of the final composition test is greater than
the mean of the composition pre-test.
Table 25, Differences in Mean Gains of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 1
on the Composition Pre-test and the Composition
Final Test
Group Ho. Diff. S • E • Diff. S . E . C • H.
m.g. m.g. m. g^.
- diff.
Exp.Gr. 20 9.3000 1.836
10.150 2.414 4.205
Con.Gr. 20 -.850 1.072
The critical ratio of the differences of the mean gains
between the control group and the experimental group of
sub- experiment 1 on the composition pre-test and the com-
position final test is 4.205, There are 99.999t chances
out of 100 that the true difference in mean gains is greater
than zero, that is, there are 99.999-f chances out of 100
that the mean gains for the experimental group a*e greater
than for the control group of sub- experiment 1.
Table 26. Differences of Means of the Control Group and
the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 2 on
the Composition Pre-test
Group Mo. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.E.
m ®1
-®
2 diff.
Con.Gr. 16 5.775 .726
.445 .257 1.720
ExpoGr. 16 6.220 .372
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The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group and the experimental group of sub-experiment 2
is 1.720. There are 96 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero, that is, there are 96
chances out of 100 that the mean for the experimental group
is greater than for the control group.
Table 27. Differences of Means of the Control Croup
of Sub-experiment 2 on the Composition Pre-
test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group Do. Mean S.E.
m
Diff.
m -
1
S.E.
diff.
C.E.
Pinal T. ConoGr. 16 5.944 .777
1.169 1.072 .157
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 16 5.775
The oritical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the pre-test and the control group of
sub-experiment 2 on the final composition test is .167.
There are 56 chances out of 100 that the true difference
is greater than zero, that is, there are 56 chances out
of 100 that the mean for the final composition test is
greater than the mean for the composition pre-test.
Table 28. Differences of Means of the Experimental Group
of Sub-experiment 2 on the Composition Pre-test
and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group Do.
Pinal T. Sxp.Gy.
Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.H.
m
°l"
,m
2 diff.
16 15.750 1.297
9.530 1.353 7.038
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The critical ratio of the differences between the
experimental group on the pre-test and the experimental
group on the final composition test is 7,038. There are
99.999+ chances out of 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero, that is, there are 99.999+ chances out
of 100 that the mean on the final composition test is
greater than the mean for the composition pre-test. (Table 28).
Table 29. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 2
on the Composition Pre-test and the Composition
Pinal Test
Group uo. Diff. S .E
.
Diff. S.E. C.R.
m.g. m.g. m.g. -m.g. diff.
2
Exp.Gr. 16 9.530 1.353
9.361 1.723 5.442
Con.Gr. 16 .169 1.072
The critical ratio of the differences of the mean gains
between the control group and the experimental group of
sub-experiment 2 on the composition pre-test and on the
composition final test is 5.442. There are 99.999- chances
out of 100 that the true difference in mean gains is greater
than zero, that is, there are 99.999- chances out of 100
that the mean gains for the experimental group are greater
than for the control group.
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Table 30. Differences of Means of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 3
on the Composition Pre-test
Group Do. Mean S.E. Diff.
hi m -m
1 2
S.E. C * R •
diff.
Con.Gr. 21 4.832 .287
.308 .312 .987
Exp.Gr. 21 4.524 .385
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group and the experimental group of sub- experiment
3 is . 987. There are 83 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero, that is, there are 83
chances out of 100 that the mean for the control group
is greater than that for the experimental group.
Table 31. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 3 on the Composition Pre-
test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group .o^4 Mean S.E.
m
Diff. S.E.
m
i"*
m
2 diff.
C.R.
Pinal T. Con.Gr. 21 4.832 .287
.202 1.22 .165
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 21 4.630
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the composition pre-test and the control
group of sub-experiment 3 on the composition final test
is .165. There are 56 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than zerey that is, there are 56
chances out of 100 that the mean for the final composition
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test is greater than the mean for the composition pre-test
Table 32. Differences of Means of the Experimental Group
of Sub-experiment 3 on the Composition Pre-
test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group No. Mean S .E* Diff. S.E.
m m - m diff.
1 2
C.R.
Pinal T. Exp.Gr. 21 17.070 1.780
12.546 1.813 6.931
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 21 4.524 .385
The critical ratio of the differences between the
experimental group on the pre-test and the experimental
group of sub-experiment 3 on the final composition test
is 6*931. There are 99.999± chances out of 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero, that is, there are
99.999i. chances out of 100 that the mean on the final com-
position test is greater than the mean on the composition
pre-test.
Table 33. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 3 on the Composition Pre-
test and the Delayed Composition Test
Test Group No. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. •
1
w
]
•
1
°
m m^-m2 diff.
Del.T. Con.Gr. 21 2.300 .800
2.532 1.208 2.09
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 21 4.582 .287
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the pre-test and the control group of
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sub-experiment 3 on the delayed test is 2.09. There are 98
chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero?i that is, there are 98 chances out of 100 that the
mean on the final composition test is greater than the mean
on the delayed composition test.
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Table 34* Differences of Means of the Experimental Group
of Sub-experiment 3 on the Composition Pre-test
and the Delayed Composition Test
Test Group No. Mean S.E. Diff.
m m^-mg
S.E. C . H.
diff.
Del.T. Exp.Gr. 21 16.595 1.698
12.071 1.744 6.92
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 21 4.524 .385
The critical ratio of the differences of means between
the experimental group on the composition pre-test and the
experimental group of sub-experiment 3 on the delayed com-
position test is 6.92. There are 99.999+ chances out of
100 that the true difference is greater than zero, that is,
there are 99.999+ chances out of 100 that the mean of the
delayed compesition test is greater than the mean on the
pre-test.
Table 36. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 3
on the Composition Pre-test and the Delayed
Composition Test
Group No. S.E. Diff. S.E.
m.g. m.g.-m.g. diff.
1 2
C.R.
Exp.Gr. 21 12.071 1.010
14.603 2.01 7.25
Con.Gr. 21 -2.532 1.744
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In Table 35 the critical ratio of the differences of
the mean gains between the control group and the experimental
group of sub-experiment 3 of the composition pre-test and
the delayed composition test is 7.25. There are 99.999f
chances out of 100 that the true difference in mean gains
is greater than zero, that is, there are 99.999f chances
out of 100 that the mean gains of the experimental group
is greater than for the control group.
Table 36. Differences of Means of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub- experiment 4
on the Composition Pre-test
Group ITo. Mean S.E.
m
Diff.
m —
1
S . iii • C . "R.
m diff.
2
Con.Gr. 26 5.114 .585
-
.230 1.166 .138
Exp.Gr. 26 4.884 1.002
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group and the experimental group of sub- experiment 4
is *138. There are 56 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero, that is, there are 56
chances out of 100 that the mean of the control group is
greater than that for the experimental group.
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Table 37. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 4 on the Composition Pre-
test and on the Composition Final Test
Test Group Ho. Mean S . E
.
Diff. b.E. C. H.
m v m g diff.
Final T. Con* Or. 26 4.656 .563
.558 1.063 .562
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 26 6.114 1.002
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the composition pre-test and the control
group of sub-experiment 4 on the composition final test
is .562. There are 71 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero, that is, there are 71
chances out of 100 that the mean for the composition pre-
test is greater than the mean of the final composition test.
Table 38. Differences of Means of the Experimental Group
of Sub-experiment 4 on the Composition Pre-test
and on the Composition Final Test
Test Group Ho. Mean S . E
.
m
Diff. S.E. C.R.
m —m , . « «
1 2 diff.
Final T. Exp.Gr. 26 10.55 1.222
5.772 1.392 4.08
Pre-T, Exp. Or. 26 4.88 .585
The critical ratio of the differences between the
experimental group on the pre-test and the experimental
group of sub-experiment 4 on the final composition test
is 4.08. There are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero, that is, there are

99.999 chances out of 100 that the mean on the final com-
position test is greater than the mean of the composition
pre-test.
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Table 39. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 4 on the Composition Pre-
test and the Delayed Composition Test
Test Group Ho. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.3.
m mi-m2 diff.
Del.T. Con.Gr. 21 3.663 .543
1.461 1.1402 1.29
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 21 5.114 1.002
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the pre-test and the control group on
the delayed test is 1.29. There are 90 chances out of 100
that the true difference is greater than zero, that is,
there are 90 chances out of 100 that the mean of the pre-
test is greater than the mean of the delayed composition
test.
Table 40. Differences in Means of the Experimental Group
of Sub- experiment 4 on the Composition Pre-
test and the Delayed Composition Test
Test Group Ho. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.H.
diff.
Del.T. Exp.Gr. 26 8.214 1.596
3.330 1.702 1.90
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 26 4.884 .585
The critical ratio of the differences of means between
the experimental group on the composition pre-test and the
experimental group of sub-experiment 4 on the delayed
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composition test is 1.90. There are 97 chances out of 100
that the true difference is greater than zero, that is,
there are 97 chances out of 100 that the mean of the
delayed composition test is greater than the mean of the
composition pre-test.
Table 41. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 4
on the Composition Pre-Test and the Delayed
Composition Test
Group Do. Diff. S.E.
m.g. m.g
Exp.Gr. 26 3.330 1.702
Con.Gr. 26 -1.461 1.140
Diff. S.E . C.R.
m.g. - m.g.^ diff.
4.791 2.046 2.348
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group and the experimental group of sub-experiment 4
is 2.348. There are 98.9 chances out of 100 that the true
difference in mean gains is greater than zero, that is,
there are 98.9 chances out of 100 that the mean gains are
greater than those of the control group, of sub- experiment 4.
Table 42. Differences of Means of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub-experiment 5
on the Composition Pre-test
Group Do. Mean S.E.
m
Diff.V *2 S.E.diff. C.R.
Con.Gr. 23 6.020 .766
-
.360 .308 1.19
Exp.Gr. 23 5.760 .607
The critical ratio of the differences between the
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and the experimental group of sub-experiment 5 is 1.19.
There are 83 chances out of 100 that the true difference is
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greater than zero, that is, there are 83 chances out of 100
that the mean of the control group is greater than that
for the experimental group of sub-experiment 5.
Table 43. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub- experiment 5 on the Composition
Pre-test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group Po. Mean S.E. Diff. S.E. C.H.
m m -m diff.
1 2
Pinal T. Con.Gr. 23 7.63 1.151
1.61 1.382 1.166
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 23 6.02
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the composition pre-test and the control
group of sub-experiment 5 on the composition final test
is 1.166. There are 87 chances out of 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero, that is, there are 87
chances out of 100 that the mean of the composition final
test is greater than the mean of the composition pre-test.
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Table 44. Differences of Means of the Experimental Group
of Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition Pre-
test and on the Composition Pinal Test
Test Group Do. Mean S.E. Diff.
“ m - m
1 2
S.E.
diff.
C.B.
Pinal T. Exp.Gr. 23 10.566 1.303
4.806 1.143 4.217
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 23 5.760 .607
The critical ratio of the differences between the
experimental group on the pre-test and the experimental
group of sub- experiment 5 on the final composition test
is 4.217. There are 99.999** chances out of 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero, that is, there are
99.999f chances out of 100 that the mean on the final com-
position test is greater than the mean of the composition
pre-test.
Table 45. Differences of Means of the Control Group
of Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition Pre-
test and the Delayed Composition Test
Test Group Do. Mean S.E.
m
Diff. S.E. C.H.
m -m diff.
1 2
Del.T. Con.Gr. 23 5.804 .490
.216 .288 .750
Pre-T. Con.Gr. 23 6.020 .766
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group on the pre-test and the control group of
sub-experiment 5 on the delayed composition test is .750.
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There are 76 chances out of 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero, that is, there are 76 chances out of 100
that the mean of the pre-test is greater than the mean of
the delayed composition test.
Table 46. Differences in Mean Gains of the Experimental
Group of Sub-experiment 5 on the Composition
Pre-test and the Delayed Composition Test
Test Group TTo. Mean
Gains
S . E .
m.g.
Diff.
m.g. -m.g.
1 2
S.E. C.R.
diff.
Del.T. Exp.Gr. 23 16.588 .607
10.828 1.280 8.458
Pre-T. Exp.Gr. 23 5.760 1.132
The critical ratio of the differences of means between
the experimental group on the composition pre-test and the
experimental group of sub-experiment 5 on the delayed com-
position test is 8.468. There are 99.999f chances out of
100 that the true difference is greater than zero, that is,
there are 99.999
-f
chances out of 100 that the mean of the
delayed composition test is greater than the mean of the
composition pre-test.
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Table 47. Differences in Mean Gains of the Control Group
and the Experimental Group of Sub- experiment 5
on the Composition Pre-test and the Delayed
Composition Test
Group No* Diff. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R.
m.g. m.g. m.g. -m.g. diff.
1 2
Exp.Gr. 23 10.828 1.280
16.044 1.571 10.212
Con.Gr. 23 -.216 .288
The critical ratio of the differences between the
control group and the experimental group of sub-experiment 5
is 10.212, There are 99.999f chances out of 100 that the
true difference in mean gains is greater than zero, that is,
there are 99.999t chances out of 100 that the mean gains of
the experimental group are greater than those of the control
group.
The following two tables show a comparison of the
vocabulary growth between the composition pre-test and
the composition final test for sub-experiment 3 and sub-
experiment 5.
Thorndike 1 s Word list was used for rating the words.
A comparison of the number of words used in the levels 20-1
was made as these levels measure achievement from grade 5
to adult level according to the author.
Each word was scored that named a general or concrete
facial description, a trait of character, or a mood. Each
adjective, adverb, noun, or action verb contributing an idea
was scored.
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Table 48. Number of Words Used in Criterion Tests
in Levels
Word List.
20-1 as Measured by
Sub-experiment 3.
Thorndike
Pre-test
/
Pinal test Delayed test
Con.Gr. 14 11 10
Exp.Gr. 13 90 44
Table 49. Number of Words Used in Criterion Tests
in Levels 20-1 as Measured by Thorndike
Word List. Sub-experiment 5.
Pre-test Final test Delayed test
Con.Gr. 34 46 31
Exp.Gr. 33 112 72
The groups from sub- experiment 3 and sub- experiment 5
were chosen as representative groups for measuring vocabulary
growth. Thorndike's Word List ~^was used for rating the
words. The words ranging from level 20-1 were measured as
they represent grades five through the high school level.
The control group in sub-experiment 3 showed a gradual
decline in the use of these words.
The control group from sub- experiment 5 showed an
increase of 14 words in this level on the final test, but
a loss of three words in these levels between the pre-test
and the delayed test.
1/ Thorndike, oj>. cit .
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The Experimental group in sub-experiment 3 showed an
increase of 77 wo-rds between the pre-test and the final test.
This group showed a loss between the final test and the
delayed test, but kept the gain of 31 words between the
pre-test and the delayed test.
The Experimental group of sub-experiment 5 showed a
gain of 79 words between the pre-test and the final tefct.
This group showed a loss between the final test and the
delayed test, but kept a gain of 39 words between the
pre-test and the delayed test.
A considerable growth in vocabulary is evidenced by
these scores.
A supplementary study evaluating the correlation
between mental ability as tested by Pintner’ s Psychological
Test, Advanced Form A, and the composition achievement
as measured by this study was made. A correlation between
the eight sub-tests and the composition scores on the
eight sub-tests of sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5 were com-
puted^. Correlations between the intelligence quotients
and the final composition scores of sub- experiments 3, 4,
and 5 were computed.
The correlations are not Judged significant for
forecasting ability for aptitude for writing personal
description unless they are .866 or above.
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Table 50. Correlations Between the Scores on the
Sub-tests and Intelligence Scores on
Pintner's Advanced Form A, Psychological
Test and the Scores on the Final
Composition Test of Sub- experiments
3, 4, and 5
Sub-tests Sub-experimen t
3
Con.Gr. Exp.Cr.
Sub-experiment
4
Con.Gr. Exp.Gr.
Sub-experiment
5
Con.Gr. Exp.Gr.
1. .04 .11 .34 .09 .15 .11
2. -.01 -.01 .36 .03 .10 -.16
3. .18 — .21 -.18 -.03 .10 -.16
4. 03O•1 .62 .04 .42 .32 .57
5. .12 .48 .34 .18 .16 .22
6. .21 -.18 .45 .48 .19 .64
7. .10 .34 .33 .43 .24 .58
8. oo• -.24 .07 -.11 -.11 .23
I.Q. SCC3E -.06 .16 .34 .49 -.23 .22
Table 50 shows the correlations between the composition
scores of the final composition tests and the scores of the
eight sub-tests of Pintner's Psychological Test, Form A.
It also gives the correlation between the scores of the
composition final tests and the Intelligence Quotients of
sub-experiments 3, 4, and 5.
Table 50 shows a correlation of .62, .42, and .57
for the experimental groups between the composition scores
and sub-test 4. Table 50 shows a correlation of .54 between
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the composition scores on the final test and the intelli-
gence quotients for the control group of sub-experiment 4.
Table 50 shows no consistent significant correlation
between composition achievement and the sub-tests of
Pintner's Psychological examination. The highest correla-
tions are found between test 4 and the composition achieve-
ment of the experimental group of sub-experiments 3, 4, and
5. Ho significant correlation appeared between achievement
in composition and the sub-tests of Pintner’s Psychological
Examination.
As no correlation of .866 appeared in this study, it
seems that no mental factors measured by this test would
be successful in predicting composition achievement.
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General Summary and Conclusions
General Summary
Summary ,— In the ninth grade in one of the junior
high schools of Malden, Massachusetts, 106 children were
given exercises for improvement of personal description
and characterization. The exercises were taught twice a
week for a period of seven weeks. Criterion tests were
administered to the 106 children who were given the ex-
ercises, and 106 children who were taught the regular
English curriculum. Three teachers took part in the
study.
At the end of the experiment gains were computed “by
analyzing the differences in mean gains between the cri-
terion tests. An objective technique for marking the
criterion tests was used.
1, A significant difference in means was found be-
tween the entire experimental and the entire
control group. The difference in mean gains
of the entire control group and the entire
experimental group on the composition pre-test
and the composition final test was 12.899.
The Standard Error of the difference was 3.49.
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2 • The sub- experiments taught by Teacher "B" and by
the author of the experiment produced significant
differences in the achievement of the experimental
groups in their ability to write effective descrip-
tion and characterization. However, sub-experiment
4 in this study taught by Teacher "An produced no
significant differences in achievement on the com-
position pre-test and composition delayed test
for the experimental group.
3. The experimental groups from sub-experiment 3 and
sub-experiment 5 showed a significant gain in
vocabulary between the composition pre-test and
the delayed composition test. These groups were
the only groups whose vocabulary was checked.
4. Ho significant correlation was found between the
achievement on the final composition test of sub-
experiments 3, 4, and 5 and the sub- tests of
Pintner f s Advanced Psychological tests that could
be used for prognostic purposes. Ho significant
correlation between the achievement on the final
composition test and the intelligence quotient
as measured by Pintner T s test was found.
Conclusions
i
—
1. In this school, or a school with a similar
pupil personnel, the teacher might seriously
consider the possibility of using this
objective method to teach personal
description and characterization.
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2. Pupils lose some skill in writing personal
description and characterization after a
lapse of ten weeks. A review lesson would be
profitable to retain gains.
3. As the objective method for developing
vocabulary in this experiment produced a
significant growth in vocabulary, it
should be considered as a technique for
developing vocabulary.
4. Pupils lose some of their vocabulary gains
after a lapse of ten weeks. The program
for vocabulary growth used in this ex-
periment should be continued throughout
the year.
5. The Pintner Psychological Test, Advanced Form A
is not a prognostic technique for discovering
pupils who have ability in writing the type
of personal description and characterization
developed by this experiment.
Educational Implications .
—
1. An objective method for stimulating the thought
content in composition will probably produce
significant gains in many areas of composition.
2. A vocabulary growth technique that directs
growth toward discussion of a particular
problem will probably produce significant
growth in many areas of composition.
3. An objective marking system that marks each
composition for a specific purpose may
develop a more accurate evaluation of
specific composition goals.
4. Written composition in junior high school
should be the expression of thought stimulated
by objective means rather than the expression
of thought stimulated by the assignment of
topics.
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CHAPTER VI
LIMITATIONS AND DIFFICULTIES OF THIS RESEARCH
Limitation of Personnel
Limitation of personnel within the school .— This
study was conducted in the ninth grade of one of the
junior high schools of Malden, Massachusetts* There were
available 511 pupils for study during the period of the
experiment. At the conclusion of the experiment 212 scores
were available for analysis, 106 for the experimental group,
and 106 for the control group* The personnel of both
groups was chosen by a randomized technique. The study
attempts to draw no conclusions except in relation to
the school in which the study was conducted. However, it
seems that a school with a similar personnel and environ-
ment could consider the conclusions of the study as pertinent
to the problem of teaching personnel description and char-
acterization. As the mean of the intelligence quotients
of the control group was 101.96 with anS.D. of 12.00 and
the mean of the experimental group was 101.41 with an S.D.
of 12.20, it appears that the personnel used in this study
is nearly representative of an average ninth grade popula-
tion. Terman found in his study an S.D. of 19 at a
chronological age of 15, yet this study did not sample all
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15 year old ohildren as many have left before graduation
from the ninth grade, and several are enrolled in vocational
schools and special classes.
Teacher personnel .— Three teachers took part in the
study. Two teachers taught two experimental groups, and two
control groups, one teacher taught one experimental group
and one control group. The study admits that a larger
teacher population would give the study more depth.
Environmental limitation .— The school has a hetero-
geneous population. The school population represents all
strata of society from the very poor to the very wealthy.
However, the results of the study may not be comparable
to the results that may have been found in a school that
would draw its entire population from a neighborhood less
favored than the neighborhood from which our school popula-
tion is drawn. It would be profitable to repeat a similar
study in a school which draws its entire population from a
less favored area.
Limitation of nationality .— Practically every nation-
ality is represented in the school population. The largest
percentage of children from homes of foreign-bom parentage
are from Italian parents. Again, this study draws its
conclusions in relation to a similar population. It would
be well to repeat the experiment in schools with a population
representing other race groups.
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Difficulty of Measurement
Difficulty of measuring composition .— The problem
of measuring the composition achievements offered con-
siderable difficulty. The technique used for measuring
the composition achievement is entirely experimental. The
1/ 1/
early experiments of Winch,- and Slattery seem to be the
only available studies in this area that evaluated the
compositions by giving credit for units for thought. On
5/ i/ y y
the other hand, Winch, Slattery, Bates, Pocook, and
1/
Weaver emphasized the need of developing skills in
personal description which will interpret the description
rather than merely enumerate details. However, no research
seems to give credit for this interpretation.
fyinch, op. cit
., p.237.
Slattery, op* pit
• ,
p.35.
Winch, op. pit., p.237.
Slattery, op. pit., p.35.
Bates, op. cit., pp. 194-199.
Pocook, op. cit
.
,
p.35.
Weaver, op. cit., p.69.
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On the basis of these opinions the present study attempted
to use an objective method that would:
1* Credit a unit of thought expressed in general
vocabulary with a half-unit of credit
2. Credit a unit of thought expressed in specific
vocabulary with a unit of credit
3. Allow ten points additional credit for the
description that was interpretive. If the
description interpreted the type of person
observed, a trait of character observed, or
a mood observed, the description was judged
interpretive.
Although this objective marking system may not be
completely accurate, it was necessary to devise such a
system, as none of the composition scales offered a means
of evaluating the thought taught in the lessons of the
experiment. The marking of the author was checked by a
competent teacher. In addition to the check that the
teacher made with the author, a second check was made.
A random sampling of 82 papers was made. The teacher
who did the checking rechecked the papers after all
identification was removed. An r of .716 was found
between the two teachers’ marking independently. Fo
significant difference in the means of the scores of
the two teachers was found.
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When the correlation of .716 was corrected for attenuation
it was .867. However, the data might have been more accurate
had a higher correlation between the ratings obtained. The
conclusions of this experiment are offered for consideration
with the definite limitation of this objective marking
system.
Statistical treatment of data .— The groups were
equated on the basis of intelligence, mental age, and
chronological age. The results of the teaching method
were evaluated by an analysis of the significance of
the difference in mean achievement of the groups.
Because of the problem of equating the student personnel,
it was necessary to discard several pupils' scores. A more
preoise method of evaluation would be more desirable in
personnel. A method such as Lindquist's Covariance method
would give a more precise measurement of a small group,
yet it was not possible to use the method as use of the
method required a fairly high regression coefficient between
initial and final scores. As the regression of the control
group and the experimental group of sub-experiemnt 3 was
.35 it was too low for this method. Yet it seems possible
that a further refinement of educational statistics based
on investigation of the properties of curves, will give to
another experiment a more precise statistical procedure.
1/ E.F. Lindquist, Statistical Analysis in Educational
the student
esearch . Boston: Houghton ,Mi ff1in , 1 940 . pp. £62-264.
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Relation of Research Quoted To This Study
1/
This experiment verified Whipple * s study that children
are enumerators even at ninth grade level unless definitely
taught interpretative description.
The lessons in this experiment that use literary
selections for stimulation of interest in creative invention
2/
are related to Colvin’s study.- Colvin suggested using
literary selections. The findings of this study strengthen
Colvin T s study that imagination may he stimulated by literary
selections. As literary selections were used as a part
of the technique in this objective method, they contributed
to the growth of expression.
This experiment found that the pupils* scores were
less significant between the composition pre-test and the
delayed composition test, than between the composition pre-
3/
test and the composition final test. Slattery found that
after a lapse of time pupils gave a less accurate report
of their observations. This study verifies these findings.
4/
Littwin’s conclusions that the groups taught by a
picture study method, and a method using literary selections
showed a more significant achievement than the group that
did not receive the training, are verified by this study.
1/ Whipple, op
~
cit .
2/ Colvin, 0£. cit .
3/ Slattery, ojd. cit .
4/ littwin, 0£. cit .
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Lockwood’s attempt at finding a significant relation-
ship between I.Q. and compositional achievement was not
verified by the supplementary study of this experiment.
She found an r of #77. The highest coefficient found in
this experiment was only .54.
Stuit's study of the relationship between Mental
Factors and Scholastic Achievement was supported by the
supplementary study of this experiment. He discovered
an r of .577 between the criterion and the r factor of
Thurstone. This study found the highest r of .6£ between
test 4 of Pintner’s Psychological Test, Advanced Form A,
and the composition scores of the Final Test. Thurstone
classed his analogy test under the r factor. Test 4 of
Pintner’s is an analogy test. However, the analysis in
this study is very limited. It would be helpful to have
a further study to check this data.
Possibilities for Further Research
Problems—
1. What further objective methods can be
developed for emphasizing the thought
content in composition ?
2. How can the objective method for
evaluating thought content in composition
be refined ?
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3. What is the relationship between the
achievement in creative composition and
in the different expositional areas ?
4. What relationship exists between the
mental factors tested by Psychological
Tests and expositional writing as :
drawing inferences, and revising opinions
on data presented ?
5. How can the statistical procedure for
evaluating small group experiments in
composition be improved ?
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Table 51. Intelligence Quotients, Mental Ages, and
Chronological Ages of Sub-experiment 1.
Pintner Psychological Examination,
Advanced Form A, Was the Instrument Used.
Control Group Experimental Group
Fames Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A. names Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A.
B.D. M. 117 18t7 15-4 W.R. M. 112 17-4 15-2
R.W. M. 118 18-7 15-4 G.M. M. 109 17-4 15-9
M.B. M. 119 17-9 14-5 S.D. M. 105 16-1 15-2
M.K. M. 110 17-0 15-3 D. J. M. 116 16-6 14-0
M.A. M. 107 16-1 14-11 D.R. M. 104 16-9 16-0
B.R. M. 103 16-0 15-4 B.H. M. 103 15-6 15—0
B.D. M. 102 15-11 15-17 H.R. M. 103 15-8 15-2
E. R* M. 98 15-8 16-0 R. J. M. 103 15-4 14-10
F.J. M. 103 15-4 14-11 C.G. M. 106 15-11 15-10
R.R. M. 104 15-3 14-7 n.T. M. 101 15-8 15-6
S.R. M. 98 15-2 15-6 M. J. M. 92 15-4 16-10
D.R. M. 94 14-2 15-3 D.G. M. 97 14-0 14-6
H.R. M. 87 14-3 16-8 A. J. M. 96 14-3 14-6
A.H. M. 84 14-1 16-3 M.R. M. 93 14-7 15-9
LI, M. 82 14-0 17-5 B.R. M. 92 13-2 14-6
A.n. M. 92 13-7 14-10 D • E
.
M. 84 13-0 15-6
T.R. M. 93 13-9 15-1 K.W. M. 87 13-9 15-11
B.R. M. 85 13-3 16-0 B.R. M. 85 13-7 16-7
D.R. M. 85 12-9 15-0 M. J. M. 84 13-5 16-1
M.G. M. 86 12-9 15-3 C.C. M. 77 13-2 17-1
Personnel — Control Croup - Twenty boys
Experimental Group - Twenty boys
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Intelligence Quotient 98.00
Mental Age 15.3
Chronological Age 15.5
11.245 97.25 10.428
1.8 15.0 1.4
.7 15.0 1.4
This experiment was taught by Teacher nB".
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Table 52. Intelligence Quotients, Mental Agee, and
Chronological Ages of Sub-experiment 2.
Pintner Psychological Examination,
Advanced Form A, Was the Instrument Used.
Control Croup Experimental Croup
Fames Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A. Fames Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A.
D.R. M. 128 19-9 14-4 L. J. M. 125 20-4 15-2
M.W. M. 123 19-7 15-1 W.K. M. 128 19-5 14-6
H.3. E. 113 17-4 15-0 P. J. E. 119 17-9 14-6
C .E. E. 101 15-10 15-8 R.G. F. 119 17-6 15-1
M.C. E. 114 16-8 14-5 C.C. M. 119 17-3 14-0
M.E. E. 108 16-8 16-4 S.C. M. 110 17-2 15-1
E.M. E. 115 16-6 14-1 T. J. E. 104 15-10 15-0
S.G. M. 108 16-4 15-1 K.H. E. 108 15-8 15-4
D.H. M. 112 16-4 14-6 G.A. M. 108 15-8 15-4
E.D. M. 103 15-8 15-3 C. J. E. 112 16-9 14-5
H.M. E. 109 15-8 14-5 H.L. E. 107 16-4 15-1
H.A. M. 109 15-5 13-9 E.D. M. 113 16-2 13-10
M. J. M. 108 15-3 14—2 L.D. E. 107 16-9 15-4
G.M. E. 104 15-0 14-5 S.B. E. 104 14-7 14-0
M.M. E. 95 14-5 15-2 B. J. E. 95 14-5 15-3
Y. J. E. 87 12-5 14-4 A.F. P. 88 12-6 14-4
Personnel — Control Group - Nine girls and seven boys
Experimental Group - Mne girls and seven boys
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S. D. Mean S.D.
Intelligence Quotient 107.00 9.21 109.50 9.82
Mental Age 16.3 1.7 16.6 1.9
Chronological Age 14.7 .7 14.9 .6
This experiment was taught by Teacher MC"
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Table 53. Intelligence Quotients, Mental Ages, and
Chronological Ages of Sub-experiment 3.
Pintner Psychological Examination,
Advanced Form A, Was the Instrument Used
165
Control Group Experimental Group
Uames Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A. names Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A.
L.W. M. 100 16-0 15-8 H.S. M. 98 15-4 15-5
C.R. M. 107 15-4 14-7 B.W. M. 107 15—4 14-4
P. J. M. 106 15-1 14-1 P.A. M. 101 15-1 14-11
F.B. M. 97 15-1 15-5 O.S. M. 104 15-1 14-6
H.R. M. 89 15-0 17-1 M. J. M. 104 14-8 14-7
S.H. M. 99 14-4 14-8 D.E. M. 102 14-8 14-5
R.R. M. 100 14-1 14-1 C.L. M. 96 14-7 14-2
M.W • M. 100 14-4 14-4 P.M. M. 101 14-7 14-6
S.P. M. 93 14-7 15-9 S.P. M. 85 14-3 16-7
B.W. M. 95 14-8 15-7 C.P. M. 85 14-3 16-7
B.D. M. 87 12-10 14-11 C . E . M. 86 13-5 15-8
W.D. M. 88 13-11 15-11 E. J. M. 94 13-5 15-5
L.A. M. 91 13-3 14-9 H.R. M. 89 13-5 15-3
T.B. M. 88 13-3 15-3 E.G. M. 89 13-5 15-3
C.J. M. 80 13-0 16-2 T.C. M. 100 13-5 14-5
D.E. M. 8E 12-7 15—5 0 .E . M. 91 13-7 14-4
L. J. M. 81 12-3 15-1 M.E. M. 85 12-2 14-4
M. J. M. 75 12-2 15-11 S.R. M. 85 12-5 14-7
C.F. M. 78 12-0 15-0 B.E. M. 74 12-5 16-4
H.W. M. 82 11-10 14-5, M.D. M. 96 13-7 15-1
D.E. M. 72 11-3 15-4 D.I • M. 70 11-8 16-2
Personnel— Control Group - Twenty-one boys
Experimental Group - Twenty-one boys
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Intelligence Quotient 89.90 9.825 93.25 9.820
Mental Age 13.8 1.5 13.11 1.1
Chronological Age 15.0 .7 14.8 .4
This experiment was taught by Teacher "B”.
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Table 54. Intelligence Quotients, Mental Ages, and
Chronological Ages of Sub-experiment 4.
Pintner Psychological Examination,
Advanced Form A, Was the Instrument Used
166
Control Croup Experimental Croup
Names Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A. Names Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A.
N.E. F. 122 18-0 14-9 B.M. F. 115 17-0 14-9
K.R. M. 120 18-3 14-7 H. J. F. 111 17-0 15-1
5 . E
.
F. 115 16-2 13-10 C.M. F. 109 15-8 14-3
B.F. F. 109 15-6 14-2 C.B. M. 105 15-2 14-7
B.C. M. 107 16-6 15-4 B.V. F. 105 14-7 13-9
P.M. F. 107 15-10 14-8 P.A. M. 104 18-0 14-6
H.R. M. 106 15-8 14-8 C.M. F. 103 14-7 14-5
B. J. F. 102 14-7 14-3 S.T. F. 101 14-10 14-9
C.R. F. 100 15-1 15-1 N.C. F. 101 14-5 14-4
K.M. F. 99 15-4 15-7 L.F. M. 101 14-7 14-5
W.N. • F. 99 14-5 14-7 B.L • M. 100 13-4 13-4
L. J. F. 99 15-2 15-2 B.H. F. 99 14-3 14-6
B. J. F. 98 14-0 14-4 T.D. M. 99 14-8 14-10
B.M. F. 98 13-5 13-9 C. J. F. 97 14-8 15-2
S.W. M. 97 14-1 14-3 C.R. M. 96 13-11 14-7
D.D. M. 97 14-10 15-5 M.M. F. 96 13-11 13-11
B. J. M. 97 12-10 16-10 C. J. M. 96 13-5 14-2
T. J. F. 95 14-3 16-1 H.C. M. 95 14-8 13-11
B.F. F. 92 13-2 14-5 l.T. F. 94 13-11 14-11
V.L. F. 92 13-3 14-7 R. J. F. 91 12-10 14-5
M.L. F. 91 13-11 15-4 C.B. M. 91 13-10 14-9
C.E. F. 90 13-2 14-9 D.D. F. 90 12-9 14-4
M.R. F. 90 13-7 15-3 B. J. F. 86 12-9 14-3
B.C. F. 89 12-6 14-2 M.P. F. 87 14-9 16-9
C.L. M. 84 11-7 13-10 B.M. F. 89 13-5 15-2
M.A. F. 82 12-6 15-6 M.T. F. 89 13-9 15-9
Personnel — Control Croup - Eighteen girls and eight boys
Experimental Croup - Eighteen girls and eight
boys
Control Croup Experimental Croup
Mean S.B. Mean S.B.
Intelligence Quotient 99.115 10.112 98.345
MentalAge 14.5 1.2 14.5
Chronological Age 14.8 .6 14.7
This experiment was taught by Teacher "Aw .
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Table 55. Intelligence Quotients, Mental Ages, and
Chronological Ages of Sub-experiment 5.
Pintner Psychological Examination,
Advanced Form A, Was the Instrument Used.
Control Croup Experimental Group
Uames Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A. Dames Sex I.Q. M.A. C.A.
B.B. F. 141 20-11 14-2 S.R. M. 149 20-11 13-9
B. J. M. 134 20-6 14-0 B.L. F. 128 19-7 14-4
C.V. F. 130 20-4 14-6 G.H. M. 130 19-4 13-10
M.D. F. 127 18-0 13-0 S. J. F. 128 19-1 14-0
C.P. M. 119 18-0 14-7 D.D. F. 130 18-10 13-6
M.T. M. 124 18-0 13-10 K.R. M. 120 18-3 14-3
D.N. F. 120 17-7 14-1 R.A. F. 120 17-11 14-4
H.R. F. 111 17-3 15-3 D.H. F. 124 17-11 13-8
c.n. F. 118 17-1 13-1 B.W. M. 124 17-11 13-8
A.B. F. 113 16-0 14-0 P.W. M. 112 17-7 15-7
T.A. F. 108 16-2 14-2 P.C. F. 113 16-9 14-4
P. J. M. 115 16-6 14-1 B.L
.
F. 118 16-9 13-6
M.D. F. 113 16-6 14-10 L.B. F. 110 16-4 14-8
V.M. F. 105 15-4 14-7 ST.C. F. 114 16-2 14-0
B.B. F. 117 15-8 13-0 R.A. M. 102 15-10 15-6
M.T?. M. 108 15-8 14-6 C.W. M. 106 15-9 14-8
R.R. M. 111 15-10 14-2 L.B. F. 106 15-6 14-7
L.G. M. 95 14-1 14-10 C.D. M. 110 15-6 13-11
A.D. M. 99 14-3 14-5 Q .E F. 112 15-4 13-6
S.H. F. 101 14-7 14-6 W. J. M. 107 15-1 14-0
P.G. F. 103 14-7 14-5 M.M. M. 106 14-10 14-2
G. J. F. 106 14-7 13-7 R.D. M. 103 14-7 14-1
R.B. M. 96 13-11 14-7 O.D. F. 91 13-7 15-7
Personnel — Control Group - Nine boys and fourteen girls
Experimental Group - Eleven boys and twelve girls
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Intelligence Quotient 113.40
Mental Age 16.8
Chronological Age 14.4
This group was taught by Teacher
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Table 56. Creative Composition Scores of
Sub-experiment 1 on Composition
Pre-test, Composition Pinal Test.
168
Control Group Experimental Group
Names Sex P.T. P.T. Names Sex P.T. P.T.
B.D. M. 2.5 2 W.R. M. 15 15
W.R. M* 2 2 G.M
.
M. 8 8
M.B. M. 2 2 S.D. M. 14 22
M.K. M. 5 5 D. J. M. 8 18
M.A. M. 4.5 4.5 D.R. M. 4.6 4.5
B.R. M. 2.5 2.5 B.H. M. 5 5
IL . D • H. 5.5 5.5 H.R. M. 7.5 8
E. R. M. 5.5 4 R. J. M. 2 25.5
P. J. M. 2.5 9.5 C.G. M. 4 4.5
R.R. M. 2.5 2.5 N.T. M. 15 24
S.R. M. 13.5 10.0 M. J. M. 5 16
D.R. M. 16 13 D.G. M. 2.5 7
H.R. M. 13 7.5 A. J. M. 4.5 22.5
A.H. M. 13.5 9.5 M.R. M. 3 11
E.R. M. 3.5 9 B.R. M. 4 8
A.N. M. 5 7.5 D . E . M. 6.5 18
R.T. M. 18.5 16 K.M. M. 4.5 4.5
B.R. M. 5.5 9.5 B.R. M. 4.5 5
D.R. : M. 3 7.5 M. J. M. 2 8.5
M.G. M. 2.5 3.5 C.C. M. 4 6.5
Personnel of Control Croup - Twenty boys
Experimental Group - Twenty boys
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Pre-test 5.700 3.918 5.800 4.698
Pinal test 4.850 2.841 15.10 6.46
These groups were taught by Teacher "Bn
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Table 57. Creative Composition Scores of
Sub-experiment 2 on Composition
Pre-test, and Composition Pinal Test.
Control Group Experimental Group
Names Sex P.T. P.T. Names Sex P.T. P.T.
D.E. M. 4.5 3 L. J. M. 4.5 3
M.W • M. 7.5 4 W.K. M. 6.0 13.5
H.S. P. 10 7.5 P. J. P. 1.5 9
C.E. P. 3 2 S.G. P. 10.5 16.5
M.C. P. 6 6.5 C.C. M. 2.5 9.5
M.E. P. 7 4.5 S.C. M. 2.5 8.5
P.M. P. 4 3 T. J. P. 8 22.5
S.G. M. 3.5 3 K.H. P. 7 19.5
D.H. M. 19 14.5 G. A
.
M. 9.5 31
K.D. M. 16 11 C. J. P. 4.5 18
H.M. P. 2.5 6.5 H.L. M. 14.5 22
H.A. M. 3 5 P.D. M. 7.5 18.5
M. J. M. 9.5 10 L.D. P. 6 23
G.M. P. 2.5 7 S.B. P. 3.5 7.5
M.M. P. 7 4 D. J. P. 4.5 11.5
Y. J. P. 2.5 7 A.N. P. 5 7.5
Personnel of Control Group - line girls and seven boys
Experimental Group - Nine girls and seven boys
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Pre-test 5.944 5.775 6.220 1.442
Pinal test 2.856 3.113 15.750 5.024
These groups were taught by Teacher "C".
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Table 58. Creative Composition Scores of
Sub-experiment 3 on Composition
Pre-test, Composition Pinal Test,
and Composition Delayed Test
Control Group Experimental Group
Names Sex P.T. P.T. D.T. Names Sex P.T. P.T. D.T.
L.W. M. 17 3.5 3.5 H.S. M. 7.5 25.5 18
C.3. M. 3 3 2.5 B.W. M. 9 22 29.5
P. J. M. 3 1.5 2 P.A. M. 2 19.5 21
N.B. M. 1.5 2.5 1.5 o.s. M. 4 7 3
H.3. M. 3 2.5 3.5 M. J. M. 5 5.5 14
S.H. M. 5.5 6.5 5 D.T. M. 6.5 29 22
R.3. M. 6.5 2.5 1.5 C.L
.
M. 6 10 5
M.W • M. 2 4 4.5 P.M. M. 6.5 19 22
S.P. M. 1 3 2.5 S.P. M. 4 27.5 16
B.W. M. 2 3 3.5 C.P. M. 6.5 18 17
3.D. M. 7 5 5.5 C.E. M. 3 2.5 11
W.D. M. 1 2.5 3 P.J. M. 6.5 8.5 15.15
L.A. M. 10 5.5 6 H.H. M. 7 18.5 31
T.B. M. 10 3.5 3 E.G. M. 4 5 17.5
C. J. M. 6 9.5 6 M.D. M. 2.5 12.5 18.5
D • E. M. 6 2.5 3.5 T.C. M. 9.5 24 19
L. J. M. 3.5 1.5 2 C.E. M. 3 21.5 17
M. J. M. 7.5 2.5 6.5 M.B. M. 3 15 13
C.F. M. 3 2 1 S.3. M. 9 14.5 5
H.W. M. 3 2.5 .5 B.E. M. 6 9.5 14
D.P. M. 3 1.5 1 D.I. X. 7 22.5 4
Personnel of Control Group - Twenty-one boys
Experimental Group - Twenty-one boys
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Pre-test 4.832 1.284 4.524 1.723
Pinal Test 4.630 3.262 17.070 7 « 12
Delayed test 2.300 3.20 16.595 6.795
These groups were taught by Teacher "B w
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Table 59. Creative Composition Scores of
Sub-experiment 4 on Composition
Pre-test, Composition Pinal Test,
and Composition Delayed Test
Control Group Experimental Group
Fames Sex P.T. P.T. D. T. Fames Sex P.T. P.T. D.T.
F.E. F. 22.5 15.5 13.5 B.M. P. 5 18 21
E.R. M. 3.5 13.5 2 H.J. P. 10.5 10.5 11
B .E • P. 8.5 3.5 6.5 G.M. P. 4 14.5 1
D.F. P. 4.5 16 3.5 G.B. M. 4.5 14 16
B.C. Iff. 9.5 14 5 D.V. P. 1.5 4.5 5
P.M. P. 10 3.5 2 P. A. M. 3.5 16.5 5
H.R. M. 7.5 4 5 C.M. P. 4 17.5 4
B. J. P. 2.5 1.5 2 S.T. P. 4.5 3.5 14.5
C.R. M. 8 5 2 F.G. P. 3.5 8 4
K.M. P. 3 3.5 3 L.P. M. 3.5 15 3
W.F. P. 6 3 3 3.1 . M. 3 16.5 18.5
I. J. P. 6.5 3.5 3 B.H. P. 3.5 18 13
B. J. P. 6 3.5 7.5 T.D. Iff. 12 6.5 18.5
B.M. P. 3 2 C. J. P. 3.5 7 18
S.W. M. 3.5 4 3 G.R. M. 4 3 3
D.D. M. 2 2 1 M.M. P. 7.5 15 7.5
3. J. M. 3.5 3.5 3 G. J. M. 4.5 7 7
T.J. P. 6 2 2 H.C. M. 4.5 28.5 4.5
D.F. P. 5 3.5 4 L.T. P. 3.5 4.5 2.5
v.i. P. 3 2.5 3 R. J. P. 3 6 2.5
II.L
.
P. 8 2.5 1.5 C.R. M. 5 8 17.5
G. E. P. 3.5 2 3.5 D.D. P. 11 4.5 6
M.R. P. 4.5 2 2.5 B. J. P. 2.5 3.5 2
B.C. P. 1 2.5 4 M.P. P. 2.5 17 3.5
C.I. M. 5.5 3 1.5 D.M. F. 2.5 6 1.5
M.A. P. 4.5 3 M.T. P. 5.5 6.5 2.5
Personnel of Control Group - Eighteen girls and eight boys
Experimental Group -Eighteen girls and eight
boys
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Pre-test 5.114 2.828 4.884 2.925
Pinal test 4.556 2.817 10.556 6.112
Delayed test 3.653 2.725 8.214 7.98
)
These groups were taught by Teacher "A”.
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Table 60. Creative Composition Scores of
Sub-experiment 5 on Composition
Pre-test, Composition Pinal Test,
and Composition Delayed Test
Control Group Experimental Group
Names Sex P.T. P.T D.T.
B.B. P. 19 15.5 6
B. J. M. 5.5 16.5 2
C.V. P. 14.5 12 4
M.D. P. 4 2 4
C.P. M. 7.5 9 3
M.T. M. 3.5 4.5 5
D.N. P. 7.5 5.5 5
H.R. P. 3 19 13
N.C. P. 3 3 .5
A.B. P. 5.5 16.5 3
T.A. P. 5.5 14 1
P. J. M. 6 3.5 4.5
M.D. P. 4.5 5.5 5
V.M. P. 3.5 5.5 5
B.B. P. 1.5 2 1.5
M.R. M. 6 2 4
R.R. M. 6 2 13.5
L.G. M. 5 5 3
A.D. M. 4 2.5 1.5
S.H. P. 5 3.5 5
P.G. P. 6.5 7 3
G.J. P. 4.5 5 2
R.B. M. .5 4.5
Names Sex P.T. P.T. D.T.
S.R. M. 18 23,5 21.5
B.L. P. 12 22 17.5
G.H. M. 7.5 19 20
S. J. P. 10 13 13.5
N.D. P. 5.5 22 25.5
K.R. M. 5 12.5 7
R.A. P. 5.5 18.5 18
D.H. P. 4.5 22 20
B.W. M. 3.5 25 9.5
P.W. M. 6.5 13.5 17
P.C. P. 5 23 15.5
S.L. P. 6.5 20.5 21
L.B. P. 6.5 22.5 18
ST.D. P. 4.5 20.5 19
H.A. M. 2.5 20.5 17.5
C.W. M. 4 22.5 4
L.B. P. 6.5 22.5 24
C.D. M. 1 21.5 19.5
Q.E. P. 3 11 18
W. J. M. 4.5 9.5 4.5
M.M. M. 1.5 22.5 18.5
R.D. il. 8 9.5 10
OSD. P. 4.5 17 15
Personnel of Control Group - Hine boys and fourteen girls
Experimental Group - Eleven boys and
girls
twelve
Control Group Experimental Group
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Pre-test 6.020 3.5944 5.760 2.848
Pinal test 7.63 5.40 20.72 2.862
Delayed test 5.804 2 . 300 16.588 5.610
These groups were taught by Teacher M C"
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Table 61. Growth of Vocabulary as Measured by Thorndike's
List for the Pre-test, Pinal Test, and Delayed
Test in the Creative Composition Criterion Tests
of Sub-experiment 3.
Control Group Experimental Group
Scores P.T. P.T. D.T. P.T. P.T. D.T.
19-20 2 1 9 14 9
17-18 2
15-16 9 6
13-14 1 2 1 1 6 1
11-12 3 1 1 11 3
9-10 1 3 2
7-8 1 5 1
5-6 1 4 1 2 9 8
3-4 3 2 1 1 27 12
4 3 3 6 2
Total ~T4~ 11 10 ~T5~ ~w~ "44
Groups 5 and 6 were chosen as representative groups for
measuring vocabulary growth according to Thorndike's Word List
The words ranging from level 20 to 1 were measured as they
i/
represent grades five through the high school level. The
control group shows a gradual decline in words used at this
level, although the number of words used by this group in
these levels is very small.
The scores of the Experimental group show a marked gain
in vocabulary at these levels. However, the scores on the
delayed test show a decline. Yet there is a marked difference
in the number of words used by the experimental groups and
the control groups at these levels.
1/ Edward Thorndike, and Irving Lorge, The Teacher' s Word
I?ook of 30,000 Words . Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, Hew York, 1944. p.xi.
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Table 62. Growth of Vocabulary as Measured by Thorndike's
List for the Pre-test, Pinal Test, and Delayed
Test in the Creative Composition Criterion Tests
of Sub- experiment 5.
Control Group Experimental Group
Scores P.T. P.T. D.T. P.T. P.T. D.T.
19-20 6 3 4 19 5
17-18 1 2 1 2
15—16 1 8 2 1 14 11
13-14 3 4 1 3 1
11-12 6 2 2 4 5 7
9-10 4 1 5 4
7-8 1 2 2 5 2
5-6 1 6 2 3 19 18
4-5 8 11 12 14 25 13
1-2 8 3 4 5 22 6
Total 46 ~wr~ 112 ~T2”
The groups from sub--experiment 5 were chosen as
representative groups for measuring vocabulary growth
because they represented the upper level of achievement.
1/
The vocabulary was measured by Thorndike's Scale. The
control group shows an increase and then a decline in growth.
The experimental group shows a distinct growth and then a
dropping off in score. However, the score at the end of
ten weeks on the delayed test still shows a much higher level
of achievement than that of the control group.
1/ Thorndike, op. cit .
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Lessons of Experiment
Copyright Applied For
ic : ?I ' tfrf
Pre-Test
Describe the man in the picture.
What type of man do you think he is?
What character traits do you observe?
Toes the picture show him in a particular mood?
In listing his facial fe; tures choose the ones that
emphasize what you think about him.
Try to use a. concrete vocabulary - that is, use words that
say just what you mean.
The above questions merely offer a suggestion to guide
your thinking.
Write' only one paragraph.
. i*TL'*oxq ecii r. ' i*i adii^e;
J ' 0 i t ' 'vT 1 ’ ’O
.r i 6? t u l 'c*i
rfqgi^ **x ^q
Final Test
‘
rescribe the man in the picture.
What type of man do you think he is?
What character traits do you observe?
Poes the picture show > im in a particular mood?
In listing his facial features choose the ones that
emphasize what you think about him.
Try to use a concrete vocabulary that is, use words that
say just what you mean.
The above questions merely offer a suggestion to guide
your thinking.
Write only one paragraph.
•• 1r
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r
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• > ? r - ‘
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r a-
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i I nor i n oo
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relayed Test
""escribe the man in the picture.
What type of man do you think he is?
What character traits do you observe?
Toes the picture show him in a particular mood?
In listing his facial features choose the ones that
emphasize what you think about him.
Try to use a concret vocabulary - that is, use words that
say just what you mean.
The above questions merely offer a suggestion to guide your
thinking.
Write only one paragraph.
.. ^ m t '” r i ' \
g *' B tO 0!
.
Lesson 1
Observing Children
An interesting and fascinating study is the study of people,
boys and girls, men and women. How do people look, how do
they act when facing serious problems or an hilarious situa-
tion ? How do they act when they are happy, afraid of a
threatened evil, hopeful that a wish will be fulfilled,
embarrassed, or extremely pleased ? Pupils who learn to
present clear pictures of people facing happy, hopeful,
or difficult situations will be master of important com-
position skills. In order to present clear pictures of
people, we need to observe them closely, to note their
facial features, their posture, their tone of voice, and
any unique mannerism. We need to find the exact word to
express our observations.
Let us try our skill in observing boys and girls in different
situations. We shall dramatize these situations for the
boys and then for the girls. We shall then let our neighbors
guess what mood we are representing. Here are three dramatic
situations for the boys to interpret. The class will notice
the facial expressions. (Ask children on the previous day
to be prepared with the dramatization.
)
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Episode 1
Frank, the star football player runs for a touch-down and
crosses the goal line of the opposing team* Pretend you
are Frank. How would you react to the situation ?
Episode 2
Jack receives his report card. He expects to fail the
course. He looks at his card and sees a passing mark.
Pretend you are Jack.
Episode 3
Bob comes into the living room to greet lady visitors.
One lady informs her friends that Jack was a dear boy
when he was little. Mother, smiling tenderly at Jack,
tells the visitors the intimate details of his babyhood.
Pretend you are Jack.
Episode 1
Sandy* s boy friend calls on her unexpectedly. He finds
Sandy with her hair rolled up on curlers and cold, cream
smeared on her face. Pretend you are Sandy.
Episode 2
Janet goes to the dance. As she is an awkward dancing
partner no boy asks her to dance. She sits alone most
of the evening. Pretend you are Janet.
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Episode 3
Carol is unexpectedly awarded a prize at an honor assembly*
Pretend you are Carol*
Class procedure :
1* Class reads the episodes* The three girls and boys
who have previously prepared the dramatizations
pantomime the episodes. The class guesses by the
expressions which episode each pupil is dramatizing.
Discuss the following questions:
What happens to the eyes in each situation ?
What? happens to the nose ?
What happens to the mouth ?
When a person is in an .unhappy mood his features
droop. What happens to the features when a person
is in a happy mood ?
Read the following descriptions:
Which one of the descriptions best describes
Frank, Jack, Bob, Sandy, Jane, Carol ?
Write the appropriate name after each selection.
Underline 5 expressions that you consider give
a concrete picture.
For example:
She was unhappy is a general expression.
Her hurt eyes forbade pity is a concrete expression.
This expression gives a picture of an unhappy face.
He drew down his upper lip* his nose grew more pointed,
his chin dropped as his prominent eyes stared fixedly
with polite exasperation at his persecutors.
She saw the door open. Her eyes narrowed, her soft mouth
opened, and her chin fell. Bob sauntered into the room.
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He stood rooted to the ground, eyes staring, mouth drooping,
brow contracted, completely overcome.
She sat speechless. Her eyes were bulged, her firmly molded
chin relaxed and her soft lips slightly parted. One noticed
that her finely chiseled nostril was motionless as she held
her breath for one long moment. Her head was tilted up-
wards toward the speaker.
He stared with fixed frightened eyes. His lips were tightly
pursed and his tense face was pallid. Slowly he looked up.
His eyes lightened, his lips relaxed into a smile and his
face wrinkled happily.
She sat hunched in the chair. Her tight little mouth was
pursed with hope. Her hurt eyes forbade pity. Her full
face was set in a crooked smile.
Activity :
Draw a circle around the descriptive words that did not
picture the boy or girl who dramatized the episode.
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Lesson 2
Observing Facial Features
Selecting Vocabulary to State Observations
In our first lesson in personal description we learned that
a happy mood caused an upward push of rhythm to our features,
an unhappy mood, a downward push or rhythm. In order to
write clear, concrete description, we must study the features
of peopled faces and learn a concrete vocabulary to
describe these features.
Study Chart I - From the following list of words choose the
correct description, and write it beside the face it
describes:
long face narrow face
convex face bulbous nose
prominent pointed nose concave face
round face square jaw
protruding jaw pointed jaw
Roman nose wide, wondering ears
Discuss and correct chart with teacher.
Study Chart II - From the following list of words choose
the correct description and write it beside the face it
describes :
pudgy nose dilated nostril
coarse features unformed nostril
large mouth with full lips
gaunt haggard
Discuss chart with teacher. You may keep charts I and II
in your notebooks for further study.
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Study Chart III- Observe D the baby face - the nose is
turned up.
C the boy’s nose begins to turn down
X and B -the adult's nose has straightened
and turned down. The nose is an interest-
ing study. Uotice the shape of the
nostril. Babies' and children's hostrils
are round. Adults' nostrils grow longer.
Some emotions dilate them, while other
emotions draw the nostrils inward.
Study Chart IT- Which pictures do the following words
describe ? Discuss orally.
bulbous nose aquiline nose with
dilated nostrils
pudgy nose large, pudgy nose
with round nostril
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Observing Facial Characteristics and Expressions
Suggested Vocabulary
Facial Shape
round
flat
long
bony
square
Nose
short
flat
unformed nostril
coarse
pudgy
dilated nostril
aquiline
pointed
nostrils drawn inward
rim around flesh of nostril
well-formed but coarse nose
bulbous (fleshy tuber like
Cheeks
found
ruddy
hollow
Forehead
prominent curve surfaces
near outer edge
lower forehead broad and
well-developed
arching
narrow
Eyes
deep-set eyes
lower eyelid muscle tense
prominent
protruding and bulging
protruding and staring
dreamy
squinting
finely cut
flower bulb)
Mouth
large mouth with full lips
line of upper lip straight
upturned, cruel hard corners
thin lips
tight mouth
loose, protruding lower lip
relaxed mouth
Chin
rounded firm lower chin
Square
soft-rounded
pointed
Muscles
firm
sagging
Facial Expressions
cruel
haggard
terrified
determined
smug
disdainful
disgusted
scornful
cynical
amused

Lesson 3
Observing People and Learning Vocabulary-
Today we shall observe people again. We shall learn a new
vocabulary for expressing our observations.
Part I
Look at the vocabulary sheet. Use the pictures in Lesson 3
and in yesterday’s Lesson 2. Beside the words or phrases
on the vocabulary sheet write the number of the chart
and the letter which you find written under the pictures
that are described by the vocabulary.
Observe the eyes on Chart VII. Copy the words or expressions
that are descriptive on the vocabulary sheet in the
column ’’Eyes".
Part II
Age changes faces. Observe these changes on the following
charts
.
Chart III - Figure C and D - The ears are small, the
eyes are in the center of the skull. Look at the adults
A & B - the ears have lengthened, the eyes are gradually placed
higher with age.
Chart V - Figure A - In middle life the features are filled
out with accumulated fat. What other pictures illustrate
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this observation? Chart V -G - As people grow old, the
skin loses its elasticity and wrinkles. The jaw sinks in
as it changes form Age hardens the cartilage and reduces
the height of the face.
Study Chart II - What pictures illustrate t his observation?
Part III
In addition to learning to list the facial features, it is
well to notice the rhythm of the muscles. We can interpret
mood by noticing this rhythm.
From the following list of descriptions choose the ones
that best describe the pictures on Chart VII. Write the
number which precedes them beside the faces which they
describe
:
1. His deep-set eyes set in a frightened stare.
2. The corners of her dee-set eyes lifted with a
happy smile.
3. His thin-lipped mouth widened with a cynical smirk.
4 . His large clear blue eyes clouded with disdain.
5 . From beneath arched eyebrows his cold calculating
eyes stared with scorn.
6. Anger smoldered in his prominent eyes.
7 . His dull eyes, his pudgy nose, his tight-lipped
mouth drooped in disgust.
8 . Determination narrowed his large frosty blue eyes.
Discuss and correct with the teacher.
Part IV
Observe the girl on Chart VII. Notice the different
muscle pull, notice the eye set, and observe the mouth.
Do any of the characters on Charts VI and VII illustrate
the same mood?
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CHART m'
Natural eyebrows and make-up aping nature accent this model's eyes.
'his aviatrix' eyes reflect courage, independence, outdoor living.
A sense of humor and deep feeling show in the eyes of this singer.
The actress's expressive eyes depend upon her mental qualities.
The sportswoman's clear and steady eyes result from glowing health
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lesson 4
Children are to prepare an individual notebook during the
unit. This notebook will be collected at the end of the
study. Pupils will keep in this notebook the charts and
lessons worked out in class, the charts which they use to
list their own vocabulary, and pictures of interesting
faces which they collect.
Assignment :
Find an interesting face. Paste on a sheet of paper.
Write a description. Pass in for inspection'. The best
work will be displayed on the bulletin board. Return work
for notebook.
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Lesson 5
Learning to Choose Concrete Expressions for Characterizing
People
Directions :
Choose the word or expression that yon believe wonld
give the reader the clearest picture of the person described
or characterized. Write the letter in the blank. In the
other two blanks write the number which indicates your
criticism of the other expressions.
Example :
-
1.
Choose the expression that best characterizes the
eyes of a fearless, honest man:
a. His eyes like two strips of the sea were level
and deep, strong and fresh.
b. He looked at you with an expression that
reminded you that, "Honesty is the best policy."
c. How his deep, blue eyes sparkled and shone
with the deep conviction that honesty was
the birthright of every citizen. His artful
glance challenged you to contradict him.
fa) (2) (3)
1.
"a" is the best expression as it suggests a
concrete, clear picture.
2.
"b" is poor, as it contains too vague an idea.
3.
"c" is poor, as it is inelegant, it is too wordy.
4. Some expressions are poor because they give only
a general description.
1. Ghoose the expression that best describes a boy going
swimming.
a. Washy walked down the pebbly bank.
b. Washy shuffled down the pebbly bank.
c. Washy hobbled down the pebbly bank.
f ) f ) f )
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2 Choose the expression that best describes the terror of
a boy:
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a* He felt a parching fear in his throat.
b. He shivered with a dreadful fright.
o. He was terrified ( ) ( ) ( )
3. Which expression best describes an athletic boy ?
a. His muscles were like iron-bands.
b. His muscles were like bowstrings, strong and flexible.
c. He was strong and well developed. f ) f ) ( )
4. How would you describe a man who did not like the
company of other people ?
a. His tight-lipped silence kept people at a distance
as he was an unfriendly man.
b. He talked to people only when some personal need
forced him to break his silence.
c. He was secretive, he was solitary, he said very
little-? he liked few people. f ) { ) ( )
5. Choose the expression which best describes a deceitful
girl.
a. Her thin face showed a remarkable cunning and an
unusual deception which aroused a distrust in the
most trusting and sympathetic onlooker.
b. Her thin face was full of slyness and tattletale.
c. Her narrow eyes looked at you in a manner which
made you think that she was going to deceive you
if she could. f ) ( ) ( )
6. How would you best express the feelings of a daughter
who is united to a beloved father after a long separation?
a. She took his hand and kissed it.
b. Her affectionate face lighted with love as she looked
at her father.
c. From her round blue eyes a look of devotion shone
which mirrored the love that filled her loyal heart.
( ) ( ) ( )
7. Choose the expression that best pictures a fat man.
a. Small had the general appearance of a fat man.
b. Small was sitting in a sturdy rocking chair,
easing his bulk slowly backward and forward.
c. Small was a fat man. f ) ( ) ( )
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8. Choose the best descriptive idea:
a. Sam disliked washing his face.
h. Washing his face was an claiming experience for Sam.
c. Sam was not the hoy to waste water on washing.
( ) ( ) ( )
9. Choose the best characterization.
a. In Dan's eyes, crinkly and blue, was that incurable
look of the adventurer who always expects something
to happen around the curve in the road.
b. Dan's dreamy eyes had a queer expression of expect-
ing something to happen.
c. In Dan's eyes was reflected the desire to wander far
and find new adventures. f ) ( ) ( )
10. Choose the expression that best describes a troubled boy.
a. His smile had no heart in it, but few eyes were
near enough or sharp enough to detect that.
b. He smiled with a sad, sick expression.
c. A mockery of a smile played on his attractive,
round, rosy countenance. ( ) ( ) ( )
11. Choose the expression that best characterizes a disagree-
able boy.
a. Anger was in his black eyes and his lip curled with
hatred.
b. He glared at us with hatred and his upper lip curled
cynically.
c. The slightest reproof would be met by a resentful
glare and an evil shrinking of his thin upper lip.
( ) ( ) ( )
12. Choose the expression that best describes a woman with
a firm will.
a. Sarah's face looked defiant.
b. Sarah's face frowned defiantly.
o. Sarah's thin lips formed a firm line as her square
chin set with determination. ( ) ( ) ( )
13. Which expression best describes a homely woman ?
a. She had brindled hair glued tight off her forehead.
b. She had straight brindled hair and squinty eyes.
c. Sarah's thin lips formed a firm line as her square
chin set with determination. f ) ( ) ( )
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14. Choose the best characterization of a vain man.
a. The baron was a proud man in his small town.
b. The important expression in his brown eyes
reminded his neighbors that he was conscious
of his greatness.
c. The baron had a large soul and it swelled with
satisfaction at the consciousness of being the
greatest man in the little world about him, and
he did not wish his neighbors to forget his
importance. ( ) ( ) ( )
15. Choose the description that best characterized a
person who is difficult to understand.
a. His happy smile laughs at you.
b. He wore perpetually on his face a knowing smile,
as if you and the world were not impressing him
as seriously as you thought you were.
c. His pleasant smile mocked you. ( ) ( ) ( )
16. Which expression best charaterizes a boy filled with
fear and embarrassment ?
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a. The words next to his heart had sputtered and bubbled
into nothing on his lips.
b. Fear and embarrassment could be heard in his voice.
c. He was unable to speak clearly and distinctly.(MM)
17.
Choose the expression that best characterizes an
egotistical, slef-centred woman.
a. Sarah Penn's cold blue eyes denied understanding
to the corner beggar. She saw only his rags, his
dirt, and his poverty.
b. The look in Sarah's blue eyes disapproved of the
corner beggar.
c. Sarah Penn's eyes gazed disapprovingly, gazed
critically, and gazed cruelly at the comer beggar.
She saw only his rags, dirt, and poverty.(MM)
18.
Choose the expression that best characterizes a good-
natured woman.
a. Mrs. Fezzewig entered, one vast substantial smile
b. Mrs. Fezzewig grinned.
c. Mrs. Fezzewig looked happy. ()()()
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19 Which expression best characterizes a strong, self-
reliant woman ?
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a* She was a strong and self-reliant woman.
b. Her sharp voice commanded all to obey.
c. Her voice was high and rather shrill and she often
spoke with an anxious inflection, for she was
exceedingly desirous that everything should go
with due order and decorum. { ) f ) f )
20. Which expression best characterizes an old man ?
a. Grandfather's face showed no more excitement for
living.
b. Grandfather’s face was ruggedly formed, but it
looked like ashes - like something from which
all the warmth and light had died out.
o. Grandfather's bold features were framed by a
very white skin. He had the look of one who
had lost interest in life. ()()()
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Lesson 6
In previous lessons we have learned to observe facial
features of people in different moods. YJe have learned to
note concrete vocabulary for expressing our mood. By
studying selections from different authors who describe
people we can increase our vocabulary to express our ob-
servations. Let us suppose that ^ashy Brown wanted des-
perately to be liked by the boys in his neighborhood. He
steals away from home to the forbidden swimming pool to
join them. The boys persuade him to go into the water.
How did he act when he went down the bank to the water?
^That did the boys do to him ?
How did Y/ashy act toward the boys ?
Make a metal picture of his eyes, his skin, his chin,
his nose, his walk, his voice.
Spend ten minutes writing a description of him.
Exchange papers. Head your neighbor's description.
The pupil who finds a description that he thinks
is well written reads it to the class. Spend ten
minutes reading and discussing.
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How let us read a description of this same boy written by
another author*
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George Washington Brown was his name. Wide wondering
,
pale
blue eyes bulging from a round, fat face, a delicately formed
nose, and a firm small mouth belied this heroic name. The
boys called him Washy.
Washy's bulky body swept majestically down the path to the
swimming hole. The boys waited his coming with malicious
glee. A singing grasshopper zoomed against his turned up,
pudgy nose, Washy waved his arms blindly at his attacker.
He stumbled, fell, and rolled down the bank. The fat folds
covering his ribs shook like jelly as he sat shivering in the
pool.
"Ho fair splashin’," he puffed in a panting, treble voice.
He struggled to his feet. His fat convex face twisted with
pain as a stone cut his tender foot. He started to back
from the water.
"Back, back, or we'll duck you," the boys yelled. Washy's
wet glistening arm extended in a belittling gesture toward
the boys, yet from his wondering eyes a look of despairing
surrender belied this bravado. Suddenly the boys toppled
his heaving body into the depths of the pool.
What expression helped to picture his unhappiness ?
What expression pictured his embarrassment ?
What facial features does the author give Washy ?
Notice that the author also uses bodily action and speech
to give his picture.
What expressions does he use to picture his walk ?
What expressions does he use to describe his voice ?
Copy on your chart expressions which show facial features,
bodily action, and mood (embarrassment, unhappiness).
Keep these charts in your notebook. Add words to them from
your reading.
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Lesson 7
How well can you choose concrete expressions to express your
observations ?
Head the following selection. At the end of the selection
there are words which are both general and concrete. Write
in each blank the concrete expression that best pictures the
incident.
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Mother insists father must discharge Sarah, the cook. Father
is a timid man. He dreads the ordeal.
Father's feet as he went into Sarah's kitchen.
His blue eyes looked at the cook. His —
lip trembled as his thin fell into lines of
distress. In a thin voice he muttered, "Sara, you're
With arms akimbo Sara glared at him. Her in her
—-— in her face, her —*— brown eyes flashed
fire.
"Mr. Percy," she growled. Her voice dropped like pellets of
ice on father's spirit. Instinctively he hunched his
shoulder, and slunk from the room.
walked slowly apologetically round, watery
staring lower nostril
dilated
long face
long
large
clumped woodenly
bulging
unhappy
broad, coarse
mean
looked crossly
Write an original characterization of the person in one of
the following episodes :
Episode 1
A gossipy girl walks into the room. She makes a remark about
another girl without realizing the other girl is present in
the room. Imagine you are this girl. How would you act when
you realized what you had done ?
A pupil in the class will dramatize. Class suggests possible
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expressions from notebook charts that describe the girl.
Episode E
The day of the basketball game arrived. The game is the most
important of the season. The last minute Bob, the captain
of the team, is asked to stay at home with a sick mother,
while his sister goes to the drugstore for medicine.
A pupil in the class will dramatize. Class suggests words
from charts which picture the boy.
Spend ten minutes writing a description of the actor.
Exchange papers . Head descriptions. Have children offer
suggestions for improvi&Bnt.
These words may help with descriptions
walked elegantly
self-satisfied sneer
head poised with defiance
mouth droops
distressed blue eyes
troubled frown
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Lesson 8
Learning to Choose Details that Relate to the General
Impression
In presenting a pioture we frequently try to give an impression
of the type of person we are describing. We select the
features of the person, the bodily action, or tone of voice
which emphasizes this impression.
In the blank following the selection write one word which you
choose from the following list. The word should name the
type of person the author is characterizing.
These words should give the name of the type of person the
author is describing and characterizing.
Daniel Boone was over six feet tall, lean and wiry. His
muscles were hard, but flexible. His quiet and graceful
movements reminded one of a tiger. His brown skin was
weathered by the wind and rain. Long, coal black hair
topped his kindly face. Keen, alert eyes smiled from his
gaunt countenance.
The mirror showed a delicate face with small bones. The face
was freckled and pale, but healthy, like fine sand. The hair
grieved him on occasions when he went to church or any doings
at Volusia. It was straw-colored and shaggy, and no matter
how carefully his father cut it, once a month on the Sunday
morning nearest the full moon, it grew in tufts at the back.
"Drakes n tails, his mother called them. His eyes were wide
and blue. ^Jhen he frowned, in close study over his reader,
or watching something curious, they narrowed. It was then
that his mother claimed him kin.
egotistical
fun-loving
boorish
companionable
idealistic
nervous
out-door man
energetic
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Sam's head was rather large for his body, his blue-gray eyes
burned brightly. TThen he spoke, his words came forth from
his mouth slowly, in a natural drawl which his mother called
"Sammy* s long talk." To the boys of the neighborhood, how-
ever, he was simply young Sam Clemens, lively or grave as
the mood struck him, but usually a good companion. The fact
that he was all eyes and ears for the world around him made
Sam a good companion. Ho one knew quite what he would do
next, but his ideas were sure to be interesting. Already
at ten years, he had something of a reputation among the
boys in Hannibal. Removing his foot from the cold water,
Sara squashed it agreeably in the mud oozing between the
rough paving stones of the wharf.
Himself, he was a little as if made from leather, with his
yellow crinkly face, and crinkly reddish hair and beard, and
neat folds slanting down his dheeks to the comers of his
mouth and his guttural and one-toned voice, for leather is
a sardonic substance, and stiff and slow of purpose. And
that was the character of his face, save that his eyes,
which were gray-blue had in them the simple gravity of one
secretly possessed by the ideal.
Check the criticism which applies to the following selections
1. It is well written because it presents a clear picture.
2. It is poorly written as all the details do not develop
the general impression.
3. The description is too vague.
Daniel Boone was over six feet tall. He loved the outdoors.
Prom beneath his arched forehead his deep-set luminous eyes
looked shrewdly about him. His round face was expressionless
as he waddled down the road. Suddenly his eyes set in terror,
his small mouth tightened, his finely chiseled nostril
dilated - a rustle was stirring in the bushes.
The mirror showed a delicate round face. The face was pale
and anaemic. His hair was blond, and carefully combed, his
blue eyes were round in their innocence. ?Hien he frowned,
in close study over his reader, they narrowed like his
mother's. He was a tough little lad who loved to rough it
with his playmates.
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Draw a circle around details that do not contribute to the
general impression of the type of person presented.
Copy on your charts the vocabulary from the selections
that give concrete descriptions.
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Lesson 9
Learning to Characterize Through Description
When writing a characterization the description should
emphasize the character traits of the person or the type
of person that you wish to introduce to your reader.
To help with the characterization it is well to become
familiar with a few common character traits. The following
list of character traits will help you to Judge character :
1. warm-hearted 7. compassionate 13. kind
2. sincere 8. callous 14. charitable
3. zealous 9. malicious 15. just
4. impetuous 10. inhuman 16. unfair
5. benevolent 11. cruel 17. faithless
6. harsh 12. generous 18. debased
The following list of synonyms explains the meaning of
some of the above words. Write the number of the word in
the blank preceding the word.
disposed to promote the happiness of others
to reduce to a lower state
sympathetic
characterized by active interest
honest, genuine, real
proceeding from ill will
unfeeling
severe, unduly rigorous
hastily or raehly energetic
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The following list of types of people will help you to
classify people into types :
1# earnest
2 .cordial
7. placid 13. contemptuous
14. bore
15. tawdry
3.
enthusiastic
4.
wistful
5.
flatterer
6.
vivacious
8. solitary
9. inert
10. phlegmatic
11. grave
12. slovenly
16. rash
11; proud
18. egotistical
The following list of synonyms explains the meaning of
some of the above words. Write the number of the word
in the blank preceding the word.
wishing for something with little hope of receiving it
hearty, sincere
peaceful, quiet
lazy, stupid
gay, merry, light-hearted
— untidy, disorderly, messy
haughty, insolent
not easily moved
Biseuss and correct with the teacher.
In writing a description which is to characterize a person
ask yourself these questions :
1. How does the person impress me ?
2. What characteristics (traits of character) would I
Judge him to have ?
3. What type of person is he ?
4. What observations can I make to emphasize these
impressions ?
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Lesson 10
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Learning to Criticize Your Writing
The following five criticisms mention a quality of one of
the following descriptions. Write the number of the
criticism to the right of the description that it criticizes.
1. The description is well done. It is organized
around a general impression.
2. The description is well done. It presents concrete
details.
3. The picture lists details without giving the reader
an impression of the person described.
4. The description inoludes too many details that are
not concrete.
5. There is no order to the details of the picture.
The author jumps from one detail to another
confusing the picture. He should choose the
details in the order that he noticed them.
To the left of the description write in the blank the
general impression that the author presented by his
observations. Use your list from Lesson 9. Write the
number found before the word in your list in Lesson 9,
that indicates the type of person described, or the
character trait emphasized by the description.
Paul was tall for his age and very thin, with high
cramped shoulders and a narrow chest. His eyes were
remarkable for a certain hysterical brilliancy, and he
continually used them in a conscious, theatrical sort of
way. peculiarly offensive in a boy. The pupils were
abnormally large, as though he were addicted to belladonna.
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but there was a glassy glitter about them which that drug
does not produce, —
—
John was a handsome fellow. He was six feet tall and
carried himself well, with sky blue eyes, shiny-black hair,
red lips, beautiful white teeth, bronzed skin, a nice nose,
and he had a charming voice. He had a gaunt face, high
cheek bones, and well-developed ears. He walked with a
swinging gait. He was the picture of robust health.
He had gone to war with a boyish countenance. His
features were embryonic. Life had left no mark. But now
at twenty-three, life had sharpened his features. His
straight nose with its sharply defined nostrils, his firm
but full-lipped mouth, and his eyes with a deep, burning
far away look told us he was now a man. War had left its
mark.
He had the general outwardness of a vast and lumpy child.
His chin had so distanced his other features that his eyes,
nose, and brow seemed almost baby-like in comparison, while
his mountainous legs were the great part of the rest of
him. He was one of those huge bottle-shaped boys who are
always in motion. Under all circumstances he kept his
conspicuous legs incessantly moving, whether he was going
anywhere or remaining comparatively in one spot.
-His expression was pathetically offensive, the result
of his bland confidence in the audible opinions of a
small town whereof his father was the richest inhabitant
and the one thing about him, even more obvious than his
chin, his legs, and his spectacular taste in flannels,
was his perfect trufct that he was as welcome to everyone
as he was to his mother.
In his eyes there was no one like Ann. He liked her
blond hair, her brown eyes, her bright cheeks. He liked
her smooth skin, her round face, her small immature mouth.
He liked her pug nose, her small ears, and her determined
chin. He liked her pert manner.
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Fifteen year old Joe was tall, thin and brown, and
reminded one of a colt, for she never seemed to know what
to do with her long limbs which were very much in her way.
She had a decided mouth, a comical nose and sharp gray
eyes, which appeared to see everything and were by turn
fierce, funny or thoughtful. Her long thick hair was
her one beauty. Hound shoulders had Jo, big feet, a fly-
away look to her clothes, the uncomfortable appearance
of a girl who was rapidly shooting up into a woman and
didn't like it.
Discuss with the teacher*
Copy from the selections any vocabulary that is concrete
Are you adding words to your vocabulary chart ?
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Lesson 11
Learning to Use Descriptive Action Words
Some authors describe or characterize people by telling us
what they look like while they are engaged in some action.
This lesson gives an opportunity to review the descriptive
principles learned for describing and characterizing people
and to practice the new principle.
After each selection write the impression that the author
is trying to emphasize. Draw a circle around each
descriptive action word.
With sinking heart and pounding pulse I opened the classroom
door. Forty pairs of curious eyes stared at me - some
twinkled with derision, some danced with laughter, some
stared with hostility, one softened with pity. The sole
of my loose shoe scraped the floor. I stumbled awkwardly.
My large, flat, ill-clad feet became the cynosure of the
forty pairs of upturned eyes. As I turned to take the seat
the instructor pointed out to me I dared not lift my eyes.
After some moments I ventured to look around me. All heads
but one were bent toward the solution of the math problem.
One round pair of blue eyes twinkled with approval. A deep
calm stole over me. Suddenly I was conscious of my eyes
deep-set under an arched forehead, my well-formed aquiline
nose, my deeply tanned skin, and my thin-lipped mouth set
in a square manly jaw. I smiled understanding^ at my new
admirer.
Impression
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The cognomen of Crane was not inapplicable to Ms person.
He was tall, and exceedingly lank, with narrow shoulders,
long arms and legs, hands that dangled a mile out of his
sleeve, feet that might have served for shovels, and his
whole frame most loosely hung together. His head was small,
and flat at the top, with huge ears, large green glassy
eyes, and a long snipe nose, so that it looked like a
weather cock perched upon his spindle neck to tell which
way the wind blew. To see him striding along the profile
of a hill on a windy day, with his clothes bagging and
fluttering about him, one might have mistaken him for the
genius of famine descending upon the earth, or some scare-
crow eloped from a cornfield.
Impression - — ----------------------
Many call Lincoln a homely man. His tall lanky body, his
stooped shoulders, his large hands and feet suggest an
awkward, clumsy man. But would delicately formed hands
and feet suit this tall frame better ? His deep-set eyes,
his high cheek bones, the folds of wrinkles slanting to
the comers of his mouth give character to Ms face. His
sad eyes saw a vision of democracy, and his bent shoulders
carried the burdens for democracy. Lincoln's life was
lonely. In those lonely moments grief and care etched
deep wrinkles on his sallow skin, but the great vision of
democracy was a noble aspiration. Shouldn't the hero of
this great vision be nobly proportioned, massive in form
and feature ? Truly Lincoln was not a homely man. His
was the beauty of true nobility.
Impression -------------------------
Practice characterizing a person. Write a description
which characterizes an awkward person, an egotistical
person, an incompetent person, a submissive person, a
nervous person, or any kind of person suggested in Lesson 9 .
Use your charts for help and the previous models that you
have in your book. Use the pictures that you have collected.
Write for ten minutes. Divide into groups of four.
Sead each other's descriptions. Choose the best from
each group. Head these to the class.
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Lesson 12
Describing a Person According to Point of View
’Then yon describe a person the picture you give the reader
will be influenced by your personal feeling about him, in
other words, your point of view.
Today we shall describe a pupil from another class. Send
for the pupil. Slant the description. Half of the class
will describe the pupil from an unfriendly point of view,
the other half from an admiring point of view.
Write for ten minutes. Use your vocabulary charts. Pupil
returns to his own room.
Teacher collects a few papers at random. Select papers at
random. Teacher reads papers. Ask class to identify the
point of view. Spend five minutes.
A characterization should be fair. Ho person is good or bad,
completely homely or completely beautiful. A fair descrip -
tion blends the friendly with the unfriendly.
Choose two contradictory observations. Working at the
slate, blend the observations into a fair description.
Work for ten minutes. Return papers.
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Combine the descriptions. Pupils choose a partner. Pupils
work in pairs to fuse the points of view. Ten minutes.
At the end of ten minutes divide into groups of six.
Compare results. Have one selection selected by the group
to be read to the class.
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Further Practice for Characterization
Analyzing Characterizations
Studying Vocabulary
You probably know intimately an old man, your grandfather,
a neighbor, the postman, or a cobbler. Perhaps he is
lovable, irritable, understanding, generous, or stingy.
Here are some descriptions which characterize as well as
describe old men.
What types of men are presented ?
What character traits are presented ?
What moods are shown ?
In the blank at the end of the description indicate the
type or the mood
,
or the character traits emphasized.
Selection 1
My grandfather said little. When he first came in he kissed
me and spoke kindly to me, but he was not demonstrative.
I felt at once his deliberateness and personal dignity,
and was a little in awe of him. The thing one immediately
noticed about him was his beautiful, crinkly, snowwhite
beard. I once heard a missionary say it was like the
beard of an Arabian Sheik. His bald crown only made it
more impressive.
Grandfather 1 s eyes were not at all like those of an old man.
They were bright blue, and had a fresh, frosty sparkle.
His teeth were white and regular - so sound that he had
never been to a dentist in his life. He had a delicate
skin, easily roughened by sun and wind. When he was a
young man, his hair and beard were red, his eyebrows were
still coppery.
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Selection 2
Scrooge was a tight-fisted hand at the grindstone, Scrooge
A squeezing, wrenching, grasping, scraping, clutching ,
covetous old - sinner! Hard and sharp as flint, from which
no steel hadever struck out generous fire; secretive, and
self-contained, and solitary as an oyster. The cold within
him froze his old features, nipped his pointed nose,
shriveled his cheek, stiffened his gait, made his eyes red,
and his thin lips blue, - -- -- -- -
Selection 3
All the irritation of tramp's crippled years gathered in
his black, stormy eyes, as he glowered at Hesta from beneath
shaggy brows. The creases in his forehead deepened as
Hesta 1 s sharp, gossipy voice contested his pleasure in
the news of his evening paper. The crepy yellow skin of
his throat hung loosely below the thin line of his neat,
thin-lipped mouth. As he noisily gathered his papers to
him, his dry, old voice rumbled like worn-out thunder.
He slowly limped from the room. ------- -----
Selection 4
As his sparkling watery eyes with their wrinkled corners
twinkled at us, we knew we had met a delightful friend.
He had a pointed, upturned, wide nose with dilated nostrils.
When he laughed, a wide, wrinkled cornered mouth opened
to show a set of uneven, yellow broken teeth. A round
firmly set chin was covered by a fuzzy white beard which
matched his unkempt, stringy, graying mustache. His round,
red cheeks were deeply wrinkled, and furrows of happiness
had crossed his wide, arched forehead. He laid down his
hoe, spat out his tobacco, and stiffly sat on the stone
wall beside us to swap yams about the folks at the village
inn. — - -- — - - — ------ — - - — - - - -
Selection 5
The farmer is old but very happy and kind. His twinkling,
squinty eyes peer upward, and his arched forehead, furrowed
and lined, is topped with shaggy white hair. A long bulbous
nose with dilated nostrils, deep-cut lines extending to
the corners of his tight-lipped, but smiling mouth give
character to his chubby round face. Stiff wiry hair,
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covers his broad round chin, his complexion is ruddy and
weathered from rain and wind. This kindly man with
shoulders stooped from toil, invites you to share the
pleasure of his living, experienced in his rugged but
cheerful life.
Lesson 14
Homework:
Describe some old man of your acquaintance or an interesting
picture of an old man.
Spend twenty minutes of class time reading and discussing
papers. Work in groups. Read best four papers to class.
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ate of birth : Month Day Year How old are you now ?
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'ate of examination Name of examiner
Do not write anything more. Do not turn the page. Wait until you are told to begin.
Read the following directions carefully.
You are to answer all the questions in this booklet in the same general way. You are to choose the one
the five possible answers which you think is right and then show your choice by filling in one of the answer
aces. You will fill in that answer space which has the same number or letter that your chosen answer
is.
In marking your answer you are to fill in the space between the pair of dotted lines as black as you can,
that your answer can be easily seen.
Study the sample questions below, which are correctly marked, until you are sure that you know just
hat to do.
amples.
.
Choose the numbered word that means the same as the first word (the one without a number).
closed— 1 far 2 shut 3 open 4 long 5 up a
Choose the numbered word that tells what the first word (the one without a number) always has.
A table always has — 1 flowers 2 tablecloth 3 legs 4 varnished top 5 vase ... .b
From the numbers with letters in front of them choose the one which should come next in the series of numbers
given first.
1 2 3 4 5 6— a 8 67 clO d 9 ell c
Choose the best answer.
Why do we use a knife ? Because —
1. it looks bright. 2. it can be used to cut things. 3. it can be used to eat soup.
4. it is hard. 5. it is easy to hold D
Choose the word that does not belong with the others.
1 horse 2 dog 3 violet 4 pig 5 camel } e
Choose the word that means just the opposite of the first word (the one without a number).
up— 1 high 2 bottom 3 upper 4 down 5 far f
Choose the word that is related to the third word in the same way as the second is related to the first.
Hat is to head as shoe is to what ?
hat -head:: shoe- 1 hand 2 foot 3 neck 4 sky 5 glove o
i
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Pintner Verbal: Adv.: ATEST 2. LOGICAL SELECTION
%
irections. Look at the sample that follows.
§ample. A table always has— 1 flowers 2 tablecloth 3 legs 4 varnished top 5 vase
. table always has legs, which is number 3 of the answers
;
so the third answer space is marked in the margin.
Ilead each statement. Find the thing it is most likely to have. Then mark the right answer space.
L4. Justice—
15. Envy—
16. A dichotomy—
Il7. A paradox—
|18. A syllogism—
119. Algebra—
120. A pyramid—
121. A prism—
22. Heterodox—
23. A chimera—
ll. A bird always has or implies -- 1 song 2 feathers 3 flight 4 cage 5 summer 1 :
:
il
: :
ii ii
:
:
: |i
2. A rug— 1 color 2 pattern 3 length 4 wool 5 weave ... 2 ll II ii ii 1!
3. A book— 1 pictures 2 stories 3 poems 4 pages 5 games 3 ii ii ii : ||
4. A nation—
1
1 people 2 president 3 kind 4 senate 5 navy 4 :: :
:
ii II ii
ii
::
i 5. An examination - w 1 questions 2 teacher 3 doctor 4 writing 5 papers i!
: if Ii
:
:
: II
16. A farmer— 1 horses 2 chickens 3 crops 4 sheep 5 land 6 :jj ii II y II
1 2 3 ,4 5
7. A poem— 1 rhymes 2 music 3 words 4 humor 5 interest? {]
;•
ii
!:
ii
:
il
:
:
ii
8. Pity— 1 aid 2 charity 3 sympathy 4 shame 5 mercy 8 :
:
jj
ii
11 ii
9. A newspaper— 1 pictures 2 information 3 puzzles 4 stories 5 advertisements 9 !l 1! ii ii ii
L0. A door— 1 knob 2 lock 3 keyholes 4 opening 5 metal 10 ll
:
ii II
:
ii ll
Ll. A store— 1 register 2 losses 3 windows 4 fruits 5 stock 11 i i: ii ii ii ii
J
2+
1
2+
2 3 4 5
L2. A hyperbole— 1 truth 2 denial 3 agreement 4 exaggeration 5 wit 12 ii i| II ii 11
13. A hero— 1 friends 2 wealth 3 property 1 success 5 admirers 13 II ii || || II
1 peace 2 judge 3 fairness 4 kindness 5 punishment 14
1 hatred 2 desire 3 need 4 rudeness 5 greatness 15
1 division 2 unity 3 complexity 4 order 5 harmony ie
1 truth 2 will 3 moral 4 contradiction 5 assumption 17
1 climax 2 plot 3 action 4 premise ' 5 adverb is
1 symbols 2 equations 3 problems 4 numbers 5 digits 19
1 5 sides 2 apex 3 5 comers 4 tomb 5 stone 20
1 triangle 2 parallelogram 3 glass 4 octagon 5 pentagon 21
1 guardianship 2 disagreement 3 height 4 strength 5 paradox 22
: :
=
1
:: :
:
1 2
l! ii
1
1 photograph 2 illusion 3 ghost 4 enemy 5 poetry 23
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TEST 3. NUMBER SEQUENCE Pintner Verbal: Adv. : A
Hrections. Look at the sample that follows : a b c d e
ample. 1 2 3 4 5 6 —
Vhat number should come next ?
a 8 b 7 c 10 d 9 e 11 1
:
:
:
:
n
'he right answer is 7 ; so the second answer space. marked “ b, ” in the margin is filled in.
tudy the second sample and answer it in the same way. a b c d e
'ample. 1 8 2 8 3 8 — a 8 b 6 • c 2 d 4 e 9
1!
’
I! II II il
'he right answer is 4, which is “ d.” Do the rest in the same way. Remember to mark the answer space
i the margin which is lettered the same as your answer.
- a b c d e
1. 9 12 15 18 21 24 — a 27 b 30 c 33 d 26 e 37
:
:
ii w 0 ii II
a b c d e
2. 16.3 23.3 30.3 37.3 44.3 — a 47.3 b 61.3 c 63.3 d 57.3 e 49.3 . . . 0
a
II
b
Ii
c
II
d
ii
e
3. 7 9 12 16 21 — a 23 b 29 c 27 d 24 e 25 3
II II II II
:
:
ii
a b c d e
4. 3 7 6 7 12 7— a 18 b 15 c 7 d 36 e 24 4
II II II II II
a b c d e
6. 2 5 8 13 18 25— a 32 b 34 c 30 d 36 e 28 5 i
;
:
:
ii II II
:
ii
a b c d e
6. 13 17 20 22 23— a 24 b 25 c 23 d 27 e 30 6 II !!
:
:
ii II II
a b c d e
7. 18 9 3 1| ia g b i c IS d\ el 7
:
: :
: ii ii ii H
a b c d e
8. 15 16 10 12 7 10 6— a 2 b 7 c 10 d 6 e 12 8 ;;
ii II II II II
a b c d e
9. 175 103 67 49 40— a 31 b 22 c 29 d 35; e 21; 9 ii :: Ii II II
a b c d e
10. 11 14 17 8 11 14 — a 17 b 8 c 11 d 7 e 5 10 n: : ii n;; :
:
j
i i
3+ 3+
a b C d e
11. 52 39 28 19 12 7— a 5 b 3 c 2 d 4 e 6
II II II II
a b c d e
12. 6 7 6 8 9 8 10— a 8 b 9 c 11 d 12 e 14 ii ii ii Ii II
a b c d e
13. 20^ 21 22} 24 — a 23 b 25; c 25 d 26; e 23\ II ii ii ii ii
•
a b c d e
14. 8 6 7 5 7 5 8 6 10— a 7 b 6 c 14 d 9 e 8 14 ii
a
ii
b
II
c
ii
d
.ii
e
15. 14 13|- 13f 12f 11 — a 9 b n c 8§ d lOf e 6 15 ii II II ii ii
a b c d e
16
- i £ i A t 3a 32 b i c -0 16 d ! « *1 H ii ii:: ii :ii
a b c d e
17. +10 +1 +2 -5 -3 -8 — a —5 b -3 c -15 d +10 e +6 . . . . 17 ii
a
ii
6
II
c
ii
d
ii
e
18. 5.8 5.8 17.4 87 609 — a 782 b 5481 c 1131 d 4263 e 3218 . . . 18 i! II ii 1!
:
ii
*
a b C d e
19. 19f 19| 19f 19 19f 18f— a 19§ b 18; c 19; d 18 e 20 ii ii ll II II
a b c d e
20. 27 29 32 33 35 38— a 39 b 40 c 41 d 42 e 43 20 ii II ii II II¥
a b c d e
21. +5 +2 0 -1 -1 0 — a, +1 b -1 c +2 d -2 e 0 jj
a
0
b
ii
c
II
d
II
e
22. 2| 2! 3! 7 171 52}— a 105 b 367; c 68 d 87; e 183; . . . 22 :
:
ii ||
:
ii I! ii
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Pintner Verbal : Adv. : A
TEST 4. BEST ANSWER
ections. Below are some proverbs. In each group one of the numbered proverbs means the same
nearly the same as the first (unnumbered) one.
id this proverb and then mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same.
ie sample is answered correctly.
<1
2
Triple. “All that glitters is not gold” means—
1. Gold does not glitter as a diamond.
2 . Only little things shine.
3. You cannot judge a book by its cover.
4. Some glittering things are silver.
5. The best things are made of gold
12 3
I! I
the rest in the same way.
ich is numbered the same.
First make your choice and then mark the answer space in the margin
2.
3.
4.
5.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
means
7
‘A stitch in time saves nine” means —
1. A penny saved is a penny earned.
One stitch is less expensive than nine stitches.
Great people save time.
Sewing should take place only at a certain time.
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
. . .
‘Rome was not built in a day” means—
1. Rome is a large city.
Build a city
;
pass a day.
In Rome do as the Romans do.
Perseverance is the key to success.
It was difficult to build Rome
‘Let another’s shipwreck be your seamark” means—
1. Let bygones be a memory.
A burnt child dreads the fire.
Learn wisdom by the follies of others.
Learn to creep before you run.
Learn of ships to prevent shipwrecks
‘The more inquisitive the person, the better the gossiper,’
1. Better the liar, longer the tongue.
Lie for him, and he’ll swear for you.
Let women spin and not gossip.
Ears always open to hear keep not what is entrusted to them.
Let not your tongue cut your throat
‘No gale can equally serve all passengers” means—
1. No soup pleases a poor cook.
Any valet serves any master.
No butter covers bread equally on all sides.
No plate can satisfy all appetites.
No fine clothes hide the clown
‘Better give a shilling than lend a half crown” means—
1. Better a pence than a copper.
Better give the wool than lend the whole sheep.
Give little to the big. .
A shilling grows bigger with years.
A shilling will buy a crown
‘Our friends see our faults but conceal them or soften them” means
1. Friends need no formal invitation.
The eyes of our friends mirror only our virtues.
Our friends’ faidts are our own.
Good words will not fill a sack.
Four eyes see more than two
12 3
1 2 3
4^
12 3
2 .
3.
4.
5.
12 3
2 .
3.
4.
5.
12 3
2 .
3.
4.
5.
12 3
2 .
3.
4.
5.
12 3
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Pintner Verbal : Adv. : A
TEST 4— Continued
“The fool that eats till he is sick must fast till he is well” means —
1. Fools are not to be convinced.
Fools make feasts and wise men eat them.
Spend till in debt, save till solvent.
Eat and spend, eat and spend, is the fool’s creed.
Mend and spend is the key to the bank 8
‘Pale death knocks with an impartial knuckle” means—
1. Death keeps no calendar.
Death defies the doctor.
Death’s day is doomsday.
Death makes no appointments.
Death goes to hovels and to palaces 9
‘It is well to moor your bark with two anchors” means—
1. Two anchors are better than three.
One anchor, one ship ; two anchors, two ships.
A ship is as safe as its anchor.
Don’t put all your eggs in one basket.
A good anchor is like a good egg, it is safe io
2 .
3.
4.
5.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
“Persecution is a tribute the great must ever pay for preeminence” means—
1. Great gain, little gain.
2. Persecution and a cross dig a grave.
3. Great trees keep the small ones down.
4. Persecution leads to the throne.
5. Great marks are soonest hit n
“Powerful indeed is the empire of habit” means—
1. Habit can drive away sorrows.
2. The empires are for the powerful.
3. A habit is the weakest unit of man’s reason.
4. Habit is second nature.
5. Reason is more powerful than habit 12
“Our affections are but tents of a night” means—
1. Our affections are covered ground.
2. Our loves are in a perpetual flux.
3. A blithe heart makes a blooming visage.
4. Tents in the night make for love in the day.
5. A love at night is eternal 13
“Men’s thoughts are much according to their inclinations” means—
1. Men are as flexible as their thoughts.
2. The thought belies the man.
3. The wish is father to the thought.
4. One man, one thought ; two men, two thoughts.
5. Men and their thoughts are strange friends 14
“Few men have been looked up to by their domestics” means—
^1. No garden without its weeds.
2. Never sound the trumpet of your own praise. ^
3. A master once but never always.
4. A servant wishes he were master.
5. A valet respects his master least 15
“Excess kills more than the sword” means—
1 . Pleasure of every kind quickly satisfies.
2. Excess brings great weight.
3. Lend much, receive nothing.
4. A little of a good thing is enough.
5. Great learning lessens originality ie
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